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BY
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TO BE ECONOMICAL

BORING PRESENT FISCAL YEAR

Wood is given credit for saving
the situation, but as a matter of
fact, neither man played up to his
sianaara. Tney started somewhat
listlessly, having already appeared
in other contests during the
day
wuuu iwice. me score at the end
-,
was i,
a-

President Praises the Operation of the Budget
Bureau But Calls Upon the Government's
Executives for Still Closer Scrutiny of Their
Activities and Expenditures.
(BY THR ASSOCIATED PllESS.)
Washington, July 11. Adminis ent excess of expenditure amount
officers
trative
of the executive es- ing to $697,000,000 but offset to
tablishments of .the government the amount of $722,000,000 by the
who . were assembled today for general balance In the treasury on
business June 30."
their third
Experience of the past year, the
meeting were called upon by Presithe
"utmost president continued, has demonfor
dent Harding
during strated that there need be no uneconomy" of expenditure
the current fiscal year and the use due concern over prospective defiof their "pruning knives" upon the cits, recalling that while a deficit
estimates for the succeeding 11 of $24,000,000 was forecast last
The president further year, a surplus of $318,000,000 wag
months.
This was accomplished,
urged economy by federal officials realized.
as an example for the states and he asserted, despite 'the fall in govwhose
municipalities
mounting ernment receipts for the year of
debts he described as a "menace" $1,515,000,000, the equivalent of
un equaled in America today.
the reduction In the amount colReferring to the operations of lected from the people. Yet, bethe budget bureau during the fis- cause It pruned Its expenditures
cal year Just ended, during which by $1,743,000,000 it produced an
withdrawals from the treasury actual surplus.
were reduced by J759.000.O0O from
"This," he said, "Is certainlv a
the earlier estimated total of
gratifying accomplishment."
but
as "a record of real he added tYiat expenses must b
he declared that kept within income this year and
achievement,"
upon
the government's
prospective net deficit of $425,- - called
000,000 for the present current executives for still closer scrutiny
of
us
"Reto
all.
their
a
is
activities
challenge
and
year
celpts for the current year," he
stated, "were estimated at
were
while expenditures
placed at $3.771, 000,000, an appar- - BROTHERS FIGHT ONE
semi-annu-

al

$3,074,-000,00-

0,

DEAD, OTHER WOUNDED

WEATHER
'
FORECAST.
Denver, July 11. New Mexico:
Wednesday and Thursday, fair; not
much change U temperature.
, Arizona:
Wednesday and Thursday,, fair; little change In temper--

(By Tha Associated Press.)

Clinton, Arte.. July 11. Two seta
of brothers battled on the open
range near Steeple Rock, N. M ,
forty miles east of here this morning. One was killed- and another
wounded. An argument over cattle and horses is Bald to have precipitated the fight.
Batte Bradberry. who. with hi.
brother, Mart Bradberry, Is said to
have fought John and Sidney
r,
was slain.
Sidney Fulchsr
was wounded, although the extent
of his Injuries are not known.
Details of the fight are lacking.
The participants are all residents
of this county.
-

16-1-

DEATH OF FATHER IS
AVENGED BY DAUGHTER
(By The AmAcimed
Mexico City. July 11. Prna.)
The shoot.
of
ing
Deputy Francisco
Teleda
Llorca, by which
Maria
uei filar Moreno avenged her
father's death, has provided Mexico
witn a sensation.
Popular sympathy is with the
cnna, who, armed with a small rc
volver given her last Christmas by
hor father, the editor of EI Horaldo
de Mexico set out alone to
'a crime which apparently Mexi
can justice was unable to rcacli, '
she declared.
It is thought here that, after mere
formalities, she will be released
and the incident dismissed. Llorca
was chosen a senator f""om Vera
Cruz in the last election and had
just come to Mexico City to present
his new credentials, Moreno, whom
he killed two months ngo after a
dispute in front of the Interior dewr.s
also a
partment building,
deputy from Vera Cruz.
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Mrs. Howard

Hattiesburg, Miss., July 11. The
appointment of Mrs. Howard S.
Williams, wife of the editor jf the
Hattiesburg American, nn afternoon daily newspaper, to the position of member of the Btate democratic executive committee marks
a new step In Mississippi politics.
This is the first woman in the

S,

Williams.

political history of Mississippi to
hold office. Mrs. Williams Is not
new to office holding, however, as
she has been widely interested in
club work for many years. She is
president of the first district of the
federated women's clubs of Mississippi,

believes a woman's first interest is in her home
and children, but that t will be
well for the Btate when women
take more Interest In politics. She
is a devotee of golf and has played
In every tournament sinco tho establishment of the Mississippi golf
association in 1915. Since that
time sho has been medallist once
and runner-u- p
twice.
Sho is a Woodrow Wilson democrat and will vote for Miss Belle
Kearney in the first primary, and
If she is eliminated and there is a
second primary with Hubert D.
Stephens in it, she will vote for
him.

75 PER CENT OF

DEMPSEY-WILL- S

.

GOLF

,

Mrs. Williams
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CONTRACT

DISCARD

FOR RING BOUT

More Than 100 olthe 325
Entrants in National Tour

(Bj Thi AN(icln(f d Thus.)
Now York, July. 11.
Demp
rey, world's heavyweight champion.
iaml Harry Wllls' negro heavy- -

GO

nament Struggle Through

.,

ck

Qualifying Round.

(Special Correapnndenr to The Journal.)
Santa Fe, July 11. The federal

circuit court of appeals has affirm
ed the Judgment of the United
States district court at Sunta Fe in
tho case of Major K. P. Bujac. of
Carlsbad, against Madame Bertha
Pauchct. This was a suit in which
Major Bujac sought to collect approximately $25,000, alleged to bo
due for legal services rendered and
expense incurred. This total Included pay for the services of Matron and Wood, of Albuquerque, and
Judge C. R. Brice, of Roswell, the
latter a law partner of Bujac prior
to his election to the district bench.
Judge Colin Neblett, presiding,
allowed a Judgment of approximately $12,500, when counsel for
the defendant appealed the case.
Madame Panchot, a resident of
Spain, was the daughter of Mndamq
Mathilde Cardoner, who died in
Albuquerque in the fall of 1918,
leaving a large estate.

--

through their respective managers
to box for the heavyweight
title,
Skokie Country Club, Glencoe, The time and nlace of the contest
Willie
111., July
determined later.
H (bv the Assncintort
Press). Facintr Dlavine conditional The contract, which it is expected
which at times helped and atl'"' eventually bring the champion
others hindered their work more,"""1 h'8' negro challenger together
than 100 of the 32B entmnta In twin the rlnsr. is nf the blanket tvni.
national open golt tournament 1
requires the heavyweights to box
within sixty days after the
dav struggled through a
round which sent about ance of a satisfactory bid extended
three-fourtof the starters into by a reliable promoter.
The time
the discard and produced golf: and place for the bout will be
or
figuratively, was much likelnounced at
shortly after the e
weather, full of clouds one'eeptance of such bid by the princi- minute and sparkling with sun pals or their managers,
In today's conference
shine the next. Only twenty-fou- r
between
won their way into the final.
Jack Kearns, representing Derail-seWalter Hagen of Detroit, Ameriand Patrick Mullins, manager
can, who has held almost every of Wills, the latter held out at first
pro title in the world, led the field for the proposals he made at Satwith a score of 141. John Farrell, urday's naeetlng, but Kearns was
Quaker Ridge N. Y., pro, had the obdurate and Mullins finally capitlow round with a 68.
ulated.
Mullins desired that bids
of- - the qualifiers were amateurs, be limited to those received within
with Eddie Held,
St. thirty days and'that the bout be
Louis wonder, low among the non- fought within three months after
pros with 147 and seventh among the acceptance of the best offer.
all. It took a total of 152 to qualKearns stated that the offer is
ify, the same as yesterday. George submitted was the best ever tendDuncan, the famous English pro, ered by a champion to a challenger
blew up on his final nine and bare- and left the conference with the
ly qualified. Those were the high statement that Mullins could either
spots of a day of golf thrills, some sign It or drop negotiations for the
of which were produced In a driv- bout. Mullins finally withdrew his
ing rain and all of which were on objections and
his signature
a course so soaked that the putting to the contract,placed
also withdrawing
greens were like sponges.
ins proposal that the bout be tough;
Early in the day when the rain under the'
rules of the New
fell at one hour Intervals, the scores York state boxing
boxing commission in
were running high and it looked as case the contest
was held In terri
If a mark of 155 might qualify but tory not
with an up-t- o
the Bun came out In the afternoon, date ring provided
code.
drying the fair ways, and the totals
began to grow smaller and smaller
until John Black, 51, grandfather SCHOONER REPORTED
or uakiana, cant., turned in a 14B
as the 'sun was going down- and TO HAVE SUNK DURING
witn it went all hones of the shoot
A STORM ON JULY 4
ers whose scores had added to 153.
on" this ragged
edge
Hanging
'(By The Ataorlaled FteM.)
were - Bob Peebles. Willie Ogg.
Nogales, Ariz., July 11. Friends
Frank McNamara, Al Hackbarth
here'
are' apprehensive of the fate
all well known club swingers,
At the 154 mark stood S. Davison or H. Gordon Glore, Nogales coii
tractor,
and a party aboard his
Herron of Chlcngo, former national
Schooner which, according
amateur champion, and the second fishing
to
word
received today from
former national amateur title hold
Sonora, sank in a storm on
er to go out. Bob Gardner falling
the
of July 4 near St.
night
yesterday. Accompanying him were
Art Reld of Ardsley, N. Y.. Wilfred George's bay off the coast of Sonora.
Rold of, Washington, D. C, Kern
Nothing has since been heard
Marsh of iLondon Canada, and
from- Glore or the several other
George Sargent of Columbus, O. members
of the party, whose Idenveteran of many a tournament.
With these and a few other ex tities have not been learned.
advices
stated that the
ceptions, all of the greater players Meagre
vessel was lost and
Inquiries
quautiea
brought no word as to whether
Today's field was the second of those
aboard perished. Mr. Glore,
the three sections of entrants to an
experienced sailor and fisherqualtry to qualify. Twenty-see- n
man,
with
guests has taken fishing
ified yesterday, due to ties, making
'summer for several
a total of fifty-on- e
for the two trlpsr every
days. The final group will go out years In the Gulf of California.
and
tomorrow, the low twenty-fou- r
ties getting into the finals Thurs- WILKERSOtf SELECTED
day and Friday.
TO SUCCEED LANDIS
CARLSBAD SHUTS OUT
' (By The Auorlaled Prrm.)
announcing
James H.
Washington. Julv 11
ROSWELL; SCORE 4-- 0
(By The Antedated
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U. S. DISTRICT COURT
HAS BEEN
AFFIRMED
IN JHE BUJAC CASE

ated Press). With state troops
and United States deputy marshals
on guard in half a dozen states to
avert violence and prevent interference with the movement ot tho
malls or Interstate commerce,
leaders of the "Big Four" railroad
brotherhoods and railway executives were hurrying to Chicago tonight to confer tomorrow on issues
growing out pf the shopmen's
strike.
At Bloomington, 111., where state
troops have been guarding the
Chicago & Alton railway shops,
engineers, firemen, trainmen and
conductors, members of tho four
big brotherhoods, voted today not
to enter the shops or yards as long
as troops are stationed there. The
matter of working with guards and
state troops on duty is one of the
matters expected to bo taken up
tomorrow.'
Another Issue.
Another Issue to be discussed
will be the alleged insistence of the
carriers that members of the "Big
Four" do work regularly assigned
to the crafts pow on strike. The
Labor
States Railroad
United
Hoard last week gave an opinion
that the members of one union
craft were not required to do tho
work of another whose members
were on strike unless they did so
voluntarily.
Members of the "Big Four"
unions have also protested that
rolling stock has not been kept in
condition since the strike of shopmen.
151ft In Strike Clouds.
A rift in the strike clouds appeared today with the announcement of D. W. Helt, president of
the Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen that his 14,000 members
would not strike at this time but
expected to open new negotiations
with the industrial carriers regarding their grievances. If unable to
reach an agreement the entire
matter will be referred to the Railroad Labor board, he said.
The shop crafts leaders assumed
a more hopeful attitude today
with receipt of advices that, all
told, eighteen railroads had made
conciliatory expressions looking toward a settlement of the strike and
that some were already conferring
with the system federation committees.
No settlement will be made,
however, except on a national
basis, the union heads Insisted, adhering to their original attitude of
insisting that the railroads deal
with the six international shop
unions as a whole.
Confers With Jewell.
Negotiations have progressed so
far on the Northern Pacific and
the Great Northern that R. A.
chairman of the strikers'
committee of St. Paul, Minn., came
to Chicago today to confer with
President B. M. Jewell and other
federation
officers. No definite
conclusion was reached, it was
said.
Overtures to the local strike
committees have been forthcoming
rrom several roads ever since tho
beginning of tho strike, it was
learned today. The committees
have held fast, however, and while
listening to all proposals, refused
to enter into any system agreement.
"Whatever settlement
Is made
must be on a national basis," said
John Scott, secretary of the shop
crafts, today. "We have reiterated
our desire to talk to anyone authorized to talk for the railroads but
the shopmen will not enter Into
any separate agreement.
The
strike must be settled by an agreement covering the entire country
With Malls.
Postmaster General Work asked
all postmasters to report to their
local superintendents of the railway
mail service any interference wi'n
the movement of the mails.
At Youngstown, Ohio, the Baltimore and Ohio railroad obtained a
temporary injunction restraining
interference with the
shops and yards while a similar in.
junction was obtained by the same
road to protect tne road's property
and employes at East St. Louis,
111.,
and Flora, III. The Missouri Pacific and Frisco obtained a temporary federal restraining order a.
Kansas City, Mo.,
directed against
the shopmen's unions and officers
and four persons, one a wotnai .
were taken Into custody at New
Orleans charged with violating federal injunctions to nrevent
inter
ference with the operation of trains.
art or the clerks on the Norgolk
and Western railroad struck fol
lowing authorization from national
headquarters. Several roads an.
nulled trains, the Wabash railway

v

fifty-fo-

trains

Wilkerson was nominated today by
be federal DIES 'FOLLOWING
(Special Correnpondenre lo The Journal.) President Harding to
ature. ....
FIT
Carlsbad. N. M.. July 11. Carls Judge for the northern Illinois disbad shut Roswell out in Sunday's trict, succeeding former Judge K.
' IiOCAIi REPORT
OF
VIOLENT
INSANITY
game, score 4 to 0. In the first In M. Landis. who resigned several
J Conditions for the 'twenty-fou- r
ning Carlsbad gained a lead on months ago to become arbitrator of
hours ended at ( p. m. yesterday,
(Bj The Aworluled Press.)
Roswell by getting four hits, re organized baseball.
Denver. Colo.. Julv 11. Jerome
"recorded by the university:
In
runs.
Thereafter
three
sulting
Harris,
helper in the dininir ear
94
Highest temperature
the game developed into a pitchers'
TO RESUME RECRUITING
kitchen on a Union Pacific train
.
65
, lowest
duel.
Rarey featured for Carlsbad,
Washington, July 11. After a from Salt Lake City, died following
;
29
Range .
McCOLL TO MILLERS.
getting fourteen strikeouts. .
for the a fit of violent
year's suspension,
79
during the
Mean .
SECTION MEN QUIT.
.
E. navy, under ordersrecruiting today. breakfast hour Insanity
Minn.,
Minneapolis,
July
By
innings:
this morning, it
published
41
.TnW 11
Denniaon. Ohln
Ona
Humidity at 6 a. m...
McCoIl. pitcher with the St. Carlsbad ...300 010 000 4 8 3 win d resumed.
Sixty-fiv- e
was
thou
learned
when
the
train
reached
'. ..
lSlhundred Pennsylvania section men Joseph club of the Western league Roswell ....000
ITumidity at 6 p. m
Denver.
000,0000 4 1t sand men will have to enlist or
Occupants of the dining
0 milt nmrlr hero Ihla Tnnmlnn In r..n
Precipitation
and formerly with Toledo, will Join
an
Batteries:
Carlsbad
In, the coming year In ordr and Pullman cars were frightened
Rarey
12 (test asainst a five ner pent wora'thA MInon,inli. A merlin i,..nli
Wild' velocity
Garen and to keep the navy up to tho 86,000 ty tne wild chouts ot the Insane
Stewart; Roswell
Direction of wind..,.., Southwest cut ordered by the company,
club Friday, it was announced Hedgecock. Struck out By Rarey, men authorized
under the naval man. Three men were required to
Clearlfectlve today,, .
Character of duy
'today
14; Garen, 2. subdue him.
appropriation bill.
Ful-che-

.................

r

7,

Bloomington Trainmen Vote
Not to Enter the Shops or
Yards While Armed Forces
Are on Duty,

4

4

d"
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ELMER DOVER'S

RESiATl

0 BE

TODAY San Francisco Woman

Issues Growing Out of the
Shopmen's Strike Are to
Be Discussed at a Conference at Chicago,

iKumiiiauuii.

of All Public
Invites the
ities, State and Municipal, and the Aid of All
Good Citizens to Uphold the Laws and to
Facilitate Those Operations in Safety
Which Are Essential to Life and Liberty.

,

NAMED TO
UR

L EADERS

Reso--

tee or san Miguel cvaf. ai a
resolutions
meeting today, ador'.jf'
'
Author- endorsing Judge- V theen B. Davis,
republican
Jr., of this city.lator from New
nomination for
Mexico. Judge Davis is now associate justice of the state supreme
court.
Following are the resolutions:
"Whereas, It is extremely Important to the state and nation
that a republican be elected to the
of United States senator
Washington, July 11. President Harding, in a proc- office
from New Mexico at the coming
directed
late
House
at
the
White
issued
tonight
lamation
election, and,
"all persons to refrain from interference with the lawful "Whereas, It Is extremely Imto nominate a man to head
efforts to maintain interstate transportation and the portant
the republican ticket who is well
mail."
United
of
States
the
carrying
qualified to represent the people;
In the proclamation, which was tinue their work, and rather than one who is well and favorably
Issued after a day In which con- abide by the decision rendered, known by the people, and one
certain operators have Ig- whose ability and integrity have
tinued reports had reached the and
nored the decision ordering the never been questioned, and one
postofflce department if interfei-enc- e abandonment
of the contract shop who is In accord with the national
b railroad strikers with mall
and
administration:
trains, the president Invited the co- practice;
"Whereas, The maintained op"Knowing we have a citizen
operation of aii public authorities, eration
In
Interof the railways
from San Miguel county who posstate and municipal and the "aid
commerce
and
the
transpor- sesses the above qualifications and
of all god citizens" to uphold the state
laws and to "facilitate those opera- tation of United States mails have can win if he will consent to repreof sent us; now, therefore, be it
necessitated
the
employment
essential
are
tions In safety which
to life and liberty, and the securitv men who choose to accept em"Resolved,
By the republican
of
the central committee
of San Miguel
iof property and our common wel- -' ployment under the terms
same
the
who
have
decision and
county that we urgently recomfare."
to
work
that
conmend to the republicans of the
indisputable right
The peaceful settlement of
troversies between shop crafts, em- others have to decline to work; state that the Hon. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
and,
was
of
Las Vegas be made the nominee
and
it
stated,
carriers,
ployes
"Whereas, The peaceful settle- for said office; and be it further.
in accordance with law and the rein
accordment
controversies
Resolved, That a copy of this
spect for the established agencies ance of
with law and due respect resolution be given the press, and
for such settlement are essential
to the security and well being of for the established agencies of that a copy be given Hon. S. B.
such settlement are essential to Davis, Jr., to the end that he may
our people."
The president took the position the security and well being of our know, and that the state at large
men willing to maintain the people;
may know, that San Miguel repub' that
"Now, therefore, I Warren Q. licans will press our claims for him
operation of railroad trains in order to transport mail have the Harding, president of the United as our candidate; and we hereby
"same. Indisputable right to work States do hereby make proclampledge ourselves to use all honorthat others have to decline to ation, directing all persons to re- able means to the end that he
with
frain from all Interference
work."
shall become the republican candiPresident Harding was occupied the lawful efforts to maintain In- date for United States senator
with
the
the
terstate
and
the
evening
from New Mexico.
throughout
transportation
proclamation carrying of the United States
"Done in Las Vegas, New Mexpreparation of the one
In
hour
mails.
delaying his dinner
ico, July 10, 1922.
over
to
first
the
main"These activities and the
order go
transcript.
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
He returned to the executive offices tained supremacy of the law are
Chairman.
after dinner and remained there the first obligation of the govern- Attest: 'LORENZO DELGADO,
until the proclamation was made ment and all the citizenship of
Secretary.
our country. Therefore, I Invite the
public about 10:40 p. m.
The text of the proclamation
of all public author
follows:
ities, state and municipal and the SENSATIONAL PLAYING .
"A proclamation.
aid of all good citizens to uphold
MARKS MEN'S DOUBLES
- "Whereas,
The United States the laws and to preserve the pub
an
board
is
Railroad Labor
lie peace, and to facilitate those
(By The Associated Press.)
agency of the government, created operations In safety, which are
Eng., July 11 (by
by law and charged with the essential to life and liberty, and theWimbledon,
SensaAssociated.
...Press).
' disputes be- the security of property and our tional
duty
play characterized the semitween railroad operators and em- common welfare.
"In witness whereof, I have final in the men's championship
ployes engaged in interstate comthis evening when Gerald
merce; and,
hereunto set my hand and caused doubles
The United States the seal of the United States to L. Patterson and Pat O'Hara Wood
"Whereas,
of
won from B. I. C.
Australia
Railroad Labor board has recently be affixed.
Norton of South Africa and H.
handed down decisions, one af"Done at the city of WashingRoper Barrett of England, after
fecting the wage of the shop ton, this eleventh day of July, one
of the hardest fought strugcraft employes, the other declar- in the year of our Lord, one
ever witnessed on the Wimbleing the contract system of shop thousand, nine hundred and twenty-t- gles
courts.
don
craft work with outside agencies wo
and of the independence of
Norton and Barrett were five
to bo contrary to the intent of the L nlted States the one huntimes within one point of taking
the transportation act, and, there- dred and
the losers surely never
"WARREN G. HARDING, the match,
fore, that such practice must be
played so wonderfully. Norton dediscontinued and,
(By the President.)
a
cannon
ball service good
veloped
"CHARLES E. HUGHES,
"Whereas, The shop craft emto score outright frequentployes have elected to discon
"Secretary of State." enough
ly, while Barrett's funny little
service ball directed along the middle line to Patterson's back hand,
was altogether too much for the
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Central;

(Special Correspondent's la vhfjVff
Las Vegas, N, M., July
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RAIL CHIEFS TO

MISSISSIPPI DEMS SET PRECEDENT
BY NAMING WOMAN TO COMMITTEE

CITY

MELLl'S

Is

Appointed to Make Investigation Among Women
Something
in Industry in Europe.

of

a

AS

AIDE
Mystery

Surrounds Severance of
Assistant's Connection
With the Treasury,

(II; The AiMU'lnted Tron.)
Washington. .Inly It. Mrs. A.
H
B. Spreckels, of San Francisco,
was announced today, has been appointed a special representative f
the department of labor and will in- IS CULMINATION OF
vestigate conditions among women
DISPUTE WITH BLAIR
in Industry in Europe.
The ap
pointment It is explained. Is similar
to that recently of the late Lillian Controversy Has Raged for
Russell Moore, of Pittsburgh, wlv
Several Months Over Reinvestigated immigration conditions
in Europe for the department.
organization of Internal

Revenue Bureau,

REPORT REVEALS
TOTAL LOAMS

B

ny The A
lntel TrrM.)
Washington, Julv 11. President
was
understood
tonight to
Harding
have under consideration the resignation of Elmer Dover of
Wash., and formerly of Ohio,
as assistant secretary of the treas-- .
In
ury
charge of customs and Internal revenue.
Information of the resignation
nf Mr. Dover was received at thn
canitol today from treasury source
but something ot a mystery surrounded the severance of the assistant ecrctary's connection with
the treasury ns official confirmation or denial of the report was
wholly lacking.
Mellon Is Silent.
At the treasury It was said flint
Secretary Mellon had no statement,
to make and that the matter win
one for Mr. Dover and the president. At the White House It was
made known that President Harding had no comment to make nt
this time. Mr. Dover himself would
neither confirm nor deny the report, declaring that he had noth-Ito say.
The resignation of Mr. Dover. It
was Indicated, could be regarded
as the culmination of his controversy with David II. Blair, comrevenue,
of Internal
missioner
for seveint
which bad raged
months over the proposed reorganization of the Internal revenue bureau.
Frlrtlon Waxed Wnmi.
According to the accented opinion In administration circles, Mr.
Dover was named assistant secretary of the treasury by President
Harding last December to
the customs service and th
revenue bureau. ReorCaniration Of
the customs service was effected
bv Mr. Dover enrlv In tte year but
his plans for changes in the personnel of the revenue bureau ran
counter to the administrative Idea
of Commissioner Blnir and Secretary Mellon.- Friction, officially
described a "disagreements, as t"
policy." waxed warmer with the
occurrence nf n number of Incidents. Including the removal o(
Dover appointees and the issuance
nf an order by Mr. Blnir centralof appointizing all discussion
ments In the offices of the commissioner and the appointment
division.
This reached Its height recently
when C. C. Chllds of Ohio nnd A.
D. Sumner nf Iowa, supervisor of
Internal revenue collectors and
deputy commissioner In charge dis-of
were
accounts respectively
missed through the consolidation
nf their offices by Mr. Mellon upon
recommendation of the tax simplification board and Charles R. Nnsli
of Minneapolis was selected ns
deputy commissioner of accounts
and collections.
a,

FINANCE BUREAU
(Itv The
Pros.)
Washington, July 11. Books of
the Wnr Finance corporation
showed a total of $237,000,000 in
loans outstanding at the close of
the fiscal year June 30, according
to a summary of operations issued
today by Managing Director Eugene Meyer.
When the corporation resumed
operations in January, 1921, he
tho
loans outstanding
stated,
totaled Jill, 000. 000 and since that
time the corporation has authorized loans aggregating $3B3,000,-00r,3.000.000 was to
of which
assist In financing exports and
tor
$310,000,000
agricultural and
Of the total
livestock purposes.
amount, he added, J284.000.000
had been actually advanced on
June 30, ot which $39,000,000 was
for export purposes and $246,000,-00- 0
for agricultural and livestock
purposes.
Of the loans approved, he con$289,000,000
tinued,
represented
to banking
advances authorized
and financial institutions, including livestock loan companies,
to
marketing
associations and $9,000,000 to exOf
sums
the
ports.
actually advanced, ho reported, $204,000,000
represented loans to banking and
financial Institutions, $54,01)0,000
the livestock companies, $18,000,-00- 0
to
associations
and $7,000,000 to exporters.
Repayment of all loans since
he
1921,
declared,
January,
distriamounted to $1 58,9n.291
buted as follows; $42,531,659 on
loans made under the w ir powers;
on export loans ap$35,635,543
proved prior to resumption of operations; $33,133,580 on loans approved subsequent to the resumption of operations, and $47,055,609
on agricultural and livestock loans.
Ao-lalc-

0,

MRS. STOIiKS WINS.
New York, July 11. Mrs. Helen
Elwood Stokes today won her fighl
to have her dower rights to property valued nt more than $6,000,000
when
restored,
Supreme Court
Justice Daniel F. Cohalan handed
down a decision in the suit she had
brought against her husband, W.
D. Stokes, wealthy hoteUman
and real estate operator.

nr
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WORKER ACCUSES SIX STRIKERS
OF INTIMIDATION;

PICKETS ARE

REPORTED DETAINING SHOPMEN
Lincoln Metzger, Who Was One of Three
Brothers Arraigned on Disturbance Charge,
Makes His Prosecutors Defendants; Railway Reports Strike Situation Improving.
Another chapter was written
yesterday in the history of the controversy between strikers and railway workers, when Lincoln Metzger went into the court of Justice
George Roddy and swore out a
complaint for the arrest of six men,
all of whom are said to be former
shop employes. Metzger charges
the men "with "unlawfully assembling to do nn unlawful act, with
force, violence and intimidation,
against Lincoln Metzger, on July
6, 1922."
Warrants were issued for the following: Finest Costalcs, lidgar R.
Kingsworthy, Eugenlo Chaves, L.
R. Moya, Tomas Garcia, E. G.
John Doe and Richard Roe.
It is presumed that men whom
Metzger expects to identify will be
arrested under the Doe and Roe
Gu-rul- e,

warrants.

Metzger's action yesterday Is the
outcome of nn altercation in which
he. his brothers Henry and David
Metzger, were engaged on July 6
with men believed to. be strikers'
pickets. The Metzgers claimed they
were attncKca, but were brought
into court on complaint of strikers.
r
was fined $60 for
a gun. nnd the other twp
carrying
were released.
Day Pusses Quietly.
Yesterday, the eleventh day of
the strike, passed with no serious
disturbances.
In the morning several workers for the railway, who
live on the west side of the Rio
Grande, wer met on the Barelas
bridge by a force of pickets, ac
cording to railway
officials, and
were refused the right to cross. The
men are said to have been threatened. Most of them succeeded In
getting to work, It was stated, but
one or two of them never did get to
work. These men. it Is understood,
are being regarded as unavoidablj
detained.
Reports were received yesterday
morning that rocks had been
thrown at workers from the Coal
avenue viaduct, but none was sert-- j
ously hurt and no nrrests occurred.
C. F. Lcveridge. machinist, was hit
Henry-Metzge-

by a rock, according to a report to
the sheriff's office.
It was stated by pence officers
and by the railway officials that
intimidation Is being used in an effort to keep workers from going
to their daily tasks. In several
cases wives are said to have received phone messages warning
them that they might lose their
husbands if tho men continued to
work.
From the streets tho only view
one gets of the picketing is that it
Men are seen being
is peaceful.
stopped and compelled to listen to
arguments, but allowed to go to
work If they persist. Rumors that
railway officials say are designed
to worry 'or frighten the shop workThe efers are heard frequently.
fect on the morale of tho men U
not seen, officials say. as .nore are
,
going to work every day.
Strikers Follow Workers.
A woman living in tho highlands
reported last night that a railroad
shop worker wtio rode out on the
same car with her was yelled at by
men In an automobile whom she
took to be strikers. She said the
man was called names and abused
as a "scab." The woman said sho
understood the number ot the automobile In which the men were
riding was turned into the office
of the sheriff.
Melvln, Dorton, alleged to be the
man who attacked Frank Wood In
front of the Y. M. C. A. Monday,
and Wood, who Is a shop worker,
have been cited to appear beforo
Judge Roddy In police court this
morning on a charge of fighting
Dorton Is a striker, it is said.
Railway officials said yesterday
that the shop craftsmen's strike hm
definitely lost, and thai the men
are beginning to realize it. The
situation In Albuquerque and all
over New Mexico Is satisfactory,
they said, with engines and equip
ment being properly handled, and
more skilled men going to work
every day.
Strikers Deny Claims.
Strikers declared, on the other
ICoutluuea on faga Two., .
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OUR NATIONAL STATE SPENDS $15,000,000 FOB

DES

lEGI-TLATO-

Hy

GOVERNMENT, EDUCATIONAL AND

HAUGHT'S TOPIC

WO.

MUNICIPAL PURPOSES LAST YEAR

ASSEMBLY

At the general assembly at tha
tate university yesterday morning, Benjamin Franklin Haught,
Ph. D., of the univernity, explained the principles underlying
the important matter of grades
or marks in tho school. Tho average citizen is concerned in this
matter both from the standpoint
ot the parent and of the taxpayer,

i

New Mexico Taxpayers Association Gives Recapitulation of Auditors Report; Receipts
for State Purposes Only $7,490,072.42; Rest
of Amount Goes to Schools and Institutions.

17

r

(Bv State Tax Payers Association.)
Santa Fe, July 11. According
to figures prepared by the Taxpayers' association of New Mexico
from the report of the state auditor
on public finances, for the fiscal
year ending November 30, 1921.
is
the following recapitulation

"If the fruitfulness or

waste-

CorrMrpondrnre io Tl' Jn-- i "a. t
Santa Fe, July 11. Reports
on the work of the state pub.
ll(i health laboratory for the first
3ialf of this year show that the work
Js Increasing rapidly.
In 1920, the
laboratory examined 3,861 specimens; in 1921, 7,787 specimens. If
the rate for the first half of this
year is maintained in the second
Jalf, the number will reach 9,000
or better. The laboratory is maintained at the University of New
Mexico at Albuquerque.
;(Speclal

com-Till-

x

.

Totals
$15,060,968.60
This estimate excludes dupllca
to
and
cations
transfers
truBt funds
For the years
the folSHOP WORKER CHARGES lowing
amounts represent the total
SIX FORMER EMPLOYES payments for outlays for permanent
improvements, interest nnd princiINTIMIDATION pal
WITH
payments upon bonded Indebtedness and for current maintenancj
and operating costs:
(Continued From Page One.)
$ 6,348,832.27
1915
men
more
goof
1916
Instead
hand, that
6,328.258.31
1917
union
of
7,466,923.93
ing to work, a number
1918
8,969,654.91
men who did not quit on July 1,
1919
10,650,697.72
have since left the railway employ1920
13,009,469.02
ment here. They said that nine 1921
15,060,968.60
rien of this class had quit yesterday.
At the shops it was admitted that a
few helpers had dropped out.
said that .n
Railway officials
some departments here even tho
skilled labor classifications were
becoming well filled, while the demand for common labor has passed
long ago. One department thai
ordinarily has 125 men, they salil,
now has 140. In the electrical department, it was stated by rail officials, there Is one more man
working than before the strike began, they said. In addition to the
necessary repair work on engines
in use, the shops did some work on
engines in for overhauling.
Harnitt Sees Victory.
Frank Harnitt, assistant to tho
general manager of tho western
lines, with headquarters In Amaril-lo- ,
Texas, was here yesterday. Mr.
Harnitt said there is no doubt but
that the strike wtll fall. He said
that the men are striking against
the United States government, and
not the railway. Mr. Harnitt statei!
that more men are being employed
Bay th'u Cigarette andSate Money
every day at all points on the system. Tho railway has enough motive power ta keep running for sis
months with no repairs, he stated.
f,
On the
according to Mr.
en
Harnitt. there are twenty-on- e
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbgines that have never been used and
C. UAl.lirtllXiB
LCMIIKR CO.
can be put into service wnen oiners
431 South Fint Wmt
Hlon 403.
go in for repairs.

or

sometime

person,

Every

y

7,490,072.42

Total

1915-192-

ON

The Vlctrola No. SO as it appears when
is removed
being carrUd. The winding-keand fastened inside the lid. The sound-boIs alio securely UtAfptA

--

FREE BOOKLET
HOUSE PLANS

other, has had a longing for a
home of his own. Here is a

free booklet which will help
you gratify that desire by aiding you in the selection of the
type of home most suitable to
your wants.
This booklet gives exterior
views and floor plans of 60
homes which are architecturally correct. Almost every type
of home Is shown the dainty
octtage the inviting bungalow
the dignified colonial home
y
comfortable
the
house.
All of these plans have been
prepared by experts with a
view to offering the utmost In
comfort, convenience and attractiveness at the least cost.
They are masterpieces of the
architect's skill.
No prospective builder can
afford to be without this booklet. You can get your copy
from our Washington Information Bureau if you send In
your name and address with
two cents In stamps for return postage. In rilling out the
coupon be sure to write clearly.

j

two-stor-

FREDERIC

HEALTH LABORATORY
WORK
INCREASING
.

Senator Charles L. McNary.
Charles L. McNary, when he
Isn't representing Oregon in the
United States senate, spends most
of his timo in scientific fruit and
Mr. McNary
nut culture.
is a
lawyer by profession, but a horticulturist by hobby. Prominent In
republican politics for many years,
McNary was an assoclute Justice
of the Oregon supreme court before his appointment to the senate
to succeed tho late Senator Harry
Lane in 1917. He was elected to
his present term in 1918. McNary
is forty-eigand a native of

A

In
ac

follows:
General governments
608,029.22
Protection to persons
and property
188,728,22
Development and contaken:
servation of natural
1 2,445,151.70
Bat. Dec. 1, 1920
resources
161,956.66
7,490,072.42
Receipts
Highways
2,737,540.05
Charities,
accounthospitals,
Total to be
correction
$ 9,935,224.12
350,699.20
ed for
Education
1,649,027.62
6,662,970.49
Disbursement
and
Interest
1,020.365.23
Principal
Bal. Nov. 30, 1921.$ 3,282,253.63 Investments of perma
funds
nent
covers
138,734.2!)
the
statement
This
only
money passing through the state
Total
$ 6,652.970.49
treasury.
It must be kept in mind that the
Tho sources or receipts, witn revabove
shown
for higheach
source,
expenditures
enues derived from
ways, education and for charities,
were as follows:
3,142,158.69
hospital and correction are only a
Gen. prop, taxes
520,095.2'. part of the total expenditures for
Special prop, taxes..
74,117.76
th'"e items.
Tax tienalties
The total expenditures for all
824.2G2.02
Highway debentures.
324,798.77 state, county, Institutional and muDepartmental receipts
activities have been estiPublic lands
i,zo,na.ua nicipal
76,338.22 mated at $15,000,000, distributed 61
Interest on deposits. .
follows:
funds
45,556.2"
Int., pormanent
State departments ..$ 4,663, 998. Sil
1,188,432.72
U. S. government
ll.188.Sr. State Institutions....
1,622,203.39
Fines.
9,000.00 Counties
7,574,766.60
Wealth board
4,531.26 Municipalities
1,300,000.00
jliscellaneous

.because tho promotion of pupils
and of classes is dependent upon
the teachers marks, and ultiafmately the matter of promotion
fects the size of tho teaching
and
force, the number of buildings
the cost of education.
Dr. Haught ppoke in part, as
follows:

fulness of methods of learning
and teaching are to ba evaluated,
nunlls must be graded accurately.
The successful operation of the
and
Bchool, Including promotion
retention of pupils demands accerare
There
curate grading.
tain ethical questions involved,
puch as tho following: Are the
grades fair to tho pupils In the
class? Are they lair to pupils in
other classes? Are they fair to
me as a teacher? Are they fair to
the other teachers In the Institution. The teacher who grades too
liberally Is unjust to other teaoh-or- s
as well as to the pupils. The
teacher who grades to closely is
unfair to herself as well as to
the pupils.
have revealed."
"Investigations
lie continued, "that grades are
one institution,
In
unreliable.
very
there were 65 chances in a hundred of getting an A, while In
another department the chances
were 2 in 100. The variation
ranged all the way from 2 to 05
in the different departments.
been
have
Institutions
Other
found to have Just as great variation. Two final examination paIn first venr RnEllsh were
ne
graded by 142 different teachers!
in as many schools. The grades
for one paper ranged from 64 to
8, and in the other from 60 to
A
!8.
geometry
paper was
The
graded
by 118 teachers.
grades ranged from 28 to 92. A
liistory
paper graded
by 70
teachers showed a range from!
43 to 90.
These Investigations!
fchow that teachers' marks are!
.very unreliable in all subjects.
"How large should the units of'
a marking scale be? It has been!
found that with our usual scheme.
ot iu per cent tor passing, more
than five steps do not add to the
reliability when we wish to compare one teacher's grades with
those of another. The number of
steps may be increased when onej
usacner wisnes to compare ner
grades In one class with her
grades In another class. If the five
grades are A, B, C, D and F, the
teacher may Increase the stcpg by
assigning a plus and a minus to
each. These additional marks,
however, become worthless in tho
office.

The expenditures are set out
the report for general purposes
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This Victrola can go
anywhere you go

cigarettes

They

oooo,

HA SHUT,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Modern
Homes Booklet.
.1.

and it plays the same , music as the largest
Victrola. It is a Victrola all that the name

(0,

Victrola patented features, Victrola
value, and Victrola tonequality insure the ut
most musical satisfaction. And the construction
withstands the wear and tear of travel.
See and hear this portable Victrola
today at the store of any dealer in
Victor products.
signifies.

cut-of-

er

.
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Name
Street
City
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.

State
ANIMALS

.
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RELEASED

51 TRAINS TAKEX OFF.
WHEN CIRCUS TRAIN
Danville, 111., July 11. Fifty-fotrains have been taken off the
IS WRECKED IN IOWA
TVabaBh railway, it was announced
here today. Officials said the curMason City. Iowa. July 11. A
tailment was due to lack of coal
coming from Kentucky and not to circus train was struck by a
switching engine In a fog here this
the shopmen's strike.
morning. In the fray, two animal
i,
cars were over turned and the
REPAIR SHOPS CLOSED.
Oneonta, N. Y., July 11. The beasts of the field and the fowlsBe-of
Jelaware and Hudson railroad has the air were at large pro tern.
closed permanently the locomotive cause of the shopmen's strike, a
was not immediately
repair shops here as a result of wrecking crew
available to clear the track. Atthe strike of shopmen.
taches of the circus rounded up tho
United
States lighthouse choice elephants from the neighservice maintains lights and other boring corn fields, and pressed
ulds to navigation along 46,838 them to valiant service. In less
miles of coast line and river chan- than thirty minutes the overturned
nels, a length equal to nearly twice cars had been pulled from the
the circumference of the earth. track and the right of way cleared.
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For $1.00

- For $1.00 - For $1.00

the Week at all Piggly WiggI Stores
25 BARS CRYSTAL WHITE SOAP
(3 bars Cream Oil Free)
$ Pkgs. PEET'S WASHING MACHINE SOAP
(3 bars Cream Oil Free)
Not the Small Bars

;

ff
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All

July Clearance Sale
Women's Suits and Every Silk
Dress in Our House
On Sale Today at

t

J

"his masters voice"

Victrola
REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.

Important Look for these

Under the lid. On the label.

trade-mark- s.

Machine Company
Victor Talking
Camden, New Jersey
n

VICTROLAS and
VICTOR RECORDS

Dresses

Jersey Suits

Vm.

.

Serge and Tricotine Suits
Wash Dresses
:

1,

All Wash Fabrics at July
Clearance Prices

$19.98
$14.95
$9.95
$5.95

Select your piece goods from the largest
and best dry goods stock in
"The Growing

Store"

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Riedling Music Co.

423 North First Street

Phone 987
304 Wett Central, Albuquerque

DON'T CARRY
MONEY ON YOVR

at a Considerable Reduction

..;....

ZTTlen

Wanted

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Enflitr

CutlnM

roonrfrra

In Iron,

Brut

inum. EI.etrlo
Mntori.
Pump and Irritation.
rnti.
Worl
and

Mocblnlau,
Brome.

oil

Alum-

Bnfln.i,

SANTA FE

RAILWAY
Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
Santa Fe mechanical officer.
Machinists,

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone I05?VV

r.r

WINDOW SHADES

1

nteca Rollers and sbucle
Cloth.
Let as give yon

pitlniate.

Phone 283

ANDERSON BROS.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

Phono 370.J

d

TRIP

llTllllllB

P

Money May Be
Lost or Stolen

,

Our Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.
Let Us Equip You For

the Trip.

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE,

..V
"fllTll

n)

M D E

GLASS
CEMENT

Absolute and Unrestricted Choice of Our Own Elegant
Dresses

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

I L U

Every Record Every Day

Clearance Prices

End-of-Seas- on

ml

N. M.

-

GARVAN
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BANFF, HEADQUARTERS FOR NORTH AMERICA'S ALPINISTS,
A MAGNET FOR HIKERS, CAMPERS AND MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS

APPEARS

BEFORE SPECIAL

AND F1R--

'

at
Summit

Alpinist

the

RESERVE BOARD
POLICIES REST
WITH HARDING

jiiiiiilMt:

from assiniboine
Camp

rowed money than ever before in
the history of the country.
The
This raised the storm.
farmers said they should havo
more credit at any cost. It was
said that they were willing to have
the dollar enter trie mark and

ruble class. The federal reserve
board stood by tho gold standard
and insisted it should ho maintained inviolate. The result was
the formation of tho agricultural
bloo in congress, a group of men
determined to change the law regarding farm, credits and other

Golden

Jiile

Sore--

N.MCA.
WITH A NEW

Y

ALBUQUERQUE.

AN OLD STORE

SPIRIT

TRY
FREDERIC J. HASKIX
Washington. D. C, July 10.
Bankers, business men and farmers in all sections of the United
States are awaiting with almost farm matters.
Sweeping Inquiry Into the
The country's belt Is still drawn
breathless impatience whether or
Alien Property Custodian's
not President Harding will reap- tight, but it is loosening and beOffice Said to Have Been
gradually filled out to its
point W. 1'. G. Harding of Bir- ing
Also the gold
of former proportions.
mingham. Ala., as a memberThe
Inaugurated.standard still stands. The vast
the Federal Reserve Board.
is being paid
ot
loans
volume
reason for this interest is that back
(II 7 The AMoriated IreM.)
and tho national curtho act of reappointing Mr. Har- rency steadily
has a strong gold backing.
Washington, July 11 (by the Asto do so, will inor
failing
ding,
But now has come the
sociated
Press). Appearance
dicate what the policy of the ation of Governor Harding's expirterm.
of Francis P. Garvan, former
Federal Reserve Board for the The farmers are determined that
alien property custodian and now
next few years is likely to be.
Of course they've been
he shall not be given a chance
It is seldom that the appoint- to
head of the Chemical Foundation,
as
handle
situation
for more, but we
the
again
selling
ment of one official occupies he did
Inc., before the special war frauds
during the depression.
in relation to
several
such
a
had
position
key
groups of odd
cirmen
in
other
business
was
and
official
Bankers
said
grand jury,
Tho
a broad national policy.
them toand
bunched
delots
the
who
country,
cles to have Inaugurated a sweepreason is that Governor Harding throughout
protection of the gold standclearance
for
stands for a definito credit pol- sire are
ing inquiry into every act of the
quick
gether
equally solicitous that he
custodian's office from its incepicy and that factions which are ard,
at this little price.
In office. The decision is
tion. It was emphasized by the
opposing his reappointment stand remain
ot
the president.
Ginghams, percales, fancy-printfur' an opposite policy. Governor up
same officials that the investigation
was designed primarily to estaband black sateens,
Harding's term expires on August
10 and so far tho President has
lish finally the legality of the cusmade in attractive
taknot
nicely
he
has
yet
declared
that
todian's acU and to remove any
en up the matter. It Is known
to $2.75.
Values
criticism
styles.
ground, for continued
that bankers and business men
leveled at the office, if such critihe
have written him urging that
cism has been unjustified.
name Jlr. Harding and that agA grand Jury Investigation
was
ricultural interests have written
declared by the officials to be the
FOR EACH
him opposing tho
only method provided for In the
of tho Alabama banker.
American system of government to
The issue is ono of unlimited
clear up the controversy.
currency issues and extensive
Formal assurance that every
OE ELKS
credit for farmers versus restrictAmerican interest in the dye pated currency held absolutely to
ents sold by the alien property
the gold standard and restricted
custodian in 1019 to the Chemical
credits. The farmers want the
Foundation will be protected by
Atlantic City, N. J July 11. A
former and Governor Harding plan
the the government, was made toproviding that each lodge af
stands for the latter.
day by Attorney General Daugh-ertin the country engage in athThe events which brought the Elks
and acquire the
letic
activities
issue before the American people necessary
Denying that any person confor an athletic
are familiar to most citizens but field, was property
nected with the department of Jusreceived enthusiastically
tlie
under
been
have
presented
tice had had any communication
11
by the thousands of delegate?
color of the opposing prejudices. today
with German Interests or Individ-Vial- s
to the annual meeting of tho grand
This is splendid hosiery
There has been bitterness be- lodge.
regarding recovery of the patleading officers said the
on
which
factions
tween the
ents, Mr. Daugherty's statement reto
was
th?
referred
which
proposal
well reinforced of excelsome occasions has led almost
iterated that In moving to recover
good order committee would
to blows on the floors of Con- new
them from the foundation, the debe
scale
adopted.
lent pure thread silk,
vious
peaks
high
d
ponrooms.
are
foot."
There
experience,
In
committee
and
Banff, the home of the Alpine
partment was merely carrying out
J. Edgar Masters, of Charlerol,
with gress
0
The boom years of
instructions received from Presi- Club of Canada, is the I'occj. of ies for those who ride, the Alpine and others content themselves
ruler
exalted
was
elected
black
grand
Pa.,
only.
s
to mountain lakes and broucht about a tremendous ex
dent Harding.
train carries limited baggage
and P. J. Brcnnan, Denlson, Texa3,
campers and mountain pack
The statement was Interpreted
and expert guides go along to safe- passes, camp life under the stars pansion of credit through the Re was
treasurer.
elected
grand
and
I
climbers
influence
serve banks which are regulated
during July, August
as having reference to charges
guard the hikers and campers and and the
Tho Philadelphia Elks' band capmade by Francis P. Garvan, who September. Many of them belong cook their food.
the high altitudes and the pine by the Federal Reserve board of tured
first place in the band conbeen
has
Mr.
which
handled the sale as the then cus- to the Alpine clubs of Canada,
Harding
in
mountain
air.
Wadsworth said, "There's joy
ceit and San Antonio, was fifth.
the
since
and
governor
todian subsequently assuming the America and
or
during
riding
The
walking
public
England, but many the mountains," and Byron sang
presidency of the foundation, to the
During tne war tno Dis
the praises of Mount Blanc, "On a tours between Banff and Mt As- war.
rates at Federal Reserve Insurance Man Tells
effect that the demand for return others who are not members of throne
siniboine
start twice a week from count
of
clouds,
in
of
robe
a
rocks,
were kept low by tho In
of the title to the patents had been any club enjoy the public walking
banks
and SepBanff
snow."
of Friend's Recovery
diadem
with
August
July.
of
Shelley
a
during
fluence of tho secretary of tho
To say nothing of July and August; days
actuated by German influence.
or riding tours to Mt Assiniboine, advised everybody to "See the tember and are under the supervisuffered
bonds
"He
considerably from
had
The
treasury
Treasury.
Canadian mountains kiss high heaven," and sion of A. O. Wheeler who is alto to sell and desired to sell them eas in stomach and colio at
the
"Matterhorn
of
the
Can-adKU KLUX KLAN HAS
still to come when you will wear smart EE
Eockies."
Pope must have been filled with director of the Alpine Club of ars at the lowest possible rates of tacks, and at times was very yel
These tours, however,
is ex of low. His doctors diagnosed his
The
towering peak, nearly 12,000 the rue mountain climber's aminterest.
secretary
100 MEMBERS HERE, feetThishigh,
course it s
sKins or wooi materials,
be "at home" bition to keep on upward when he separate and distinct from the an- ficio chairman of the federal ailment as gall bladder trouble
will
! REPORTS
HAVE IT ('his summer to again
lovers of the moun- said, "Hills peep o'er hills, and nual camp of the Alpine Club of Reserve board. His Influence was and that an operation was neces
s
good news to know that they're very rj
strong enough to keep the dis- sary. Some one persuaded him
tains, Asainiboine Camp being Alps on Alps arise." As for the Canada at Pal'.iser Pass, but a day
count rates down. Ho exerted It to try Mayr's Wonderful Rem
The Ku Klux Klan is well organpitcned in full view of the greet hikers, campers and climbers who journey, or thereabouts, from Asized in this city, according to re- massif. By trail Mt Assiniboine sally forth from Banff, Lake Louise siniboine Camp. Lake Louise aou because he knew that if these cdy. Since taking it ono year
much reduced. White French serge, Bar- 3'
ports that have gotten out. Some Is forty-fou- r
miles south of Banff, or Glacier, they may go as far t.s Glacier are also favorite resortt rates were increased tho interest ago he tells me ho has been able
havo
would
ensolicited
a
rates
men
been
who
have
the government
of the
to eat anything." It is
simple.
but several rest camps between the they wish and climb as high as the of mountain climbers who may
onet
Satin
Satin.
and
Plain colojs and
to be harmless preparation that
re
have been told that the organizatwo
break the journey and real, imported Swiss guides will let gage at these resorts the services to pay on bonds would havo
lncreasert also, with low bank moves the catarrhal mucus from
tion took place Saturday night, makeplaces
of
Swiss
with
Adventurous
even
for
guides.
the
"tender
them.
it
ones,
pre
easy
and
plaids, pleated
rates, business men, farmers and tho intestinal tract and allays the
plain styles. Values
and that "all their friends' are
more
others borrowed
members.
money inflammation which causes prac
They have been told
been
have
rates
had
would
if
100
members
over
than
to
in
that
they
$12.50. Specially reduced price
up
tically all stomach, liver and
the protests 'of tho Union Pacific RESPONSIBILITY FOR
been high and therefore circulasecured. None of those approachtestinal ailments, Including ap
management.
rose
tion
of
ed so far have been willing to be
highcon
will
paper
currency
dose
One
UPON
pendicitis.
LOCAL
$6.95.
STRIKE PLACED
Governor Boyle notified tno uner and higfier and the volume of vlnce
quoted.
or money refunded. For sale
ion Pacific company that if tho
the loans on the books of the by Brlggs' Pharmacy and drug'
EXECUTIVES
RAILROAD
In
action
to
take
state is compelled
banks increased progressively.
gists everywhere.
the Las Vegas strike situation n
A Change of Policy
Chicago, July 11 (by the Associwill investigate the report that the
of 1919-2- 0
In
winter
Gotho
Order your meats from Daily's JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING
company has deprived Las Vegas ated Press). B. M. Jewell, presi- vernor Harding announced tha
QUICK, SURE RESULTS
Gipsy Store.
of electricity and shut oft the water dent of the railway employes deof
board
from
the
emancipation
furnished tho city. The company partment of the American Federath
influence
saying
has been asked to remedy the re- tion of Labor, declared tonight In that treasury
rates would be regulated inTO
ported condition.
reply to a proclamation issued by dependently of the treasury bond
Governor Boyle has telegraphed President Harding, that the way rate. Rates were increased with
Clark county authorities for de- to end tha present strike was to tho result that within two or
tails
regarding alleged attacks on call a conference of the shop crafts three months $1,000,000,000 was
8op, Ointment. Tftlrnm, ttc. Terywhert. flamples
Union Pacific Chief Appeals workers
by strikers at Las Vegan. and the railway executives.
squeezed out of the stock mar
"If any one wants, to end the ket. This billion had been bor
to Governor of Nevada
strike they know how to do call rowed by stock market traders
for Assistance; Sheriff
a conference of railroad execu- to speculate on the. exchange.
tives and shop crafts represent- When their interest rates were
Denies Charges.
raised they paid back the money
atives," he said. "Full responsibility for the present situation and and reduced their operations. This
(Br The Associate." Presi.)
the continuation rests upon the was the first effect of the new
BE
Carson, City, Nov., July 11.
shoulders of the railroad
policy. Tho billion dollars was
that employes of the Union
freed to be lent to farmers and
Pacific railroad shops at Las Vegas,
productive borrowers.
Nevada, arn being assaulted and
Next tho board intimated to tho
that the officials of Clark county
member banks that they should
IS
jure not giving them protection, Vice
increase rates and reduce loans
President E. K. Calvin, of the Un
to profiteers in food and other
ion Pacific company, telegraphed
Paris, July 11 (by the Associated
essentials. Kspeclally was It de
Gov. Boyle's office here an appeal
sired that people who stored up
Press). The reparations commis- "Kvery Pfpttir
for slate assistance In preserving sion
decided today to relieve the TeUi a Story- food to hold for higher prices
order.
German crisis to the extent of reand had borrowed money to en
Governor Boyle was not In the ducing the monthly installment of
able them to make this specu.
city but a telegram today from his 50,000.000 gold marks, due next
lation should be brought to terms,
Sam Saturday on the schedule of payprivate secretary to Shen
If these speculators in necessities
Gay, of Clark county, brought a ment, to 32,000,000- gold marks.
could borrow no more money
of
Calvin's Germany has announced her willdenial
sweeping
they would have to sell their
charges.
food at reduced prices. This reingness to pay the whole amount
a
In
'second
telegram Calvin but the commission ruled that in
sulted and it constituted the first
'stated Sheriff Gay has deputized view
smaller
of the crisis tho
successful step taken by any gov.
la number of strikers and placed
was all that would be
ernmental agency to reduce tho
them on guard at the shops against
cost of living.
But the time had come for a
reaction. The Japanese silk market collapsed and the beginning
.....
SAVAGE SALMON ROUT TEST SKILL V
and grip cause thousands of depression extended to this
OF ANGLERS IN ALGONQUIN WATERS of Colds
cases of kidney trouble. In any country. A Philadelphia and New
germ disease the system becomes York merchant, foreseeing a price
filled with, poisons which tho kid- recession, overnight reduced every
neys must filter off. All too often article in his store 20 per cent.
i
this extra burden weakens the Tho buyers' strike spread and the
kidneys. Then you have constant overall movement came into eviurn
headaches
and dizzi- dence, people wearing overalls in vi
backache,
ness; you lack ambition, feel dull, preference to paying the high
Don't clothing prices.
nervous
E3 II
and depressed.
.' ,
II A
.
,
'
It was inevitable that all prices H
'
v
tM
ignore these warnings! Help the
H
This
included
kidneys with Doan's Kidney Pills, should fall speedily.
Home folks recommend Doun's. food prices. As the summer wore
on food products became cheaper
Ask your neighbor!
and cheaper.
An Albuquerque Case.
Reserves Were Threatened.
J. .11. Wear, 708 North Fourth
Food comes from the farms. It
street, says: "I have the greatest
confidence In Doan's Kidney Pills takes j a year to make a crop.
as ' I know they are a reliable AVhen the farmers had bought
fruit-flavor- ed
called-fo- r
remedy. Several
years ago my their seed and hired their plantkidneys got out of order and I ing and cultivating labor, the high
was troubled with dull backaches prices were still prevailing. When
beverages. Be
and my kidneys didn't act right. the time came for them to sell
'
I used- Doan's and they soon their crops, the prices had been
fixed me up in good shape. My cut in two. They sought to borback was soon strong and free row money at the banks to enable
from pain and my kidneys did not them to hold their crops in the
trouble me."
.
' ,
hope of another rise in the price.
lit
The bank extended credit up to
and streams are filled with speckthe point where reserve requireand
d
led trout,
Ik, 1
ments were threatened. Then a
blackbass, pike, pickerel,
halt was called.
lemon-CBJJS- R
salmon trout and other varieties.
To go beyond this reserve re60 at all Drugstores
The salmon tront is a fighting
more
Milburn
Co.
money
Rter
quirement by lending
rUCUJun'lo.NY
'
C
fish and puts to the test the best
to farmers and others for busiskill of the angler. Few sportsness generally also was demandThe three "Crath" drinki get their flavor! from
men who go out in canoes every
ing loans would mean to take
the delicate fruit oili prened from the fresh outer
fail
lakes
cast
in
to
oft a
the American
Algonquin
day
currency
kins of orange, lemoni or liraei, to which u
to return without a good string oi
gold basis. The reserve board had
Dr. Olui ha
poiltivt
added joicei from these frahi, cane eugv, U. S.
before it the spectacle of the
this gamest of game fish. Fifteen, priMjf h it bl to 'our
certified
food color, carbonated water, and citria
German and Polish marks and
by Inhalation
pounders are common in the daily tubroulnl
acid the natural acid of orangea, lemoni tad limce.
In any cllmat.
the Russian rubles, as well as
strings brought in.
For further Information
other foreign cnrrencles. They
If the fishermen are holding higB addrea
TUB T. F. GLASS
saw what happened
in those
revel in the park, the camera enINHALANT CO., MASON
countries when the gold basis was
thusiasts -are also crowding theii BUILDING, LOS AJ.OB-LBlost by the Issuance of currency
,
Tht
CALIFORNIA.
vacations with enjoyment.
beyond the reserve requirements
park is filled with wild animalse
and decided that it would be betthat have multiplied and grown gen-titer for the United States to draw
under the protection of law and
in its belt for a few months than
TORONTO, ONT. Salmon trout it is impossible to hike along the
to put the dollar in the same
are reported as rising to the lures forest paths for a quarter of a mile
class with the mark and the ruble.
Distributed exclusively by
of fishermen In greater numuors without jumping up a deer, moose,
Reserve requirements were not
in Algonquin park than in many fox, mink,' or some other denizen
'
money was
suspended,
although
.
of
which,
years. Many of unusual size have of leafy coverts, all
lent right up to the point where
Memorials of the Better
Coca-Co- la
been caught. The largest so far against their wild woods backfurther loans would have meant
Kind.
recorded weighed
and ground, make . wonderful photosuspension. .
battle. graphs.
was taken after a
Hundreds of millions of dallars
,
"We Pay "the Freight"
were sent out of Wall street to
An unusual number of visitors
Highland Inn at the gateway of
Albuquerque, New Mexico
be lent' to western farmers and
the park, 200 miles north - Tor from' the United States are reportbusiness men. Credits were exonto on the Grand Trunk railway, ed at all the summer resorts of the
tended as far as there was real
The "Crush" flavora are prepared by
Co.. Chicago. Winnipeg and Loadoa.
is the headquarters this summer Ontario highlands Muskoka lakes,
ie Made".
Send for free ptmpUct, "now
to extend, but the end came.
credit
of many anglers. The park con- Kawartha lakes, Bigwin Inn on
305 West Central
no
w&s
no
There
more
credit,
i,
Lake
miles
of
of
Lake
Kosseau,
2,721
tains
Bays,
virgin
square
. Phone 588
more money. Farmers and others
MONUMENT WORKS
of lakes
wilderness
ana its mhundreds
Cobourg and 30,000 Islands.
"iri"
hud in their possession more bor
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A Stunning Surprise In

Apron Frocks

t .95 each

at $

io-d-

ATHLETIC FIELD

LODGE

URGED

Ladies' Pure Thread
Silk Hose
Special

$J.95 Pair

'

sure-foote-

1919-192-

side-trip-

trail-hitter- s,

30 Days Hath September

a.

ui

HpH

ASSERTS

.

OFFICIALS

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

Fill

KEEP ORDER

and Keeps it Clear

it--

GERMAN CRISIS

RELIEVED

TO

1

Help the Kidneys

Fight That Cold

"Madam!

let

fig-ur-

make

your
new glasses
in the f
Colonial

;1l

!

i

pattern.
These

newly,

shaped lenses

mmy&m

blend
with the

".TEA

i

iVvar urki
'

Only the choicest of wholesome
materials are used in the "Crushes".
Their superior quality and unusual
deliciousness have made them the
of all
most
sure to get the genuine.
Sold in bottles and also at fountains.

I

ij

lines

large-mouthe-

Bmall-mouth-

of

DQANSW

the

Ingredient

face

TUBERCULOSIS

I

thereby
adding
to the

S

beauty
of the
wearer."

T

MONUMENTS

Bottling Company

':;

All PERT

5c

two-hou- rs

Optical Co.

c-

G. E.

Fletcher

Oranjw-Crus-

h

Orange-Crua-

,

Tim-agam-

:

1

fl

b
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FIRS!

series from Chicago today, S to 2.
Karl smith, batting for Mogridge
in the seventh, drove out. a hit
which wns responsible for the two
runs which won for the locals.
Score:

GAME OF

nr

SERIES WON

Cliii'Ugo.
.Tnhnson.

YANKEES 2 TO

1

Mulligan, 3b
Collins, 2b
Hooper, r
Mostil, cf

...
.

A B.
4

If

Sheely, lb
Schalk, c
Blanltenship,

fl

3
0

3
n

(I

3

0

0

2
2

0

1

3

0

0

0

2fl

2

6 24 13

B. II.

A

4
4
3 :

ft
fl
0

1

II. PO. A. K.
0

0
0

2
3

1

4

1

1

0
0
0
0

1

....

(By The Asioctattd Frtf.)
St. Louis, July 11. Jess Haines

(I

'

the Cardinals to their
pitched
eighth successive victory here today when ha shut out the Phillies,
3 to 0, allowing only two hits. One
of the safeties orf Haines was an
infield tap- by Fletcher in the fifth
The other was a double off Rapp's
bat in the sixth. Gainer and
batted in the runs scored off
Score;
Southpaw Weinert.

1

1

Aln-smi-

Parkinson, 2b..
Rapp, 3b
Williams, cf
Walker, rf
Lcbourveaux, rf,

.Tacobson,

c

.

2
0
0

4

2

0
0

I

0
n

3

0

. .

fievereid, c . . .
Robertson, 8b.
Shocker, j

.
.

3
3

n
0

Philadelphia,

Detroit,
Pa., July

Philadelphia,

11.

Philadelphia won both ends of a

to 2 and
today,
3
' Totals
1
S 24 U
32
to 8, rtomnu'll receiving credit for
New York.
both triumphs.
Walkar, of the
A B. It. II. PO. A. K.
Athletics, hit his twentieth homo
fl
1
3
0
4
Witt cf
run
season
in the first game
of
the
McNallv, 5b ... 4 n1 00 1 40 00 and his twenty-firin the second.
4
Ruth, If
Young made six straight hits during
3
" 0 "
Meusel. rt
0
0 tho two games.
2 1
4
PIPP. Jh
n
R. II. II.
First garae Score:
2
4
1
3
Ward, 2b
000 200 0002 S 1
fl
S
4
0 Detroit
3
0
Scott, ss
4
7
0
1
fl Philadelphia. 100 011 lOx
4
fl
2
3
Sohang, c
Batteries:
Pillette and Bassler;
Bush, p
Z J!
Rommel! and Bruggy.
0
R. H. E.
Second game Score:
7 27 15
2
30
Totals
004 003 0018 14 1
Detroit
BV innings:
100 000 000- -1 Philadelphia. 034 002 OOx 9 16 0
Rt. Louis
2
Batteries: Oleson, Ehmke, Stoner,
010 001 OOx
New York
Home run Ward. Johnson and Bassler, Woodal, Man-ioSummarv:
Sacrifice
Heimach, Sullivan, Yarrison,
Stolen base Ttobertson.
Double play MeNally, Rommel and Perkins.
Bush.
Ward and Pipp. Bases on balls-- Off
Cleveland, 2; Boston, 0.
Bhocker, 1; off Bush. 1. Struck
Boston, Mass., July 11. Morton
m,t By Bush, 4; by Shocker. 3.
Boston
to four hits today an l
held
Time Two hours.
Cleveland won, 2 to 0. Gardner's
single, a bunt and O'Neill's double
Washington, 3: rlrfcago, 2.
SinWashington, July 11. Washing- scored one run in the fifth.
ton took the opening game of the gles by Wambsganss and Wood and
an infield out accounted for the
other run in the sixth.
R. H. EScore:
Cleveland ...000 011 0002 7 0
000 000 000 0 4 1
Boston
Morton and O'Neill;
Batteries:
Ferguson, Piercy and Ruel.
double-head-

4

er

1

st

Fletcher, ss
Leslie, lb
Peters, c
Weinert, p
xWrightsone

Rocky Kansas (left), groggy and weakening, is hanging onto Leonard in
Ihc sixth round of their recent fight,
j
Lew Tendler need not look for any cheer or comfort in the showing
Benny Leonard made against Rocky Kansas in scoring- a technical
knockout over Kansas in the eighth round the other day at Michigan
City, Ind. Tendler is now preparing- for his battle with Leonard at
Jersey City July 27. Leonard proved against Rocky that the champ is
fit, going good and ready to clean up the next victim (meaning Tendler)
in short order.

.

n;

JODAY'S
GAMES

NATIONAL IyEAUUIO,
Boston at I'lttsburgh.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
LKAGCE.
Chicago at Washington.
at New Y'ork.
Ht
AMERICAN"

Iils
Detroit t

Philadelphia.
Cleveland at Boston.

-

OMAHA CWR WINS.
Omaha, Neb., July 11 (by the
The Omaha
Associated Press).
club won the Brock cup
. .
.Country
i.t
...lit.
strokes below the Omaha field
an advantage
had
club whose team
yesterday that seemed insurmountable. The Denver Country club
Into third place with 642.
Alc--

Five former governors will
as delegates in the next state
publican convention in Iowa.

JOHN M'CBAw'

mu.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
43
4(i

40
40
3S
36
36
27
28

Chicago
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

Philadelphia
Boston

iw

sit

j.

$20.00 Suits, $14.85
A fine lot of mohair and
cool cloth uits cut on approved summer lines. Wide
range of light and dark
patterns for your selection.
$25.00 Suits, $16.85
These suits are of the

famed tropical worsteds
and mohair. Good tailoring and fine patterns are
outstanding features.
$30.00 Suits, $19.85
The best mohair suits the
market affords are in this
lot, together with unusually good tropical worsteds.
Suits for business and

promenade.

.46S
.468
.3S0
.373

4 1

44
46

47

47
41

ii8

Pet.

35
38

.57"
.519
.50')

34

.46:1

.441
.430

m rib ww

tV P bit
mm

DAYS

1

SUITS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Boston, 10; Pittsburgh, 4.
Cincinnati, 0; Brooklyn, 4.
New York, 4; Chicago, 0.
St. Louis, 3; Philadelphia,

$40.00 Suits, $28.85

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Little Rock,
Mobile,
New Orleans, 6; Memphis, 7.
Birmingham, 2; Nashville. 7.
Chattanooga-Atlantrain.

$45.00 Suits, $33.85
The very best hot weather
suits we have are in this

assortment. And here's a
chance to get one or more
of them at the price ordinary clothes would cost
elsewhere.

$50.00 Suits, $38.85

assortment of
lightweight summer woolens, all the famous Society
Brand make, embracing
the designs, patterns and
styles the best dressed
A satisfying

men favor.

v

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Detroit,
Philadelphia,
New York, 2; St. Louis, 1.
Cleveland, 2; Boston, 0.
Washington, 3; Chicago, 2.
7.

a;

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Milwaukee, 4; Minneapolis, 2.
Indianapolis. 5; Columbus, 3.
Louisville, 4; Toledo, 1.
Kansau City-SPaul, rain.
t.

COAST LEAGUE.
Vernen, 4; Salt Lake, 13.
Oakland, 6; Sacramento, 6.
No others scheduled.

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Ijcnver-Wichltpostponed, late
train.
Des Moines, f; St. Joseph, 4.
Oklahoma City, 3; Omaha, 2.
Sioux City, 0; Tulsa, 0.
a,

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Score:
R.H. E.
Abilene ..006 202 10112 15 S
2
3
8
Stamford .010 110 000
Batteries: Hays and Burch!
Mitchell, Applcton, Conley and
Edwards.
Score:
R. H. E.
2
7
2
Sweetwater 000 011 000
022
06x
14 19 3
Clovis ...004
Batteries. McFarland,
Smith
and Thomas; Wetzel and Shaw.
Score:
R. H. E.
000 001 113
Lubbock
12 1
. 000 021 OOx
2
9 14
Amarillo
Batteries: WooldriUge, fipeegle
and Allen, Swenson; Smith and
Byers.
Score:
R. H. E.
7
4
San Angelo ..020 012

Suits, $41.85
The very best summer
woolen suits to come into
Albuquerque this season.
Some with both knickers
and trousers.
Worsteds,
serges, tweeds, homespuns
etc. A host of good patterns. All Society Brand. Ranger
Batteries:
$55-$6-

0

Underwear and Luggage at Like Reductions

Phone 335.

wmmmmmx&mmmA
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STATE

OE

HELP

05

000 015 x

24 11

1

in ninth,

10
1

6
3
0

t ,1

37

3

100 100 01X

Louis
e
Summary:
Gainer. Sacrifices
St.

j

PO. A. E

S

30

Totals

hltsHapp,
Double

Two-bas-

Rapp.

A

and LesplavsWeincrt, Fletcher
and Gainer;

lie:
balls
Fletcher and Leslie. Bases1.onStruck
Off Weinert, 3; Haines,
4; Haines.

0UtWcinert,

6 10

Cirminilrnr to The Journal.)
Santa Fe, July 11. Some local
but not
showers have fallen,
enough to relieve the drouth In
central and western districts, and
the warm weather has been helpful to irrigated crops, but hard on
the range and cattle, during tho
week Muling today, it is shown in
the bulletin by tho federal weather
bureau. The bulletin says:
"The week was warm, with local
nhnwem and thunderstorms, bo
local that many districts are still
lacking in moisture, especially in
enlrnl and western counties. Hie
warmth was favorable for crops
under irrigation, but trying on
most dry land crops and range In
countiesi
central and western
Range is mostly good In eastern
In cento
fair
poor
very
counties,
tral and west, with Mock in these
districts thin, barely holding their
own, or losing.
"The harvest of winter wheat
and oats is well along in central
counties and beginning in northern,
while the second cutting of alfalfa
l.
Corn
continues in
and beans are growing rapidly in
shower districts, stagnated elsewhere, with beans badly infested
with beetle in central counties.
Early roasting ears are coming to
market in tho far south. Cabbage
.shipments are practically finiHhed
in south and cantaloupes promise
to be under way about the last
Cotton is
week of the month.
growing rapidly with the warmth.
Second
"Agricultural College
cutting of alfalfa practically com
pleted and grain crops threshed.
Cabbage shipments almost finished; corn In tassel and cantaloupes
well along.
"El Paso Ranges greatly bene
fited by showers. Corn and cotton
growing rapidly and early roasting
ears coming to market. Cabbage
shipments nearly finished. Canta
loupes in good condition and
should be on the market in about
two weeks.
"Roy Needing rain badly, crops
In poor condition; no pasture.
"Roswell Hot week with only
sprinkles of rain, but frequent
showers over the upland ranges.
Warm nights were favorable for irrigated crops. Range mostly good,
although poor In spots.
"Chama Ranchmen cutting alfalfa. Rain badly needed.
"Hermosa
Little planting done
in this vicinity too dry. Range Is
very poor and cattle thin.
"Lakewood Warm week, with
moderate showers. Crops are doing well. Ranges and stock In fair
condition and Improving.
"Bloomficld
All new grass
burned up and stock barely holdown.
its
ing
Crop outlook is poor.
"Hagerman Crops In good condition, second cutting of alfalfa
under way. A warm week, with
only light showers."
south-centra-

.47

43
42
45

3.1

j

.580

41
40

.17

w

L.
34

$35.00 Suits, $23.85
In this lot are imported
gabardine and tropica!
worsted suits of excellent
pattern and cut. Sold regularly up to this time for
$35; the sale price is
$23.85.

.All Shirts, Straw Hats, Oxfords, Athletic

218 West Central.

.494

41

W.

X

Here are the Suit Bargains From Our
Summer Sale

a Talm Beach weave.

39

wey

St. Louis
New York

A.

Here arc the better Palm
Beaches in dark and light
colors. Here you will find
your favorite patterns in

33
37
37

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

re-

Imported gabardine and
tropical weave suits predominate this lot. Excellent patterns, fine fabrics,
good tailoring.

PART

(Snn'inl

.643
.tiSJ
.519
.519

.!

-

...

0
26
Total.
i
x Batted for Weinert
St. lKuls,
AB. R. H.
Flack, rf .. .
...
cf
Mann,
Hornsby, 2b
Schulte, If .
2
Gainer, lb .
0
Stock. 3b . .
1
Ainsmith, e
0
Lavan, ss . .
0
.
Haines, p" .

Time

.

1.35.

P
"fl-

i

$18.00 Suits, $13.85

,

I II

IJ

....

Haines. Hornsby

Pet.

L.
26

W.

New York
St. Louis

Boston

styles.

II

CROPS, RANGES

Philadelphia

crashes and other summer
weight suits, in a variety
of good patterns and

IS

PCliib

Chicago
Detroit
Washington
Cleveland

$16.50 Suits, $12.85
In this lot are dark and
light color Palm Beaches,

get and the power you can get from that car of
yours is all in the gasoline you use. Texaco, the
volatile gas, gives up its energy instantly; completely when it's in the cylinder where power
counts for something.
Run your car with Texaco Gasoline. - Then
you'll know.

. . .

PWtadPiphiTl

TT
In,

1

1

The difference between the power you really

Lee, If

1

1

AB. R. H. FU. A. K.

...
....

1

1

the readiness with which gasoline gives ufi its power)

(Vol-O'tilit-

Philadelphia.

Two-bas-

.1

i

TO

Philadelphia Is Allowed But
Two Hits and Is Blanked;
Cardinals Annex Eighth
Successive Game.

R

1

1

i

M ATHLETICS

T

1
4
15
Judge, lb
fl
4
fl
3
2
Brower, if
1
I)
1
0
3
Shanks, It
3
0
0
5
Harris, 2b . . . 1
1
0
0
0
0
0
successful Picinich, c
was especially
J'.nsh
0
1
0
0
0
0
ngalnsli dialer, St. Louis' loading zMilan
hitter, who failed to reach base In Gharrity, c . . . 02 00 00 00 03 00
four times up. Sisler fell down on Mogridge. p
1
0
0
0
0
In the eighth after sssSmlth
a. hip chance
0
0
0
1
1
0
Tobln and Oierber singled with two Francis, p
out. After tit. I.ouis scored in the
S
28
7 27 16 0
Totals
first inning on Tobin's single, Riz Batted for Picinich in 7th.
ser's infield out and Williams sint.z
Batted for Mogridge in 7th.
gle. New York tied the score in the
second on 'a freak home run by
By innings:
000 100 1002
Ward. In trying to make a.
Chicago
010 000 20x S
catch of Ward's high line Washington
e
drive. Williams batted the ball into
hit BrowSummary:
run.
Three-base
home
a
er.
hit Mostil. Stolen
the bleachers for
Score:
base Rice. Sacrifice hits Harris.
St. Imis.
Falk, Sheely. Double play Bush,
Ali. H. 11. PO. A. K. Harris to Judge. Bases on balls-- Off
2
0
S
4
f
i
Tobln,
Blankenship, 3; off Mogridge,
o
:!
4
0 3.
Struck out By Blankenship,
(Berber, ss
n
1
8
I)
0
4
2. Hits
Sisler, lb
Off Mogridge, 5 in 7; off
n
0
2
3
Williams, If ... 4
Francis, 1 In 2. Winning pitcher
"
.
.
McManiiH, 2b
Time 1:44.
ft Mogridge.
fl
"
4

Tork Yankees drew first blood today in their series with St. Louis,
Rush winning a keenly contested
pitching duel from Shocker. 2 to 1.

'

3
n

ss

CHI HALS W
HIES IN

0
0

2

fl

Washington.

Bush, 3b
(Br The Amxnlnlecl I'rrM.)
Peckinpaugh,
Now York, 3: St. lxmls, 1.
New York, July 11. The New Bice, ct

A.

3

p,

Totals

It. H. PO.

3
4
4
4
3

.

....
....

Kalk.

Bush Beats Shocker in a
Keenly Contested Twirl- ing Duel: Senators Take
Opening From White Sox.

ss

LEONARD'S SHOWING AGAINST KANSAS
PROVES HE'S READY FOR MR. TENDLER

12, 1922.

3

Cocke and Robertson;
Roberts, Dockery and Amnions,

CAREY FILES PETITION.
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 11. GovD. Carey today filed
his petition of candidacy for the
republican nomination for governor. John W. Hay of Rock Springs,
who la opposing him for tho nomi
nation, filed several weeks ago.

ernor Robert

a
Davy Stephens,
"newsboy" of Dublin, has attended
every running of tho Epsom Derby
for 80 years.
Tho week of the
great race is his only holiday; at
all other times he is to be found
on the. Ktrent corner In the Irish
capital telling papers.

BOY IS THROWN
A

FROM
HORSEjJS KILLED

(B

The Auovtiited TntM.)

Denver, Colo., July 11. John
Copely, g years old, of Galveston,
Texas, was thrown from a horsa
and Instantly killed near Estes
Park, Colo., yesterday, it is announced today in a despatch to the
Denver Times.
became frightened,
The horse
the despatch states, and threw the
rider to the ground, dragging tho
body a quarter ot a mile.
The boy, with his father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. John Copely,
of Oalvcston, was spending the vacation at a mountain lodge near
Estes Park. Mr. and Mrs. Copely
loft today for Galveston with the
body.

New York, 4; Chicago. 0.
Chicago, July 11. Jess Barney
form today, holding
in fine
was
. .l....- .
fiva Hcnttered hits.
ot
while New York made the most
its ten hits and shut out me
4 to 0.
"Casey" Stengel, was hit in
the face by a pitched ball and had
to retire from the game. Score;
New York.
K. li. ru. A. E,
0
1
2
0
5
Bancroft, ss. .
4
4
0
2
1
5
Itawllngs, 2b.
0
3
1
0
0
2
Frisch, 3b. . . .
0
0
3
0
0
4
,

Meuscl,

Young,
Kelly,

rf .

. . .

rf.... .44
lb

0
1

110
0 13

0

4

0
0

3
0

0
4

'J

4 10 27 17

0

Stengel, cf.
Cunningham cf
Smith, c...
J. Barnes, p

,2

Icago.
AB. R.

,4
.4

cf
Hollocher, ss
2 b...
Terry,
Miller, If
Barber, lb..
Friberg. rf..
Knig, 3b. . . .
Maisel,

O'Farrell,

.

.

C.

lubricants and are distinguished
Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
color.
their
by
clear, golden
Light, medium, heavy and extra-heaYou will find them wherever you
they fit all cars and all conditions.
tee the Texaco red star.
vy

0
0
0

.33
.

0
0

IT.
0
0

2

1

0

TEXACO GASOLINE

4
2

0
0

,3I

0
0

,

0

3
2

0

5.0

I

0

U

U

1

0
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
0
0

0
0
0

0

6 27 13

2

2 10
3
0
'0 2

0

,2011
,2
,1
,

Chceves, p..
zHeathcote .
Osborne, p..

.0
,29

TEXACO MOTOR'OILS

PO. A. E.

Tit

,401410

.

Save it with Texaco Motor Oil

,211100
,110 10

0
0
0

Batted for Cheeves in eighth.
a
By Innings;
0
J
New York
,
Chicago
o
nu- -""
Summary,
P'ay
Rawlings, Stengel. Double
Cheeves to Hollocher to Barber;
Bancroft to Rawlings to Kelly.
Kellv. Bases on balls
Struck,
Barnes, 2; Cheeves, 1. neevet.
out Barnes. 1. Hits ott
m t.
orne,
osi
i
8
8 in
Innings;
Losing pitcher Cheeves. Time
1:49.
s

r

xwo-uas-

The

Texas Company, V. S. A.

Ttxaet Pitroltum Pnducto

rouble

4.

nttshurgh.
Pittsburgh. Pa., July 11. Tho
Boston Braves came out of
they
slump today10 when
to 4. The visPittsburgh
in the
a
rally
batting
itors staged
Boston. 10:

We Have With

then-losin-

sixth Inning and drove Morrison
from the box.
R- - HE
Score:
Boston ....008 027 00110 17 12
Pittsburgh .008 211 000and 4 10
Gibson;
Batteries: McQuillan
and Goocli,
Hamilton
Morrison,
Mattox.
-

'

,

; Brooklyn, 4.
Cincinnati,
O.. July 11. Tho
Cincinnati.
Reds won ths opening game of lin
gerie' with Brooklyn today, 6 to Ii-4
and went into the first division
the league race. Ruether was hii

hard at times.

Brooklyn
Cincinnati

..001

001

0024

..001 002 03x
Batteries: Kuetner ana
Luque an4 Hargrave.

7
8
ueeur-ry-

.

t
;

TO MANAGE BIRMINGHAM.
Springfield, Ohio, July 11. Jo?
Dunn, who started the season a
manager ol me Denver team oi
the Western league, and who has
lately been scouting for the Detroit
Tigers, has signed to manage the
Birmingham club of the Southern
association.

THE LONG
AND SHORT
OF IT WHEN
IT COMES
WEAL
SHAVING

THE

MHS

fMRVMZOR

TENTS

Auto and Wall Pattern Camping Tents
Camp ' Beds and Cots, Stoves, etc.

J.

Run it with Texaco Gasoline

j

Is Getting Enough of Them

4

'

The Cooper Motor Co.
Phone 671 -- W 519 West Central
Our Service Station Keeps Owners Happy

Korber & Co.

Just Across from City Hall

For Quick and Certain Results try, the Journal Want Ad Columns.'
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Woman's Daily Magazine Page
FOUR DANCING FEET
BY

iEnTIE'S

VALCB

20.

Gertie

told fclm

fer.
"Dirty Irishman, snoopin' around
then tryln' to steal my girls!" he
Krowled. "What'd he offer you to
play me such a trick?"
"Five dollars a month more'n
you pay, Mr. Rosenburg. And wo
need the money." Mrs. Cummlngs
had figured what such an enormean to
would
mous Increase
them all. Perhaps a littae better
place to live, or another room
where they were; and more things
for them all in the way of wearing apparel.
Rosenburgr muttered an oath.
Five dollars! That was more than
he bargained for. But as Gertie
had Increased in value in Fagan's
eyes because he wanted herj so
she now Increased in Rosenburg's
eyes because Fagan thought her
worth what he had offered.
"You remember you promised
to stay if I gave you the same?"
he said after a while. "Will you
sign a contract if I do?"
"I, I'll let you know." Gertie
was not sure of her own Judgment. She would have Jennie explain the new situation, and again
ask her teachers' advice."
pleaded,
Rosenburgangry
swore, but finally had to rest
content with Gertie's promise to
tell him the next day.
On their way home she told
Lilly.
"Gee, Gert! What you doln
vampln' them? I ain't seen no
managers runnln' after me, and
I dance most as good as you! I
say, Gert, if you Voes to the
Olympic, can't you get me in

too?"
"If I go I'll try, Lilly."
"What alls you lately?
think it warn't nothing to
git managers- runnin' after you!
Hully gee! If it was me I'd be
lightln' tip old Broadway with
my hollerln'. You's must be wor-riabout somethin. It ain't that
feller, Tom, is it? Ferglt him,
Gert! I told you he didn't mean
anythin'!"
"I'm not worrying much," GerAny-body- 'd

n'

tie answered. Not even to Lilly
could she talk about Tom, her
disappointment that he had not
written.
"Cut it out, Gert! There's lota
of fellows willin' to dig up for a
girl like you. Ha didn't never do
nothing for you as I could see
only feed your face."
That he had fed Gertie's little
starved soul at the same time,
Lilly would not have understood;
even Gertie did not, although she
knew that in some way contact
with him had made her want to
be different.
Mis. Cummlngs and Gertie wait

those who chance to spy it. I will
not to the neighbors go to borrow
this or t'other; I'd rather let my
whiskers grow until in them I
smother. The borrower is lacking
friends, whatever town may lodge
him, and wearily his way he
wends, while morul peoplo dodge
him. I used to borrow Maltese
cats and howitzers and sabers, revolving churns and Sunday hats,
from my afflicted neighbors. And
though I had a heart of gold, and
manner frank and pleasing, the
atmosphere soon grew so cold I
Men
felt that I Was freezing.
eouldnt see my sterling worth;
"The
is
who
said,
gent
silly,
they
borrow everything on earth nor
fears a welcome chilly." Man can't
-

.

right."

"if you stay will Rosenburg
give you the five dollars?" Mrs.
asked
It
Cummlngs
anxiously.
would be hard, now she had
planned to use it, to be disappointed.
"He's got to!" Gertie answered.
"And, ma, I ain't sure that other
one, Fagan, would take Lilly."
"You can't 'always hold back
for her!" Jennie broke In. "It
ain't fair! You are prettier than
she is and I think you dance
better. She's more stylish, though,"
she added. Style to ' these children meant just as much as It
did to the children of the Avenues. That it was a cheap imitation made no difference.
"Gertie can be stylish too now!"
Tim said. "I guess she won't have
to give all she earns to us." He
was a manly little fellow, very
proud when he earned a little.
"I'm getting so I can help more,
ain't I. ma?"
,
"I don't' care so awful much
about being stylish," Gertie said
slowly. "I'd rather learn things,
and have things better here. And,
ma, now you can have a new dress
to go to church." Some way Gertie couldn't foci any enthusiasm
for herself. If only that letter
from the manager of the Olympic
had been from Tom! But she tried
to enter into the spirit of the
family. Ma was so pleased, poor
ma!. She had had a hard time
always.
Rosenburg stormed, he used
every argument ho could think
of to compel Gertie to sign a
contract. But in vain. Gertie was
like all people of little education
once make them afraid of a paper, fearful of signing their name,
and they are almost impossible to
convince.
Finally he had to be content.
"You'll stay three months?"
"Yes."
"I'll find some way to keep
her," he said that night as he
noted how the young fellows, and
older ones also, were interested
and amused while Gertie danced.
She often refused numeroua invitations to sit at tables with
them, but without making them
less friendly. She was a drawing
card and that meant money for
Rosenburg.

rF

be happy when he's shunned, by all
his friends forsaken; and an T nr.
ganlzed a fund to buy my beans
ucuwu io hsk my
iim urtun.
wearied friends to lend me shirts
and mittens; I bought my wigs and
Grecian bends, my grindstones and
my kittens. One rule of lifo I have
today, I'll have the same tomorrow; I'd rather do without my hay
than go around and borrow.
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ANSWERED LETTERS.
A. M. H. D.: A reduction of BO
pounds, in which two pounds each
will require
week, is consumed,
special treatment for the skin to
keep it from becoming flabby. A
cold shower every day followed by
a brlsli rubbing, or friction from
a coarse towel or bath brush will
make the skin firm. After cleansing the face and throat each day,
dash cold water over all to contract the pores or go over the skin
with a small piece ot ice. A convenient method is to place the ice
In a small square of sheer muslin
and gather the corners together to
absorb the water. An astringent
treatment each week will also be
needed.
Margaret B. : The exercises usid
In swimming do not reduce the hips
to any extent.
Gloria: The mixture of glycerine snd roso water Is used to keep
the hands soft. It has no merit as
a cosmetic for the face or throat.
Helen: A scalp that is secreting
too much oil shows there Is an abnormal condition, which will usually be corrected by improving the
This can be done by
circulation.
massaging the scalp every day until
you feel the blood circulating
through the muscles. A little powder dusted through the hair when
It Is too oily will absorb this, after
which the powder can be shaken
nut. This is better than shampooing too frequently.

Peggy: a young girl with feet
that perspires as your should not
be satisfied with bathing them three
times a week. If you took a full
bath and most likely a hot bath
every day. It la possible that your
system would be so relieved there
would not he any odor nr even any
excessive perspiration of the fee'..
The pores in tho soles of thi
feet have become so relaxed you
will have to tone them up, while
you also absorb some of this perAn ordinary powder of
spiration.
rice, cornstarch or a talcum. In
which a small amount of salicylic
add has been added will do this.
Any druggist will mix such a powder for you.
Anita: Since you are too stout,
the best way to reduce the size of
your ankles Is to take a general
Ton can elso get rid
reduction.
of the fat around the ankles by

To a query, "Would you have
your daughter marry a farmer?'
out of seven thousand women 94
per cent answered "Yes." Miss
Mildred Corbett, head of the town
and country department of tho Y.
PAYING
W. C. A., is responsible for the
Miss Corbett, herquestionnaire.
self the daughter of a farmer, says
The Bernalillo county commisthere is a marked tendency among
were enjoined from paygirls at present to remain on the sioners
ing the t3,000 to George Tietzel
farm.
on gravel claims by a permanent
injunction issued in the district
CLUB
court yesterday afternoon. InjuncOF BUSINESS
proceedings against the comWOMEN SETS UP TWO tion
mission had been brought by
for the taxTOURIST
BILLBOARDS Summersof Burkhart
the county.
payer
The commissioners had no auTwo sign hoards welcoming tour-ist- s
by law to pay the claims
to Albuquerque have been set thority
of Tietzel. according to T. J.
up on the highways bv the Busi- Mabry, assistant
district attorney,
ness and Professional Woman's
who appeared for the defendants.
club of the city through the court- Since
could be no defense
there
esy of Mrs. Rose K. Hudson, a In the case he reeommendod that
member of the club. One sign is
the tomporary injunction be made
posted on the North Fourth street permanent.
pike and another at Rarelas.
were made by Tietzel
The signs read: "Welcome to Al- In The claims
settlement for alleged property
buquerque, the Sunshine City ot
at the hands of the counHealth and Opportunity. The Bus- damage
iness and Professional Woman's ty in removing road surface gravel
of
Club." The letters are in large from hie property. Ilia bill on
was a compromise
the
type .easily read by the passing
was
bill
of
and
$8,000,
tourists.
The boards will remain original
accepted for payment by Comin place for six months.
The deciflon to ndvertlRe the missioners Severo Sanchez and
Outlerrez over tho veto of
city in this manner was made nt a Max
G. Slmms, chairman of the
meeting of tho club last spring. Albert
Mrs. Hudson, president of the Hud- commission.
son Bill Posting company, offered
to furnish the boards
and the TARIFF RATES ARE
postors.

ENJOINED

FROM

I

Smart Knicker Costume
For Wear in the Garden

BY SENATE

II. FOREMAN

IS

TAl

TIETZEL

APPROVED

f

FEATHERS

(By The Asmclnted I'rcnB.)

then-faces-

tarred and feathered a Chicago and Alton roundhouse foreat Hood
Dickens,
man, named

B; Die Wiritttft. Vr'M
Washington, July 11. President;
Harding's proposals for arbitration
House, 111., early today, according to
end tho suspension of work In
to official reports received here.
The mob took the foreman from unionized coal mining areas were
the dining Car, near the round- still in suspension tonight awaiting
house at 1:30 a, m., loaded him into final answers from tho mine oper- an automobile and drove Into the
country, where the tar and feathers were applied.
Dickens went out with tho strikers ten days ago, but later returned
Members of the strike
to work.
committee here say that tho roundhouse foreman is a nephew of W.
G. Blerd, president ot tho Chicago
and Alton Railroad company.

rryKA
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ill

of
Ladies'

than a mere clearance of n
garments. It is a striking demonstra-tioof the
ability of this store to give values toi its patrons
and of our willingness to exercise that ability. The

is more

ar

j

at

$950

Say "Bayer" and Insist!

SCRAPPERS ARE READY
FOR TONIGHT'S BOUT

find an excellent assortment of dresses,
suits and coats of this season's production, good
materials, stylish designing thoroughly useful and,

You will

(Special Correspondent' to 'Ihc Journal.)
Santa Fe, July 11. All four of

desirable garments,

the principal scrappers are now on
edge and ready for the gong in the
big fight that will be staged here
tomorrow night at the Kialto theater.

at

"One Hound" Martinez of Albu-

Toothache
Karacho

Lumbago
Rheumatism
Tain, Pain

Neuralgia

We have grouped a

collection of
dresses and
of the better
grades which we are
sure will appeal to
.you as exceptional
values at this price.
large

Accept only "Bayer" package;
which contains proper directions.
Handy boxes ot twelvo tablets
cost few cents. Druggists also sell
bottles ot 21 and 100. Aspirin is
the trade mark of Bayer Manu-- 1
facture of Monoaceticacldester of
Sallcylicacld.

suits,
coats

at

$24

to the

Last

&

You

Drop'

which will prove

Do you sit down to your meals without
any appetite and nibble away at food
that never seems to taste just right?
Lack of appetite indicates a disordered
digestion which is often due to foods lacking an essential element, itamln. Vitamin B, which is indispensable to a
normal appetite and perfect digestion, is
found in abundance in the new, pure,
concentrated yeast, Yeast Foam Tablets.
By supplying this vitamin, which so
many foods lack, these tiny tablets stimulate the appetite.aid digestion, enable you
to get strength and energy from the food
you eat and thus rebuild the sick tissues
and tone up the whole body.

Yeast FoaraTablets are sold by all druggists; get '
your package today. Northwestern Yeast Co,
Chicago.

Ycact

iht only purr

4iolt ytfttiin

Tablets

tmrtnimt tablet form

a

desirable addition to
any summer ward
robe. This has proven one of the features of this
clearance,

If it isn't good, try
Yeast Foam Tablets

will be shown

smart suits and
charming dresses, a3
well as coats and
capes any one of

HoWsYour Appetite?
v

s

&J850

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are net getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians
over twenty-tw- o
years and proved
safe by millions for
Colds
Headache

"Good

INSTITUTE

ar

ASPIRIN

querque and Ed Mack of Alamosa
will go eight rounds for tho semiWashington,
July 11. Tariff
Both boxers- are in fine conrates of three cents a pound on cot- final. and
hopeful.
ton seed oil and soya beans, oil dition
The big fight will bo the return
and four cents a pound on cocoa-noil and peanut oil, where BUch match of 12 rounds between Mike
ller-rer- a
oils are Imported for manufacture Baca of Santa Fe and Frank
of Trinidad, for the lightof edible products, were approved
weight championship of tho southtoday by the senate. The republican agricultural bloo sought to west. The original match between
make these rates effective in the these two, in Santa Fo several
case of imported oils entering Into months ago resulted In a draw.
oils, but its amendent Mike has not been in the ring
since, but Herrera has had several
was rejected S'i to 26.
hard fights and is said to be showBaca's
A nonular
among ing steady improvement.
superstition
race followers is that if the money supporters, however, say that Mike
Is
the same old crafty ring genused for betting has been carried
for three days in a woman's stock- eral exceedingly hard to hit and
win.
packing an awful wallop.
ing, it will bring a

C WOMAN'S

3ady-to-vve-

stock:
wnoie ready-to-wehas been placed in this
We are not
clearance.
"giving away" those hundreds of dresses, suits and
wraps, but we arc giving
tho buying public our profit margin in order that the
clearance may be prompt and complete. Comparative prices mean little or nothing unless you know
the VALUES that accompany the price reductions.
When you have seen these values you will be better prepared to appreciate how drastic are the
reductions made.

fields.

I

Ready-to-We- ar

;

non-edib-

A number of Indian boys, stu- dents at the government
school
here, are at work in the beet
harvest in Kansas. The boys are
an wen and enjoying their work,
according to Isidore Burnstde of
Holcomb, Kans. The students will
spend the summer in the beet

Rosenwald's
Annua! July

ANSWERS AWAITED ON
HARDING'S PROPOSALS
FOR SETTLING STRIKE

A

Bloomlngton, ill., July
or thirty men.
mob ot twenty-fiv- e
,
with handkerchiefs tied over

ut

INDIAN SCHOOL BOYS
WORKING IN KANSAS

11.

Enemies.'
I 1. ..lun am.t.
li..t
...,.......!
TO BUY A
appearing on Wednesday, today.
TICKET NOW are Invited to lunch at the Kiwanis
meeting, and thoso appearing toL. C. Mersfelder.
president of morrow aro Bnvlted to be the guests
last of the Rotary club.
tho Chautauqua association,
night gave out tho following statement with regard to season tickets:
With the aid of a wry delicat'
"A great saving can still be seismometer tho shock of the At
made." he said, "by purchasing lantic ocean
heating upmn the west
season tickets. If a person attending the night, performances only coast ot Ireland has lueen. felt aU''.
bought a season ticket, ho would recorded In Bii mlnghs.Tii, Bnglar.
PATRONS
SEASON

last niKht volunteered
Mr. 1'rager in the Combuilding this morning
purpose of raising the
required funds.
.Mr. Prugor asked the Journal to announce that it Is his
desire that every man who will
assist In raising tho fund meet
him at the chamber of commerce this morning
at 9
o'clock.
After careful consideration,
it was :. greed that V. S. Kosen-wald- 's
suggestion that a real
campaign fund be raised tMs
year and that Albuquerque ha
given the benefit of a comprehensive system of advertising lie adopted. lie said ho
had seen a little advertising
done that had been quite effective, and that conditions
now warrant advertising on a
higiier scale than had ever been
attempted before.
Colonel (I. K. Breece, who
bus just returned from a trip
through the south and tho
e.ist, slated that A ihiiqucrque is
new being talked about more
than any other spot In the
country and that now Is tho
time to take advantago of the
conditions which will enabto
this to become a real city
in a few years.
K. N. lioule, O. N. Marron,
Frank A. Hubbell, Colonel
1. Iv. B. Sellers. Dr. Eller and
others added their endorse
nient to the proposition to forelwe lonir
get
everything
enough to raise a fund to put
Albuquerque before the whole
country during tho next few
months.
More than twenty business
men pledged themselves to
Timet Mr. 1'rager at 9 o'clock
this morning, and he wants
oilier volunteers to assist, so
Unit the canvass may be mode
as quickly as possible.

Polly: Unless the' marks left
from pimples are very had. nature
aided by rood care of the skin will
eradicate them. When the skin has
been scarred through severe attacks
It Is bent to have
a dermatologist
treat It for you.
.T.
will
I. K.: Light freckles
yield to a bleach such ns lemon
Tf
Juice or that from cucumbers.
cither of these do not accomplish
T
It.
shall be glad to mall you mv
formula, on receipt of n stampc'l
addressed envelope. Freckles wl'l
always return end tho bloachin:-.mus- t
be repeated.

C.

GQMMISSIDNERS

MERSFELDER URGES

merce
to meet
merce
for tho

managing.

Jt-Ml

ad-

vertise Albuquerque, and more
than twenty men ot those present at the chamber of com-

--

Miss Mildred Corbott.

By WALT MASON,

I need a scythe to trim my
beard, but can't afford to buy It,
so my alfalfa seems quite weird to

rail's A

gy

RIPPUflG RHYMES
BORROWING.

of commerce campaign to

By Edna Kent Forbes.

Ladies' day at Country
club.
at 10 a. m. and luncheon at
ed impatiently for Jennie to come Bridge
1 p. m.
home from school the next day.
Country club dance at 9 p. m.'
She had promised to ask the
teacher for her opinion.
"Well, what'd she say?" Gertie HER QUERY PROVES
asked as soon as the little girl
FARMERS' WIVES
carao in, while Mrs. Cummlngs
ARE CONTENTED
stopped dishing the stew to listen.
"She says if you gave your
word, and Mr. Rosenburg keeps
his and gives you the same you
will have to stay a while. But
that if the place is a better one
gives you a better chance-tha- t
you can tell him you will leave
after a certain time. She said two
or three months would be all

furious when
of Fagan's of-

Arthur Praser was named
chairman of the committee to
raise a budget for tho chamber

BEAUTY CHATS

ANE FHELFS.

INCREASES.

CHAPTER

Rosenburs was

Social Calendar

spend only $2.50 instead of $S.E0
The rate,
for single admissions.
in singlo admissions for the re
of tho season would
mainder
amount to $".25, while the season
ticket would bo only $2.60.
"Those who so wish may still
expected to respond tomorrow. The obtain season tickets from Matadministration view was clearly son's, or from the children selling
stated that tho settlement plan out- tickets, or phono Mrs. Horton t
and ishe will have the
lined was tho best in tho situation, 1398-offering an ideal method of dispute ticket sent to the buyer's home."
Mr.
Mersfelder
stated that ever
adjustment without force.
200 more seajts would he placed In
tho tent this evening for tho ply,

ators and union officials to whom
they wore directed.
At the White House It was said
the president did not. expect definite answers from the bituminous
industry before Saturday, though
the anthracito mine owners) were

ARTHUR PRAGER
HEADS C. OF C.
BUDGET DRIVE

By

MARY

BROOKS

PICKEN

at

NOWADAYS one need not
adopting a costume
In which the skirt Is replaced by,
comfortable knickers, provided this
costume Is intended for wear when
unrestricted freedom Is needed for
setiv-Itsome particular
Surely, garden work Is one of
the summer activities that is deserving of special costume suggestions, for, at this time of year,
there Is n tendency to neglect the
plants that were started with so
much enthusiasm. And what could
be more effective In again rousing
Interest In garden work than a
suit of this type, fashioned ot
linen In green of a notably cool
snd restful variety and smartly
decorated with black peasant embroidery so lovely that It would
grace even an afternoon costume?
A pleasing feature of the over-blouse Is Its length, which Is suffi
cient to extend well down over tbe
hips and thus provide n distinctly womanly note to the design.
Other points In its favor are tbe
roomy rsglan sleeves snd the col.
lir rolling high it the back, which
protect the arms and ueck from
lU&tUiUb.

We are offering some of tho very best values this
store has been able to provide, which is equivalent
to saying that none better have ever been offered
in Albuquerque. Like the
lot, these garments are moving out rapidly and early selections
will be found wise.

LMmmlmm

$2-1.5-

1

,

.!...,

i

H

August 22, and the vonds will be
dated September 1.
G1TY
CAR
Want l'liono llato Hearing.
Tho commission after a discussion derided to refuse, the request of the Mountain States TeleHOSE
AND
phone company that the hearing
before tho state corporation comrate
mission on tho" telephone
here be postponed from August 21
to some time in November.
Petitions were presented for
oecoim
ot Suutn
tho
paving
street from the present paving
Circle
Luna
limits;
to
the
Building Inspector to Ride to and Newcity York from Forrester,
His Duties; Phone Rate to Eleventh. The petitions were
referred to the cny manager for
Tho petitions cover
Hearing to Be Held in cheeking.
about 11 blocks.
August.- A. K. Hebenstreit of the New
company
Construction
Mexico
The city commission at its reg- stated that he is ready to proular meeting last niglit voted to ceed with the paving of Coal
hoso
and suggested that theo
purchase 1,000 feet of firea Ford avenue,
city allow the use of tho asphal-tiat 96 cents a foot, and
type of paving in the street
car at the market price.
car tracks. He said he believed
for
The Ford car will he used
(Jcorgo Koslington of the City
the city buildinir inspector and Kleetric company would consent
may
who
officials
to such a proceeding, and that
the other city
The it would not bo contested by
need It on official business. sugwho have alpurchase was made at theCalkins propertyhad owners,
on specifia
hearing
of
ready
Manager
City
gestion
covering this type.
that the building inspector would cations
Mr. Hebenstreit asked the comneed a car.
for
that the city mission to hasten payment finIt wll be recalled
lata in .Tune voted to certain improvements already
or
80
ished
nearing completion. He
fire hose at
buy 1.5O0 feetAtofthat
time Walton also asked for ordinances covercents a foot.
and Hughes ing omissions In assessments afand Tinley voted no
fecting the High school intersec
w.d vnted vcs. Chairman
tion and some paving in Tijeras
Walton later voted yes, neand it avenue.
iw
was
presumed that announced
Water Service Wanted
changed his vote. Jlo
Mr. Bruce, who has property in
no
voted
had
still later nhat he
1C0U
block on South High
as the
as commissioner and yes was
said that the people of
street,
No
explanation
chairman.
the that section had been deprived of
made last ntsht us to whystood.
water service through disagree'
first purchase had not
not pres- mcnt with tho owner of a private
Hughes and Weil were last
and asked for relief. The
night line,
ent. The hose bought
matter was referred to the
was from the B. F. Goodrich manager and city engineer. city
Mr.
Rubber company. That voted for liruce stated that tho residents
In June was from the American of that section are willing
to
Rubber Manufacturing company. come within the city limits, so
last
said
Calkins
City Manager
as to get water service.
of the Cracker-Jac- k
M. 1
night that a test use
Stamm asked about the
showed that viaduct and said the roadway,
hose now In
been
has
It has cracked, though it
of sidewalks, should be
exclusive
In service only 11! months, while at least 40 feet wide Instead of
has
the
owned
city
by
hose
Ho
other
32, as had been suggested.
been used seven years and is still said the time would come when
in good condition
a
demand
wider
would
traffic
No announcement was made to roadway, with room for street
the commission lant night as toh cars. It was brought out that
the appointment of Earl
the cost of widening the viaduct
as building inspector, though as he suggested would add about
appoint- $1,500 to the cost. Commissioner
it Is presumed tnai inesince
Mr. Swope said that the viaduct mat
ment has been made,
Bowdlch is at work and the man- ter should be handled by the
be
he
provided commission and not by a commitager asked that
tee outside that body.
with an auto.
Bonds Ordered Issued.
The commission decided to re
resoluserve the money derived from the
The commission passed
of
tions authorizing tho issuance
public health levy to meet enter
bonds voted recently as follows: gencies thai may arise, rather
Storm sewer, $100,000; reservoir, than turn it into the fund from
$60,000; sewer disposal plant, $115,-(10- which the county and city health
water mains, $26,000; sanitary officer is finances.
It was decided to get to work
$50,000.
sewer,
City Attorney
Jamison announced that the date on the city budget, probably at
for the opening of the bonds is a special meeting to be held this

SCORES ESCAPE DEATH IN SUBWAY BLAZE

BUYS

FI
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Electric Irons
Sure to Please and Fully Guaranteed
Switch

Bryant Appliance

ring

devices

fits most

J.

hi
Just

Across

electric

rhone

87

'

'
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Junior

2

2

2

2
4

0
0
0

Barelas White Sox..
Highland Laddies...
S. A. T
Midgets
Little Tildillos

Pirate

.500
.000
.000
.000
.000

4
1

Junior League.
W.

L.

Pet.

1
7

0

1.0(10

1

5
2

2
5

.875
.714
.286
.143
.000

1

6

0

2

Pigmy League.
W. L.

The street department has already spent aimost its entire allowance for the present year. It
was stated and that Is the reason
more cottonwood trees have not
been cut down.
Extra expense
for flushing streets because of
the dry season was given as the
reason for tho extra expense of
the street department.
Bills for June were allowed as
follows:
City bills $4,013.42.
Water bills $1 ,983.67.
Total $5,037.10.
Tresent at the meeting were
Chairman Walton and Commissioners Swope and Tingley, who
voted harmoniously
nnd unanimously on every question. Commissioners Hughes and Weil were
absent.

!
1

into a tense story of human appeal
and exquisite sentiment.
"Sonny," with Richard Barthel- mess as the star, is the title of the
su6-cepicture adaptation of the stage
which has absorbed this novel
twist of plot. The story retains the
simple charm of character and
treatment that featured "Tol able
David." Unlike its predecessor.
however, "Sonny deals of individuals in the congested cities and
centers around the sophisticated
life of the big metropolis.
Into tho life of this regenerated
roughneck there comes the lovo of
a finer girl than he hail ever known
during his poolroom days. The aff nenco that seemed so norms iu
him at tho start becomes a sudden
moly prized possession; and at tne
ment of true, valuation he encounters tho first danger of losing it.
The impending crisis furnishes a
imniiiim heart throb as the final
twist of the plot brings a novel but
Vinrmv ending.
Barthelmess effects
Uichard
some of the finest characterwork
in his career marked by simple
.Hirnltv nn.l realism.
"Sonny" is being repeated at the
Lyric theater today.
ss

Barelas Tigers
but there are several new members Athletes
one
in the troupe and I think that
Wildcats
of tho. first essentials to our mu
tual success is to be well acquainted
Free Soap Daily's
socially as well as professionally. Daily's Gipsy Store.
So I propose that after tne aance,
all the members of tho company
be my guests for a little friendly
chat over the coffee and cake.

TWO NEW WITNESSES CAUSE SENSATION
IN SECOND TRIAL OF MRS. OBEIS CHAIN

IX "POPPY"

PASTIME

In my characterization of 'Poppy'
I have suHerea more real anguish
and at the same time been hdppier
than in any role I ever impersonat-In
Talmadgo
ed," said Norma
Cynthia Ktoekley's
speaking of
as a seiznici;
which
novel, "Poppy,
will he presenter.
screen version
again today nt the Pastime theater.
"During my career before the
camera I have never experienced
such a fascinating interest In a
character as, I have felt for that
pathetic Uttle child of destiny.
Poppy. When I first read tho book
I did what I guess every other
girl has done cried myself almost
sick. But it wasn't until I got down
to studying In dead earnest for
screen purposes that I appreciated
the wonderful creature the novelist
had conceived. She has penetrated
the very depths of a woman's soul
and employed material there obtained in a manner that is absolutely Inspiring.
"As Poppy, so oosei py aouse,
failure and poignant regret that sns
is almost constantly in the throes
of unhappincss, I felt her emotions
while my Individual self was secretly exulting at the good fortune
in being cast in such an interesting
character. Then when the fin.il
scene came and Poppy's troubles
dissolved under the bright rays "f
understanding and she was restored
to the arms of Carson, I experienced
a thrill that was simply

GaihslORmnds
in 22 Days

Another startling evidence
of Ironized Yeast's wonderful value as a weight builder!
In a test conducted
under the supervision of a
prominent physician, Miss

Dorothy Byrne, pretty
movie beauty and artist's

A Real Good Piece of Goods

model, gains 10 J pounds- in only 22 days. Her actual
measurements are given at
the left. You, too, can have
the pleasing and
Bfr Afur alluringfigurethnt
W.lshtlOelbs.llB
a few more pounds
28 In.
in.
Bast
Kin. 13 In.
will bring.Ironized
t:.lf
Arm
lOln.i

Yeast

Neck

supplies

your system with
the very elements reeded to build firm
5
folks

tissue. Many thin
report gaining to 9
pounds on the very first package! Get Ironized
yeast from your druggist today.
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postcard for Famous
s.Day Free Ttst. Addresi
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4
1

1

0
3
3

Pet.
1.000
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OLIVE OIL

"From Perfect Olives"
we win bottle
it. For purity,

for flavor, for
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In

Wllslitre nou'evn rd, I.os Angeles
A MOHURN AI'A KTMB.NT HOTEL
Exclusl s Residential District, within easy reach
u si nesi and shopping center.

JD

. i.

Maid

It

Famous Sulphur)
Hot Springs
Now under new management who assures better
accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been

Albuquerque.

Qarags.

mm

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Long Beach, California

Gable Apartments

For further information phone
007-- J
or call at 203 South
Street.

Commissary

"California's Premier Vacation Resort."
Tho wonder city of the Southland. Only 40 minutes to Los Angeles.
Cool summer climate. Offers all diversions including surf and plunge
motoring, etc. Gigantic pleasure plera. Home
bathing, fishing, boating,
of the celebrated million-dolla- r
Hotel Virginia. Accommodations to
suit all classes. Long Beach is one of tho fastest growing industrial
centers on the coast; also a beautiful residential city. Write for literature and full information.

thoroughly renovated.
Stage Leaves Every
Other Day
Round Trip
Sulphur Springs $18.00
Second

.Service

"
fimftoof

IT

Hart bros.X

C. TARTAGLIA,

Proprietor
Sulphur Springs Hotel

1640 Sliatto Street,
Lot Angeles.
California.
Sixth Street Car to Union. Single and
double apartments. Three blocks from
4780.
Westlake Park. Phone wllshlr
E. C. WAIiNAS.
Manager,

HOTEL MOTOR INN
FOR THE AUTOMOBILE
TOURIST and TRAVELER

Prce (trags,

a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault pro-

Fktt

f

Auto Bus Mr ets Alt TsaiksJ

arri

ooramunttj kitrtan

c

and newly
equipped
completely
Hot and cold wUer lir each room.
tl.50 wlUiout balX 12 with bath. No itr
2410 WhltUsr
Bird.,
for two parjnl.
rU:'jformerly KUphen-nAn., 1m Ansslaa. . East on
Till St. 1'uoiw Boris M9.
riXHn

Come in and Inspect I
Our Modern Safety I
Deposit Vaults

fre

j

For

viding ample storage for

jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds, and other securities, to which you have
access at all times during
business hours.'

EUROPEAN
RBtes
100
100
"00
400

Rooms
Itimms
Rooms,
I
looms,

PLAN

Slnule.
SI. B0

Per Day!

toilet..
bath...

.0

S.RO-3.6- 0
60--

Itonlile.

S3. 00

2.BU-S.0- 0
3.00-4.0-

00 S

0

00--

Utf

CORNER BOTES.
....S.I.OO to M.OO
fci.uii 10 8. in

TWENTY

Bingle
Doublt

Free Auto Busses Meet
Trains.

The Journal

is

exclusive Resort

Medium of New
Mexico

......

All

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company

CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS
22?
R

COLLEGES

AT free INFORMATION
literature:
AT OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER

"CVVABUR'AU

N. M.

'

Girls' Coltegiate School

Thirty-firyear begins Sept. 28th.
Offers General ColAccredited.
lege Preparatory. Special courses)
work, voca3 years
tional, cultural. Beautiful Spanish
life a reality.
buildings. Out-doMiss Parsons ami miss uennen.
Principals.
Adams Street, Los Angeles, Celit.
st

te

ICE
C

"A Roof for Every Building"

P. O. SORENSON CO.
Wholttal and Retail Building Materials
Brick Lime Cement
North First St. & Marble Ave.
N. M.
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ALBUQUERQUE,

scales, like stone shingles the size of a
This mica coating is fire resisting, it
sheds water like a fish's scales, and it makes
the roofing stronger and more enduring.
There is no roll roofing of similar weight
and price that will give so long a service at
ao small a cost per year.

ALBUQUERQUE,

1

I HI"!
ml mi .:.....

tUlr,,ilai

pin-hea-

,,

Cm"

n""!

(isinglass). This stone lies in tiny flat

J

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
Dollar and a Half.
Rates $1.50 to $3.0C
Every room a cool outside room

Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 88, Atlanta, Ga.

means that it will not tear when
applied, nor be ripped up by the wind, nor
pull off the nails like an inferior piece of
goods.
The felt is unusually thick, it is ALL Rag
felt, (contains no paper shoddy) and consequently absorbs more waterproofing oils
and weather-resistin- g
asphalt.
Mica-Kot- e
is surfaced with crushed mica

r

King Edward Hotel

&

YJ, Try It

K

of California's Famous Hotels, Health,
Read the Announcements
Beach and .Mountain Resorts nnd Solve "That Outing Problem"
Fnll
Information by Writing Direct, or at Free Infor-- Literature ami
ination Bureau at Office of the Morning Journal.

OLD MONK

all Vound

Text-uoo-

California Hotels, Health
and Summer Re sorts

finer oil than

:

run-dow-

T.viHn. v.. TMnkltam's Private
upon "Aliments
you free upon request.
Peculiar to Women"E. will be sent
Write to tlio Lrdia Pinkliam Medicine Co., L,ynn, Massachusetts. Tuis'book contains valuable information.

COWhenNature
learns how to

produce

questions about the medicine I will
gladly tell herwhatl know." Mrs.
Charles Vaughn, Olney, 111.
"I first used
Baltimore, Md.
Lydia E.Pinkham'sVegetable Compound for general weakness following the birth of my first child. Later
on the advice of my mother I used
it for a dull pain in the small of my
iack and forabearing-downfeelinThese pains had an effect on me to
such an extent that very often I
was unable to stand on my feet to
do my housework, and at times I
was compelled to lie down for short
periods. I found LydiaE.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound very helpful
Mrs.
and recommend it highly."
Lobetta B. Simons, 645 S. Belnord
Ave., Baltimore, Md.
"Cannot Thank Yon Enough"
Allentown, Pa. "After my last
I lostweight and was
baby was born
n
condition. After
in a very
bottle of Lydia E.
second
taking the
Pinkham'8 Vegetable Compound I
began to gain strength and flesh. In
the past four months I have done all
my own housework and do an extra
wash besides. I do not feel at all
like I used to and I cannot thank
My
you enough for my health.
friends ask me what I am doing and
I recommend yourmedicine." Mrs.
Wm. Steckel, 241El!igerSt, Allentown, Pa.

Manv.many tetters similar to the
following recommend theVeeetable
Compound as a wonderful medicine
for bringing the mother back to normal health and strength.
It is an excellent restorative,
contains no harmful drugs and can
be taken in safety by a nursing
mother.
Thousands of mothers who have
regained their strength by taking
it aro its best recommendation.
Very likely you know some. Why
not take it yourself?
"Will Gladly Answer Questions"
Olnoy, 111. "Foroverayearafter
my boy was born I was troubled
with weakness of the female organs. Also my stomach would bloat
up and I had heartburn, headache,
backache, and simply could not do
anything. I saw your 'ad.' in tha
your Vegetapapers and read what
ble Compound did ton others, so
gave it a trial. After the first few
doses I could tell a change. (Soma
might think this impossible,ofbut it
Lydia
is true.) I took two bottles
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
fine
I
that
so
and felt
neglected to
take any more for about a year.
This last winter I had pains again
bo I have been taking it to relieve
them. I tell everyone I hear complaining of female troubles that it
13 graUU. 11 ally WUIIIOII ocuvp mo

iv"Tfjrr mm

A FASCINATING ItOI.E.
SAYS MISS TAIMAPGK,

"B" Theater Repeating today
the Elinor Glyn picture "Beyond
the Rocks," with Gloria Swanson
as the leading star; also repeating "BRVOXTJ THK ROCKS" IS
the "Current Events" pictures.
vi TIM.'. "It" THKATKR WITH
j
(iUHUA SWANSON AS STAR
T,yrlc Theater The George V.
Hobart drama, "Sonny." with Rich
That Gloria Swanson is a
fellow in the realms of Shadow- -ard Barthelmess as the principal
was tho verdict ot ner culand,
is
also
star,
being repeated today;
workers during the filming of "Berepeating "Whats and Whatnots," yond the Rocks," her latest Parathe Goldwyn-Graphl- c
comedy.
mount starring vehicle, which is
repeated today at the B
being
rastimo Theater "Poppy," with theater.
.
Norma Talmadgo and an
This declaration was provoked
hosbecame
Swanson
Miss
when
also
cast is being repeated today;
tess to tho entire company when
repeating the usual Interesting
the players were on location at
Island, filming ocean scenes.
After a dance in one of the leadln ;
XpVFJj HF ARTHROUS IN
hotels at Avalon. the principal city
BAUTHKLMKSS FILM.
'SOX NY," AT THE LYRIC of the island, Miss Swanson invited
the cast and staff to her apartment
Web to the length of two and a
evening.
miles has been drawn from
Placing a roughneck character In for a little cakes were served
quarter
and
Coffee
and
the most pretentious surroundings,
Miss the body of a single spider.
not as part of a comedy but as an nil enjoyed a delightful time. invithe
Integral cog in a gripping drama Is Swanson, upon extending
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
The tation, said:
a new tangent or scenarists.
each
other
ftll
we
know
In
bur"Perhaps
thing has been done before
association in
lesque, but It remained for George more or less from
Hobart to wind this unique twist the studio and in various pictures
Cat-alin-

THE

Iycnguc.

N. M. Yankees

all-st-

extra

Many Mothers Left in Weakened
Condition

Giants

Money Spent

Theaters Today

LEAGUES

Firefighters
Tildillos
Duke City Whites...

week.
Street

AFTER BABY WAS BORN

Today's gams In this league will
be played by the Tiratea and the
Midgets.
Pigmy league.
The Barelas Browns, the Jack
Rabbits and the Little New Mex
ico Y'ankees are three new teams in
this league. Today's game will he
the Barelas Browns vs. the Barelas
Tigers.
STANDINGS.
Senior League.
W. L.
Pet.
1
3
.750
St. Mary
1
8
De Molays
.750
1
3
.750
High School
4
1
.800
Browns

Scores of passengers, including
many women and children, were
overcome by smoke and injured
in the panic which followed a fire
in tho Lexington avenue subway,
caused by a short circuit. The
tie-u- p
occurred near the Fifty-nint- h
street station, where the
express trains are a level below
the local trains, making the
rescue work more difficult. Victims of the smoke and panic
were carried to the street where
first aid was administered by
ambulance surgeons hastily summoned.
Mayor Hylan rushed to the
scene and offered assistance in
reviving those overcome by the
smoke and crush. Fire trucks
were used to rush the injured to
hospitals.

I

0,

From City Hall

-

"

firemen and surgeons assisting passengers leaving tube
exits.
Below,
by emergency
ambulance surgeon reviving exhausted conductor.

I

heating

-

..

DAY'S RESULTS:
BOYS' BALL
The following returns were an
nounced as the results of tho
baseball
day's play in the boys'
,
league:
Senior league.
Firefighters lose to Tildillos, 6 to
The batteries were Firefighters,
Dotson, Trauth and Parenti; Tildillos, Pelino and Ramenez.
The Browns won from the New
Mexico Yankees, 8 to 0. Tho bat
teries were Browns, Koybal and
Jordan; Yankees, Chavez and
Campos. Wednesday s game In this
league will be between tho Duke
City Giants and the Giants.
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AS YOU LIKE IT
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Why pay exorbitant
prices for indifferent ice cream whenyou can get a frees:er' from the Star
Company
' Furniture
for as little as $1.75
who

People

ap-

preciate theown best
ice
make their
--

Is the bread we bake. It pleases
the whole family Our bread, bissensational
witnesses,
two
her
Obenchain
and, below,
V.bove, Madalyn
cuits, pies and cakes are masle
.
Smith.
Irene
Mrs.
and
Roman
Paul
with care by expert bakers. They
cheaper and better than you
a surprise in her are
Attorneys for Mrs. Madalyn Obenchain sprung
can bake yourself. We can eoll
to
witness
stand
the
on
seeond trial when they put Mrs. Irene Smith
because we bake in largo
the slayers of. J. Belton cheaper
testify that Madalyn had told her she believed
quantities.
She
instead.
him
murdered
had
her
but
Kennedy had intended to kill
tild her aho believed the bullet which
tfif!4 fhof Mn nhnrhain hurlherself.
BAKERY
Roman, another important de
killed Kennedy was intended for
fense witness, is tne latest to capture me neari, 01 uiauniu,
301 South first Street,
love letters made public by. the state's attorney.

PIONEER

cream.

.

STAR

CO.

i

SUMMER

SCHOOI OF

The San Diego Army and
Navy Acaaemys
CSTIUMIYtt tSITKfilflN

Annual Hummer Session Will begin Jlilr 1
and end September 1. A happy combina
tion of worn ana piay "'in aes, naming and land sports. 11 SO oovsra prao-tlcalevery eipense.. Write
CAPTAIN THOMAS A. DAVIS,
Pnctfle Heaen, usnniisis,

ELLIOTT

SCHOOL
Pini-e- .

Loa

Angeles.
for your
Spacious estate, fanned by
,
Superior educational
Cool Sea breeses.
Character Building. BumT.os
Angeles. California.
advantages.
to August Uth.
6th
89th.
Jul
mer
session
10lh
July
June
Write for hookioi.
University Credit.
Tutortna In High School ant Grade MARTHA COLLINS WBAVEB, M.
Prlneipul.
Subjects. Fnll Term Opens October 3rd.
HELEN A, BROOKS, A. M.,

Cumnock School of
Expression

LOS

ACADEMY
MILITARY
ANOKLES
lxi Angeles. Unlit.

on
sltusted
luntlngton
Delightfully
Drive, near Pasadena, 87th ysar. Students admitted at any tlma. Highest
In
standards
Military
Scholarship,
Training and Oeneral Culture. 15 acres.
Ideal Summer
OmiDleta equipment.
Training at Mountain and Beach Camps
Tutoring If deslrsd.
Phone XHIl.
RICHARD K. BAILEY, President,

130S S. Oramerrj
An
Ideal Bummer

Hiima

n.iiihter.

Advertise in the Morn-

ing Journal for best
results.

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD
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19 by Justice George
Roddy, on
representation that Miss Davidson
likely would be able to testify at
mat time.

SECOND MAN IS

HIED

IN

ASSAULT

CASE

Tomas Barela Said to Have
Been Recognized By Girl
WithJVh'ss Davidson Night
of Alleged Attack.
Arrest and identification of "the
thor man" In the case and announcement of the removal of Juan
Brady from the office of deputy
United States marshal were yesterday's developments In the sensational assault case. Mary Davidson, the victim, is reported improving but still suffering from the effects of a powerful drug.
United States Marshal Secundlno
Jtomero, who arrived here yesterday afternoon from Santa Fe, stated that he had removed Brady permanently, and would announce his
successor as soon as possible.
Barela Is Suspected.
Tomas Barela, who was arrested
yesterday by Patrolman Thomas
Hogan as a suspect in the case,
was brought into police headquarters and confronted by the young
girl who was with Miss Davidson
the night of the alleged attack.
The eirl positively identified him
as the man who was with Brady
the night she and Miss Davidson
were taken automobile riding by
the two men. The girl stated that
the man had made an attempt to
assault her but had been unsuccessful.
Barela denied that he had been
guilty of any offense, and said that
no liquor had been used. Barela is
being held by the police while investigations are continued by Chief
Oalusha, Captain Guest of the SalMoise
vation Army and Rabbi
A state charge likely
Bergman.
him.
will be placed against
The preliminary hearing of Juan
Brady, which was set for yesterday
morning, was continued until July
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Merchants:
Fall.

Of course you are coming to market this
A personal inspection of the latest styles

attire to your customers. St. Louis is your nearest
thentic,
Nbig market The stocks of St. Louis wholesalers are now complete
with the latest creations .,,
Arrange your buying trip to be in St Louis for
te

,.,

THE GREAT ANNUAL FASHION SHOW
August 3rd to 16th

In the St. Louis Municipal

Theatre

Open-A- ir

Seats for 10,000
Brini your family if you can
This magnificent spectacle is the biggest trade event and greatest
style pageant in America each year. It is not the ordinary fashion
show and parade of models. It is a display of the latest styles under
ideal conditions and unequaled grandeur. Moreover, it is one of the
world's most gorgeous spectacles, entertaining and fascinating even
to those who are not directly interested in its commercial aspects.
You can choose your stocks after viewing this big pageant, and
prompt delivery for your advance Fall announcements is assured by
St. Louis' package car system. More than 1,200 package cars leave
St. Louis every night by through freight for points throughout the
St. Louis trade zone.
Write to your St Louti wholesaler when
you will come to market, and aik him to
make aeat reaerrations (or you at the show.

'

For further information, address
Fashion Show Committee

STlOUISCHAHBERofCOMMERCE

U

White House hotel, vesterdav. "she
asked for a room and I assigned her
Answers to Questions.
to one. sue registered as Mary
Davidson. There did not seem to
De anything the matter with her at
that time, except that she said her
(Any reader can get the answer
head ached, In a few minutes She to any question by writing
the Alwent down stairs and returned buquerque
Journal Information
about 11 o'clock, at which time she Bureau, Fredorlo J.
Haskin, Diappeared to be a little bit stupid, rector, Washington, D. C. This ofbut she went directly to her room, fer applies
strictly to information.
accompanied by another girl.
The bureau cannot
advice on
Aoout thirty minutes later an legal, medical, and give
financial matelderly woman came to the hotel ters. It does not attempt to settle
ant represented herself to be the domestic troubles, nor to undermother of the girl who was with take exhaustive research on
any
Miss Davidson. She asked for her
subject. Write
question plaindaughter, and I took her to the ly and briefly. your
Give
name
full
and
girls' room. A few minutes later
and enclose two cents in
the woman and the girl nurrjorting address for
return postage. All reto be her daughter, left the hotel. stampsare
sent direct to the in
Aoout 1 or 2 o'clock I was plies
awakened by someone who told me quirer.)
somebody was sick in the next
Q. Will tliero
be plenty of
room. I went in and the Kirl was
watermelons this summer? G. E.
having spasms.
A. A forecast of the commer
Then I called un the oollce sta
tion, told them about the irirl nndl cial area planted to watermelons
in a few minutes two policemen arrived. One of them called Dr. E. shows an increase in acreage of
M. Clayton and he arrived shortly 47 per cent. In the nine leading
thereafter.
Sunday afternoon a producing states there is an acre
man came to the hotel and said he
of 161,000. Taking the Florida
wanted to Ree the girl, I took him age
to her room.
Then he said he estimate of S60 molons to the acre
would like to see her alone. I did nearly 68,000,000 melons will be
not know who the man was and grown.
told him 1 did not like to leave him
Q. Do moro white people die of
alone with
the girl. He then
showed me his badge, indicating steeping tuvitness man negroes r n.
that ha was an officer of the de Mol.
A. The census bureau says that
partment of justice, and I stepped
out of the room. I made no at- in 1920 1,453 whites died of the
whatever
to hide the girl, as disease, and only 62 negroes.
tempt
has been stated."
Among the whites this was a rate
of 1.8 per 100,000 population and
among the negroes, 0.7.
Q. How far may dust be carJOHNNY KID MEX AND

ried in the air? I. M. C.
A. Dust from the eruption of
Krakatoa in 1885 circled around
Johnny Kid Mex will fight Benny the globe several times and for
Cordova in Albuquerque July 20,' two years it gave rise to extraordiretwelve rounds as the main event of nary sunset glows and other The
markable optical phenomena.
Manager Al Edwards' first boxing finest particles are believed to have
show. Mr. Edwards comes well been raised to an altitude of B0
as a boxing prorecommended
and to have remained buoymoter. Iiis reputation for clean miles
ed up
air currents for several
boxing is expected to draw good years. by
In 1901, dust from tho Alhouses.
was carried a maxidesert
Johnny Kid Mex is well known gerian
In Albuquerque and is one of the mum distance of 2,500 miles. CinChicago fire reached
most popular lightweights in the ders from tho
the Azores 40 days after the outsouthwest.
of
the
conflagration.
Edwards has this to say for Cor- break
Q. How much Is the Woolwortli
dova: "I have known Cordova for
C. I,. 1).
worth?
building
several years and know boyB that
A. The New York City departhe has met and has more than held
his own with. Since I have been ment of taxes and assessments savH
in the city have heard some fans that this property is valued for
Of
say they didn't like Cordova's style the year 1922 at $12,500,000.
of fighting, but I am going to ask this sum 3,850,000 is the valua
the fans to take my judgment as tion of the land.
Q. What is tho moaning of the
to the matching, and then If I
don't give thorn good fights there pnraso "duo process qf law"? T. B.
A. The constitution of the vawill be no one to blame but myself.
I know I have a match in Cordova rious states and the federal con
and Kid Mex that will please the stitution contain no description of
fans."
those processes which it was in
Preliminaries to the Cordova-Ki- d tended to allow or forbid by the
Mex fight are as follows: Kid various uses of the expression "due
d
It is generally
Anaya vs.
Martlnes, process of law."
eight rounds; Toung Jim Flynn vs. held to mean, however, law In its
Tommy Cole, eight rounds.
regular course of administration
through courts of Justice.
Q. What is the smallest wire
known? C. II. K.
PIONEER ALASKAN
A. By the device of coating a
PROSPECTOR CALLS platinum wire
of an
in diameter with silver, drawAT WHITE HOUSE Inch
ing the two metals out together as
fine as possible, and then dissolv
ing away the silver coating with
nitric acid, a platinum wire three

7
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GINGER
Coffee

(h

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale is the.
friendliest, happiest beverage. There
is no particular time of the day that
it calls its own. You can, drink it
morning, noon, or night, letting your
thirst dictate when.

M. W. W.
A. A dutch

Clicquot never varies in taste or
quality. Always it is pure as the
spring water from which it is made.
The ginger is the finest that Jamaica
can send to us.

1

raw

Clicquot Club

Birch
Beer, and Root
Beer.

THE CLICQUOT CLUB
a, a.
Millls, Mom,

a

CO.

song he pleases, eome
chorus being used as a burden
er each verse.
Vacuum sweepers, driven

NEAR PHOENIX

We have record of Savage Cords, still In
operation, making frequent trips over, the
trail, having exceeded 7000 miles of service,
and at that distance showing only 59 wear.
On Stage Lines
s,
Operating between Naco and Bisbee,
where the road Is exceedingly hard
and rocky in places, Savage Cords have
given service for over 7000 miles. Previous
Arl-ton-

W

if

ot

C

Almost any tirs will give satisfactory service

under ideal conditions. Some makes Will even
render satisfactory service under certain adverse

conditions. Certain makes of tires will perform
best on long drives over pavements, other makes

mo-to- rs

will show to better advantage on dirt highways

and so it goes.
C Our object has been to build Savage tires to

THE SPRECKELS

OUR BEST

-

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

ARIZONA
to this the operators had never been ible to
get more than 5000 miles from any tire la
this country.
A stage line operating out of Jerome, Arl- - '
zona, to Camp Verde certifies to averaging!
over 3000 miles more on Savage Cords than,
they have been able to get out of any other
make of tire.
"
In Commercial Service
We point with no particular pride tospe
viiii. iiciiui ninnies ui over
miles ren
dered by our 30 x Vt fabrici?,vu
tires and our
" D " Type fabric tires In commercial ser
vice In I'hocnix and elsewhere.' Although
the type of service stamps that performance
as really remarkable, these we classify as
Individual cases and not a general average.
They do not necessarily prove the consist- ency of performance that we are desirous!
ol portraying.

.results;

Frederick Zorn. ;
Frederick Zorn. for twentv-tw- o
years a nrosnector in the fro en

Electric gates for bee hives,
which will register the number of
arrivals and departures on the part
of the bees, have been Invented by
a United States government official.

j&$s&

The test of a tire In Arizona Is to run It
over the Apache Trail. For thirty miles
this trail Is nothing but rock, and it usually
takes around four hours to negotiate that
distance. It Is not uncommon for tires to
wear out completely on a round trip over
this road.
Other roads off tho pavement are nearly as trying. Certainly no weak tire can
"stand the gaff" In Arizona.
In our general office files are certified
copies of remarkably consistent performance Savage Tires are giving in this territory
On the Apache Trait
Motorists making frequent trips over the
Apache Trail have ucd Savage Tires In the
past three years with unusually satisfactory

Aoomwf Dam was dedicated by President Roosevelt March 18, 1911. The
height front lotvett foundation It 284
feet, thlcknest at base 168 feet, and at
crest 30 feet. The roadway on top of
dam Is 16 feet wide. No tvonder Little
Heap, trade character of the Spreckels
Savate" Tire Company stops to look.

by
are
for cleaning the
streets ofsuggested
New York city.

nt

K

Immm

--

aft-

on President Harding at the White
House and invited the executive to
visit Alaska. He is exhibiting;
Alaska mineral products to govern-meofficials. -

BUILT TO EXCEL

SMt

well-kno-

,.-

PROVES

concert is a social

entertainment in which every man
sings his own song at the same
time that his neighbor is singing
nis, or in which each person present sings in turn one verse of any

Get Clicquot Club by the
case for the home. If you
prefer variety, you can get

.gflggj

!0W4B0

Ill

grain.
Q. How many telephone
are
mere in north America? O. M.
A.
There are approximately
jo.uuu.uuo telephones on this continent.
Q. What Us the difference ho.
tween drilling and boring? p. ij,
A. In machine shop
parlance,
drilling is making a round hole
metal
or
tho
like
through
with a
rotating pointed tool that forces
us way through by pressure and
rotation, while boring is enlarging
a hole that already
exists. Cutting
a circular hole in wood with
a
brace and bit, as done by carpenters, is boring, but a similar operation in metal is drilling.
. What is a "dutch
concert"?

Clicquot all the time

Now in cartons" of
One Dozen Bottles

A

JgJ$&

of an
Inch in diameter has been secured
eo fine that one mile of It would
weigh only one twenty-fift- h
of a

for breakfast

0k
li&Sk

Chas. Ilfeld Company
Wholesale Distributors
Albuquerque, New Mexico

CORDOVA ARE MATCHED

ALE,

Meuser-Busch.St.Lf- el

'
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budweiserU
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Klnsale Head, south of Ireland, where the Lusitania waa sunk while
U..
carrying treasure worth millions.
A salvage expedition has left New York to attempt to recover the
$6,000,000 in gold and jewelry which was lost when the liner Lusitania
was sunk by a German torpedo off the Irish coast May 7, 1915. B. F,
Leavitt is in charsre of the expedition. .

One-roun-

St. louis, U.S.A.

Ideal fcickade
for the Ifome
Picnic and Outing
T(ig

rapher.

moo
m,

TREASURE SEEKERS LEAVE NEW YORK"
TO SALVAGE MILLIONS FROM LUSITANIA

Brady is alleged to have com
mitted a criminal offense against
Miss Davidson the night of July 2,
when he and another man, pre
sumed to be Barela, took her and
another girl auto riding. Miss
Davidson has been suffering from
mo errccts or some drug ever since
iTcsterday the girl, who is 22
years old. was able to tell her story.
which was to the effect that she
and her chum, after being taken
Into the car by Brady and another
man, were driven several miles
north of the city in spite of their
protests. She said she tried to get
out of the car, but the man held
her in. He showed her his badge
as deputy U. S. marshal, she said,
and told her that no officers could
Interfere with him. She said that
the car was stopped and she was
attacked. She said she thought
something had been thrown into
her eves. Rhn saw a bottle carried
by Brady, she said, but was unable
to remember if she had been given
anything to drink, but was dizzy
and did not know what happened.
The girl said she was taken to
the White House hotel on First
street. She told her story to Assistant District Attorney T. J,
Mabry. Captain Guest, Rabbi Berg,
man, Mrs. Guest and a stenogMnv Rn a Plot.
An Investigation is being made
to discover if a plot exists here for
the ruining of young girls. The
police, the sheriff, and welfare
workers are assisting in the inves
tigation. It is nothing unusual, say
manv Albuaueraue citizens, to see
men drive up in cars ana pick up
vnnne eirls on the street.
The
girl who was
with Miss Davidson is said to have
admitted having gone on auto rides
with men before.
Brndy Has Family.
Brady, who has a wife and chil
dren, had not been able to give
bond yesterday when time for his
hearing arrived. The bona was re-It
duced from $5,000 to $2,000, and
was understood that he was making arrangements to furnish it.
rrnlrlo Makes Statement.
"When the girl came to my place
about 8 o'clock Sunday night," said
T. J. Prairie, proprietor of the

Paare Seven

SAVAGE TWE CO.

On

Territorial Runs

-

Salesmen traveling particularly difficultroads of Arizona have found Savage Cords
will increase their mileage 35ft and mora.'
Corporations traveling men in this terri
tory have certified that Savage Cords aro
the only tires that have given satisfactory
service.

'

perfofm equally well under every condition on
the short haul of the heavily ladened commercial
car, on the heated roads of the sandy desert, over
mud and stones of the land of forests or the broad
dirt highways of the plains.
C That we have accomplished our purpose i
evident from the results users of Savage Tires are
getting everywhere.
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ASSET IS THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER
asssaisaaaiaasitlaairaf

J ton thi RELiir or
Pain in the Stomach and
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp;
COUCr,DlARRHCEA
)-

- SOLD

EVERYWHERE

.

Gentral Auto & Machine Works
v

PKone'242.

DISTRIBUTORS SAVAGE TIRES

'v
v
;

.
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SixtK am! Central.

July 12, 1D22.'

Albuquerque Corning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT

sponding figure was 46.7, There were 30,000 more
deaths from accidents Th American registration area
In 1920 than would have occurred if the rate In
England had prevailed.
Railroad and automobile
accidents and reckless use of firearms are chiefly
responsible for the greater number of fatalities In
this country. There are comparatively few grade
crossings In England and there are few automobiles
compared with the number In use In America.
Fatal accidents from firearms are eight times
as numerous here as In England. Firearms. esneeinll-revolvers and pistols, are difficult to procure In Eng
land. Here they can be bought as easily as any
other articles, except in one ortwo states. "A conscience In relation to the accident problem." That l
what we need. When are we going to feel guilty as
a people and move In earnest to stop the slaughter?
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"I'm not going to vote for the republicans this
tne local news published herein.
said a woman voter, "because they are making
fall,"
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12,
July
such a disturbance in Ireland."
MR. HARDING'S PATRIOTISM.
"Buys Painting for $420; Finds It Is Worth
Back among his old friends and neighbors for
Newspaper headline.
Usually when a fellow
the first time since he became president, Mr. Hard- pays a big sum for a picture he discovers it isn't
ing doubtless was tempted to confine his remarks In worth 15 cents.
his Fourth of July address at Marlon to personal
An Albuquerque cow bears the name of Tehee.
reminiscences, but the lesson of the day dedicated to
expressions of patriotism was too plainly applicable Sort of an example of a cow giving the horse laugh.
to live Issues of the hour to be Ignored.
y
"I should think this here feller
There was no note of pessimism in tho presiof the
dent's address, although It did contain solemn warn- Grays would win himself a home with his fancy
ings. In the light of recent tragic occurrences which catches in center field," said a newly arrived fan
have shocked and saddened all good citizens, he the other day. "Then he could quit pajin' it."
could not refrain from urging reaffirmations of prac
A Vassar professor has found that women have
tlcal loyalty to the constitution and its guarantees of
the freedom of the Individual including the right to grown an inch in 38 years. All a fellow has to do
sell his labor wherever he will without asking the now to find out his sweetheart's age is to multiply
permission of anyone. His denunciations of class or her height in inches by 38.
group domination employing force was frank and
E. Sharp recently paid a fine for speeding. It is
vigorous and breathed the spirit of the Declaration
of Independence as well as of the constitution.
"My presumed E. Sharp would B. Flat In the course of
own outstanding conviction after sixteen months in time at that rate.
the presidency is that the greatest traitor to his
A miracle was performed at Winslow, Arte., the
country Is he who appeals to prejudice and Inflames
g
passion when sober judgment and honest speech are other day. When the bottle of evidence in the
case was opened in court, it was found to
so necessary to establish tranquility and security."
Mr. Harding's plea for sincere support of the pro- contain water. The populace Is out looking for the
hibition amendment as the most practical form of controller of the supernatural who made the transpatriotism recalls Mr. Hughes' apt remark that the formation.
real test of patriotism Is the observance not of laws
We
A Ford is the peskiest thing imaginable.
that we like, but of those that. run counter to our
was
as
strugit
one
other
the
behind
night
drove
up
preferences.
personal
There Is a patriotism of peace as well as of war gling up a hill. We got out to give it a push and it
and solution of the problems now confronting our began to run up hill so fast we couldn't catch it
country places a special responsibility at this time with a big Cadillac.
on everyone who calls himself a good American
citizen.
Take Notice, Our Creditors: The Cadillac did
not belong to us.
PACIFIC
THE SOUTHERN
DIVORCE.
Bill Kist was arrested in Alabama for having
liquor in his possession.
Ever since the United States supreme court
Bill Klst, and wlfey said: "Why Bill, what makes
handed down Its decision unscrambling the Southern
Paciflo and Central Pacific railroads, there has been, your breath so strong? I fear my little Billy boy's
to
apparently, an effort on the part of the Southern been doing something wrong." Bill Kist then
Paciflo and the San Francisco chamber of commerce himself remarked, "Blank, Blank," and some words
to leaa iia public to believe that the decision Is more. When next he stayed out late a1 night, Bill
detrimental to California. At any rate, the mails Klst his wife no more.
have been flooded with literature criticizing the action of the supreme court and attempting to point
out the dire results that would follow the separation
of the two systems.
CO VENT GARDEN
It now appears that the people of California, or
some of them, at least, have started a backfire, ns
a place In London where the country
oomplaint has been filed with the department of I knowcomes
to town.
Justice at Washington by producers and shippers of
Anv morning. up , v.till nine. e t ' a m
the
of
activities
the
coast
nl
alleged
the Pacific
against
You may snare i" j"j
Southern Pacific in endeavoring to "create sentiment And the spoils of Surrey meadow and of lonely
Bussex uown
and action against the decision of the supreme court You may
morn
buy at Covent Garden in the
roud
of
that
of
the
dissolution
partnership
ordering
ing.
with the Central Pacific."
anShould it happen with young April that you tread
Among other things the Southern Pacific has
the primrose way.
nounced its Intention of appealing to the Interstate
You may even come across
the
to
reunite
for
Commission
permission
Commerce
two roads under the consolidation provisions of the Oh, the loveliest things In England may be picked
eftransportation act of 1920. This would have the
For a song at Covent Garden in the morning.
court
supreme
the
which
work
the
of
fect
undoing
Eileen uanrao in
adIs
as
it
generally
accomplished for the people,
concerned
mitted outside of the interests directly
rethat the decision has eliminated a "monopoly in
Interstate
if
the
doubtful
Is
It
trade."
of
straint
ONE TRICK HE'S LEARNED
Commerce Commission will yield to the plea of the
hi HmitAtlonS
it mUflt be
Whafaoa- - mnu
Southern Pacific. To do so would, in our opinion,
conceded that Samuel Gompers knows how to
be wrong. The highest tribunal in the country after be
Detroit rreo
an exhaustive review of the case and all the condia
down
handed
tions connected with the merger,
DISTANCE LENDS ENCHANTMENT
The real Socialists give deplorable, pictures of
decision divorcing the Southern Pacific from the
T?u.Hn
American narlor Socialists think Russia
Central Paciflo "In public interest" and the court's is
lovely.
Philadelphia Record.
stand.
to
verdict should be permitted
9 v v v
THAT'S BETTING ON A SURE THING
Wo
THE PEOPLE ARE FOR THIS.
ilmnit nHlllnsr to het that in the
course of the opening Chautauqua session Wil!
OmlnBT trt Vnakfl & lot mOrO
liam TanntnM BrVB
Brig. Gen. H. M. Lord, the new budget director, money by roasting Darwin than Charles Darwin
may not be able to present his facts and figures with ever made by promulgating his theories. Detroit
the picturesque abandon of Charles O. Dawes, but so Free tress.
long as he has the will for the job and the wholeAND SAM'S SO WILLING TO DO IT
hearted support of the president the good work will
We feel that Mr. Taft's visit to England to
on.
go
study methods of legal procedure is entirely un
The heart of the whole budget process rests in necessary, with Mr. Gompers right at nana to ten
him just what ought to be done. Columbia Rec
the sincerity of its operation and that Implies that ord.
the budget director speaks and acts with the full
consent and approval of the executive. Even Gcn-'erDawes would find his vocabulary and energy
alike ineffective If the bureaus and departments did
not know that his voice was the voice of supreme
SEE AMERICA FIRST
authority and that no mnn among them could go
without
(From the Chicago Tribune)
behtnd the director to the president,
Balkan brigands are improving on the methods
jeopardy to himself.
of
the
innkeepers of Oberammergau, shopkeepers
The savings may not be sensational, but they of Berlin
and Dresden, ana restaurant keepers
full
In
is
posof Paris in the business of quick and complete
exist, and what is more, the country
were
of American bankrolls which come
annexation
effected,
session of the facts, how the savings
tells of the
within their reach. A
and where more savings are possible and expected, holdup and robbery of acablegram
party of Illinois tourcut
to
down
the
expendiwas
It
possible
and why
ists at a lonely spot in the Balkans.
That Is more crude tnan tne ordinary com
tures. For the first time the American public was
of mercial transactions now going on in Europe
what
character
to
know
the
opportunity
given
to separate Americans from their dollars, but
service they were spending their money for. Prob- perhaps it has some compensation
in tho rohad
In
has
advance
years
many
mantic Old World costumes of the brigands.
ably no government
we
The
of May
abroad.
And
flock
still
month
the
of
such a substantial effect on the education
this year has seen all American passport records
In and underto
interest
stimulus
Its
with
citizenship
broken with some 25,000 Issued. The total num
ber for the year to date is about 77,000. That
standing of public business.
President
means that 77,000 persons have started for Eu
of
That General Lord has the support
to spend an average of about $1,000 each.
rope
more
Is
Harding goes for the saying, but, what vastly
So
is on
way
entire American Into $77,000,000 of American moneyand moreits than
of
the
the
he
has
backing
important,
European pockets already,
course
be
doubled
the
the
amount
will
in
likely
public.
of the season.
That is quite all right In so far as the inNEEDED: A CONSCIENCE.
dividual travelers are concerned.
We may assume that they came by the money honestly.
"The American people as a whole have not as Many of forthem have worked hard and saved
the tour. They will find in it much
to the acci- carefully
yet developed a conscience in relation
of educational and recreational value. They will
dethemselves
dent problem." Severe words, but are they not
and complain bitterly at the
enjoy
served? This indictment is contained in the month- profiteering methods of the innkeepers, the shopkeepers, the restaurant keepers, and the others
ly statistical bulletin of a big life insurance company,
they meet
would al- whom
It
document.
scientific
a
coldly
For such complaints there are several antigenerally
most appear as though the expert statistician, accus- dotal thoughts. There is no law compelling any
American to go abroad to spend his money. He
tomed as he is to deal dispassionately with prosaic can
be exploited with equal comfort if not equal
facts and figures, was unable this time, after
speed at home. If he insists upon spending his
to
refrain
accident
of
mortality,
tables
abroad he la contributing
his
money
Invispiling
exports to the balancing of trade and the
from expressing his indignation at the cheapness in ible
reconstruction of Europe. One hundred and fifty
which human life is held in our country.
million American dollars a year is worth while
The death rate per 300,000 In 1920 from acci- to Europe. If Americans are "robbed", let them
United States registration try to believe themselves "robbed" in a good
dents within the'so-calle- d
cause and
sports about it. Otherwise, let them
area was
in jungiana ana voies mu tunc- - see Americabe first.
$25,-00-
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UNCLE WIGGILY

&J:.Boolc

AND THE

One day, when Uncle Wigglly
was hopping through the woods,
on his way to take Aunt Lettie,
tho nervous goat lady a piece of
red flannel pie which Nurse Jane
the
Fuzzy Wuxxy had baked,
bunny uncle heard Curly and
the plggie
Twistytail,
Floppy
boys,
talking and laughing, in
the woods.
"It will be a fine trick to play."
grunted Floppy.
"Indeed It will," agreed Curly,
quirking his funny little twisted
tail. When Susie sees the Squirm
er shell yell Uke anything, and
then we'll rush up and save her,
and she'll think we're brave, like
an actor in the moving pictures."
"Right you are," grunted Flopto talk like a
py, pretending
pirate bold, who sailed the seas
to find some gold.
"I wonder what sort of a
trick those plggie boys are up
to?" said Uncle Wlggily to himself, as he hid his pink nose behind a tree, so Curly and Floppy would not see it twinkling.
"They're going to scare Susie
Littletail. I think. And I must
stop them if I can. Let them
scare me, if they like!" chuckled
the bunny. "That is, if they can!
Goodness, I've been scared so
often by the Fuzzy Fox and the
Woozie Wolf, that it will take a
great deal to frighten me."
As Uncle Wiggily, hidden behind the tree, watched Curly
and Floppy, the bunry rabbit
saw the pisgie boys take a piece
of wild grape vine, which was
like a clothes-linand tie it to
something deep down in a clump
of ferns.
"It's all ready now," whispered
Floppy to his brother.
"Yes," agreed Curly.
"We'll
hide down behind this log. When
Susie comes along we'll pull ' the
grape
vine, she'll
think the
is alivo and she'll
Squirmer
scream like anything. Then we'll
rush out and say that we'll take
care of her."
"And maybe she'll give us some
of the candy that she's jrone to
the store to buy," grunted Flop
e,

py.

"Oh, ho! I see what those plggie boys are trying to do!"
thought Uncle Wiggily. "They
saw Susie go to the store
to
spend the penny I gave her. When
she comes back they hope to
scare her into giving them some
of her candy. But 111 play a
trick myself."
Hidden behind his tree, Uncle
Wiijgily waited to see what the
do.
And,
plggie boys would
crouched down behind their log,
waited
and
for
Floppie
Curly
Susie to come along. Pretty soon
there was a rustling in the dried
leaves and along came the little
rabbit girl.
Tho pigslo boys pulled on the
long piece ot wild giapo vine,
and, all of a sudden, ns Susie

Me and Puds Slmkins was setting
on my frunt steps tawklng about
different subjecks sutch m wat was
the longest day of the yeer and
wich was the most fun, snow or
watter, and we started to tawk
about who we was going to marry
wen we got married, in case we ever
did, mo saying, I know who Im
going to marry all rite, theres no
use mentioning eny names but I
got it all decided.
Meaning Mary Watklns but not
saying so, and Puds sed. Well, I
know who Im going to marry too,
and If enybody asks me who, wy
thats my blzniss, but I know all
rite.
Him meenlng Mary Watklns too,
and I sed, O Is that so, well how do
you know she'd marry you?
O, sho'U marry me all rite, Puds
sed. Proving how conceeted some
people are, me thinking, I know
wat lm going to do, Im going to
tell her Puds lxpents to marry her
and then she'll see how conceeted
he Is and he wont have a chance.
And after supplr I wawked
and she was setting on her
frunt steps on 2 cushions and we
started to tawk about diffrent
things sutch as Loretter Mincers
stuck up wawk and vacation seem
ing so long at the Btart and so short
at the finish, and I sed, Say, wat
do you think, Puds Slmkins thinks
he's going to marry you wen re
grows up, aint that a Joak?
Well I declare, Puds told me you
lxpact to do the very same thing
because you sed so, and if you wunt
to know the truth, the truth is
never going to marry enybody !n- cloodlng either of you, Mary Wat-kin- s
sed.
Being some sadlsfaction enyway3

ncared the clump of ferns, she
gave a loud scream and cried:"
"Oh, its a squirmer! It's a big,
black Squirmer and It will bite
me! Oh, who will save me from

the squirmer?"

All

80S--

4s, 4s,
GRAIN

4s.

FIRST-CLAS- S

820

Clilrngo Board of Trade.
Chicago, July 11. Reports of
railroad embargoes against country loading of grain had much to
do with sending wheat upward in
price today, and so likewise did
reports of wet weather delay of
The wheat market
harvesting.
to
net highclosed firm,
to
$1.14
er, with
September
to
and December $1.16
$1.14
to
c
to
lc
Corn
$1.16.oats c togained
lc and provisions
27c to 32c.
July delivery led the advance in
the wheat market, shorts in that
delivery showing particular anxiety
lest embargoes would render difficult the filling of contracts for
supplies In Chicago this month.
Continued heavy rains interfering
with threshers appeared to intensify this anxiety, and buying here

3c

2c

dressmaking, work
West Lead, phone

17S1-J-

.

WANTED

lc;

was further stimulated as a result
of Minneapolis messages telling of
demand for
eastern
an urgent
wheat for quick shipment. Coun-

try accentances on bids for wheat
to arrive here were practically zero
and receipts hero were below last
years figures.
With the government crop report
construed ns bullish, foreign exchange rates Improved and Liver a
pool wheat quotations snowing
sharp rise, talk of slowness of export business failed to check the
upward swing of the market, and
traders ignored also assertions that
were
cancelling
English buyers
purchases. Besides, favorable crop
advices from the spring wheat teratritory were given but meager was
tention.
Buying at the last
of a character which suggested that
big shorts wore covering.
Corn and oats ascenaea in vaiue
with wheat, notwithstanding fur
ther rains benefiting the corn crop.
Provisions reflected higner quo
tations on hogs.
Closing prices:
$1.16;
Sept.,
Wheat
July,

Sewing, 25c hour; satisfaction
guaranteed. 311 Bouth Harvard, phone

J400-H-

t'LEATINQ. accordion, side and box;
mall orders. N. Crane, SIS North
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MATTUE.SS ItENOV AT1NG. tito'andup!
Bug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur.

nlture packing. Phone M3-Ervln Bedding Company.

or

2035--

LEGAL NOTICE
ADMl N l.S THATOlt'S NOTlt'K.
In the Probate Court of Hernalillo
County, State of New Mexico.
No. 2200.
In the Matter of the Estate of Alfred Grunsfeld, Deceased and of

the Partnership Estate

of Gruns-

feld Brothers.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned Ivan Grunsfeld, wns
on the third day of July, A. D. 1922,
duly appolnted.Adminlstrator of the
partnership estate of Grunsfeld
Brothers, formerly a
consisting of Alfred Grunsfeld and Ivan Grunsfeld, the former now deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo county, state of
New Mexico, and having qualified
as such Administrator, all persons
claims
having
against the said
estate are hereby notified and required to present the same to the
and
undersigned In the manner
within the time prescribed by law.
Dated this sixth day of July, A.
D. 1922.

Miscellaneous

Vv'AM'l'KU Ton .truck.
Address post-offihox 141.
CK.MU.NT
CGN'KACTOliS Cavolt and
03 South Seventh.
Peilcu.
WAiNTED
Washing and Ironing, by day
or by the dozen. Phone 1703-J- .
WAN'TED
10 loan on good first
.Money
mortgages. McMllllon & Wood.

WANTED Second-han- d
liurrough's add-In- g
machine. M. R. M. Corporation,
211 West
Olod!
"'
e
HAVE several
first rnort-galoans.
Who wants them?
Mo
Million & Wood.
THAN6FEK and scavenmr work drre,
reasonable rates. E. ,v tlrttflth, 721
East Iron, phone 1970-WANTED I want to buy a second-han- d
bowling alley In good condition. Writ
or call Anton Statkevlce, 31S Princeton
avenue.
MAX UAROAIN
fMKli, at HIS Souih.
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-hanand
clothing, shoe
furnlitre; Phone 858.
WANTED Violin students; private iiw
structlon; rates reasonable, start your
child now.
Phone; 1 7i
between 13
and 2 p. m., and 6 to
p. m.
J. 8.
Penrre.
RUG CLEANERS
8x12 Hugs Cleaned (125.
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.60 and npi
furniture repaired and packed. Ervia
or 2035-Bedding Co., phonpa 1113-WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing
Twice dally service.
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Rend your finishing;
to
reliable, established firm, tlanna,
& Hanna, Master
Photoeraphera.
ORCHESjRA AND BAND

school

IP TOU have an orchestra or band

In-

strument and wish to .learn to play
correctly and receive class Instruction.
In sight reading,
muslcjl arlthmatlc.
time, tone, tempo, scales, chords, transposing and ensemble playing. loin our
school now. Vrojt K. Ellis, phone 302--

FOR SALE
KOIt bAl.E

Ranches

smell ranch, three-fourt- h
mile welt of bridge; modern house.
A

JJamPi.
R

OBBnTS-TUKNE-

A

company, 218West
Gold, have established a special land
IVAN GRUNSFELD,
department.
Administrator.
FOR SALE We have some splendid
J.-- n
In suburban ranches and
propositions
Itoherts-Turner
acre8;
fat FC R SALE Ranch of Company.
calls, $7.00;
mostly $13.25;
thTrty-tw- o
acre,
ewes l .ostly about $6.50.
twenty-tw- o
acres. of, It alfalfa; ranchman's house, barns for storing alfalfa,
and complete farm equipment. Santiago
Oarcia.Hanchos de Albuquerque,
FORSALE ORTR"aDE Five "acres In
Friiltvnle. near .javed road; flna grape
Clilonfro IVoduce.
or
chicken ranch; easy terms tn right
MarChicago, July 11. Butter
.
or apply room 15, First
Phone
party
ket lower. Receipts 21,109 tubs. National hank,tiit3,or lino
South Walter.
Creamery extras, 34 c; firsts, 32 0 FOIt SALE Highly improved twenty-fiv- e$1.14; Pec, 35$1.16.
34c; seconds, 30031c; standards,
acre suburban
(It) The Associated I'rms.)
ranch; excellent
c; Kept.,
Corn July,
dairy proposition; twelve acres alfalfa,
Dec. 64 c.
balance small truck. Thousands of dollars
Eggs Market higher. Receipts in
Oats luly,
sept.,
Improvements; must be seen to b
cases. Firsts, 22022c;
22,337
Robt.rts-TurnDec, 40 c.
ordinary firsts, 20 Vagi 21c; miscel- RANCH A good one. for Company,
i
i.
l.i
Lard
$10.90;
Sept.,
July,
Wall Street,
21
sale; all kinda
storage
22c;
packed
laneous,
nf fruit, alfalfa, Implements, cows,
Ribs July, $10.90; Sept., $10.80. extras, 23 He; storage packed firsts,
New York, July 11. The more
horses,
house,
garage, barn,
confident tone of today's listless
23 0 234c.
twenty-tw- o
acres close In. Old Town
Omaha Grain,
stock market was nccepted as a
Poultry Market higher. Fowls, Boulevard; must be soldS417-R-on account of
nmnbn .Tnlv 11. Wheat No. 2 25c;
measure of the financial commuor 848;
roosters, health. Phone owner.
broilers, 300 39c;
P"stofr:ce box 192, Old Albuquerque, N.
nity's optimism of belief in an hard. $ 1.09 S i.10 ; samples hard, 15c.
M.
53
cars.
Total
early subsidence of disturbing do- $1.06(311.06. 2
Potatoes
Receipts
ino. a U. S.
Corn No.
of four acres, entirely fenced.
white,
mestic and International conditions.
shipments, 693 cars. Slightly RANCH
hs
with five-fowire,
poultry
In volume the trading paralleled mixed, 56 ',4c.
on barrels, steady on sacks.
weaker
ed
mile west of Barelas bridge;
Oats No. 3 white,
Cobthat of the previous day, but dealEastern shore Virginia barrels
house, three screened porches;
sacked
Kansr.s
ings were broader. Many substanblers, $4.75:
Early water In ttouse, new garage and chicken
Kansas City Cash Grain.
tial advances were scored.
houses; full blooded chickens and turOhios, $2.25,
Kansas f'ity, July 11. Cash:
The sioney market contributed
keys; also furniture; terms. Call owner.
Wheat No. 2 hard $1.08 1.45;
its shnro to the day's more hopeful
1 .OS.
Kansas City Product?,
aspects, call loans opening at 4 per No. 2 red, $1.07
Kansas City, July 11. Butter,
LOST AND FOUND
Corn No. 2 white, 58 ( one;
cent. The rate eased to 34 per
eggs and poultry, unchanged.
LUST
cent In the final hour, when pri- No. 2 yellow, 62c.
July 9, In the city, uldsmoblla
casing, rim and Jnnrr tube; a liberal
vate offerings were made a shade
Hay Unchanged.
York
Metals.
New
reward will be raid for the return ot
under that figure.
same to 216 South Second.
New York, July 11. Copper
Marketleaders, so far as the
Firm. Electrolytic, spot and near- LOST AKoltl-fllIc- d
hunting case watch
market developed ''any initiative,
Illinois movement; possibly on Central,
by. 14c; later. 14014&C.
included Studebaker, which made
b
twecn
leave at Jour-n- nl
and
First
Second;
Tin
Easier.
Spot and futures,
a new high for the year, but finClilcneo.
office; suitable reward.
$31.25.

THE MARKETS

tic;

FINANCIAL

wc;

35c;

rt

PRODUCE

35c.

ddc;

3ic,

LIVESTOCK

ished at a decided concession from
its best. General Asphalt common
and preferred, Mexican Petroleum
and several of tho steels, with
United States Steel again at par.
and a few utilities and miscellaneous issues, chief among these
and
being
companies
Mackny
American Ice at very substantial
gains.
Metals also
showed
further
strength under lead of National
Lead and food specialties were featured by corn products at a
gain. Sales amounted to
565.000 shares.
Reversing the usual rule British
exchange was the only backward
feature In the day's international
remittances, demand sterling easing to $4.43 before the close of the
market, French, Italian and Belgian bills were flv to almost fifteen points better, marks at .020 H
were relatively strong and quotations on other central European
countries and Greece were mainly
higher.
Closing prices:
46 "4
American Beet Sugar
53
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 61 '4
120
American Tel. & Tel
17
American Zinc
52
Anaconda Copper
101
Atchison .
51
Baltimore &Ohto
Bethlehem Steel "B"....... 76
28
Butte & Superior
63
California Petroleum
139s;
Canadian Paciflo
39
Central Leather
68
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 28
29
Chlno Copper
75
Crucible Steel
16
Cane
Cuba
Sugar
16
Erie .
80
Great Northern pfd
, 40
Inspiration Copper
74
Marine
Int. Mer.
pfd
35
Kennecott Copper
131
Louisville & Nashville
163
Mexican Petroleum
29
Miami Copper
22
Missouri Pacific
95
Now York Central
77
Northern Paciflo
43
Pennsylvania
16
Consolidated
Ray
Copper....
75
Reading .
72
Republic Iron & Steel
32
&
Sinclair Oil
Refining
90
Southern Paciflo
24
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ..,.134
46 rw
Texas Company
79
Tobacco Products
14t
Union Paciflo
InO
United States Steel
63
Utah Copper
two-poi-

"Oh, you. bad toys cried,

W A NTED

makes overhauled
and rt:alred. Ribbons for every maLiberty Bonds.
New York, July 11. Liberty chine. Albuquerque Typewriter
Br
12! Souih Four
$100.34; first chinire. phone
bonds closed:
second
4s,
not
$100.00;
4s,
quoted;
second
DRESSMAKING
first 4', is, $100.34;
$100.14; fourth
$100.12: third
$100.50.
4 Us, $100.34; Victory
llnery. 80 Bontli nr..adws), ph. 777-- J

3s,

SQURMEU

V.

Yl

Denmark

Switzerland Jemand, 19.15.
Spain demand, 15.60. Greece de2.90.
Poland demand, .02.
mand,
2.30.
demand,
Brazil
Argentine demand, 35.87,
98
demand, 13.62. Montreal,
13-1-

By Howard B. Qarla.

VERSE OF TODAY

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

iittteHennjf

Bedtime Stories

21.82.
21.50.

"We will!" cried Floppy and
Curly, pretending to be as brave
as the hero in a moving picture. "We'll save you!"
"And if you want to you can
give us some of your candy,"
grunted Floppy.
"Oh, I'll give you anything if
you save me from the squirmer!" cried Susie.
"Don't be afraid, Susie! There
Isn't any squirmer there!" said
Uncle Wigglly, coming from behind his hiding place. "It is only a trick of Curly and Floppy.
1 don't
mind them having fun,
but a trick like this isn't fair
to play. There is no Squirmer!"
sobbed
"Oh, yes there is!"
Susie. "I saw it with my own
eyes."
"What is a squirmer anyhow?"
asked Uncle Wiggily as he looked
at Curly and Floppy.
"A Squirmer is a big black
squirming snake," said Susie. "I
saw one in the ferns, and It
squirmed and wiggled, and snakes
are always after us rabbits. Oh,
save me!" and she clung to Uncle
Wiggily.
"Boys, Is there a snake in the
ferns?" asked Uncle Wiggily, for
though he, like Susie, was afraid
of a real Squirmer Snake, the
bunny knew that pigs do not
fear them, though why, I do
not know.
"Nopie, Uncle Wigglly, there
Isn't any snake," said Curly, sort
of bashful like.
"Well, what was that black,
squirmy thing that moved?" asked Susie.
"Just a black crooked stick
New
Money.
thst we tied the grape vine to, New York, Tork
July 11. Call money
and pulled to make believe it
Easier. ,Hlgh, ruling rate and
wigglly and sqirmed," said Flop- offered at, 4 per cent; low, closing
py.
bid and last loan, 3 per cent; call
"Oh, you bad boys!"
cried loans against acceptances, 4 per
Susie. "You frightened me!"
cent.
Uncle Wigglly was going to say
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
something, when, all of a sudden, days, 4
cent; six months, 4
the Woozie Wolf sprang out of per cent; per
prime mercantile paper,
the bushes, crying:
4 to 4
per cent.
"Ears! Ears! I want ears!"
"How
about a squirmer?"
Foreign Exchange
exgrunted Floppy. "Have a squirm11.
New York,
er, Mr. Wolf?" and tho plggie change steady.JulyGreat Foreign
Britain deboy pulled on the grape vine. mand, $4.43; cables, $4.43;
y
The black, crooked stick In tho
bills on banks, $4.41. France
moved
and
ferns
the Wolf, think- demand. 8.03; cables, 8.04.
ing It a real snake, howled:
demand, 4.49; cables, 4.60.
Oh, this Is no place for me! Italy
cables,
Belgium demand, 7.65;
I'm afraid of Snakes, even If 7.66.
demand,
Germany
you rabbits and pigs aren't. Oh. cables,
Holland
demand,
I am afraid of Squirmers!" and 38.82; cables, 38.87. Norway deaway he ran, not hurting Uncle mand, 16.40,
Sweden demand,
Wiggily In the least.
"Well, boys," said the bunny
gentleman, giving Floppy and wouldn't, and away they ran to
Cvly each each a penny for a the candy store. And If the rose
lollypop. "After all, your trick bush doesn't scratch the face
did some good, so we'll forgive
the clock and make the sunyou this time. But never again flower think It's time to go to
to
scare
Susie
with
a
try
sleep in the pansy bed, I'll tell
you next about Uncle Wigglly
and, the baby robin.

.20.

tt

.20;

Chicago, July 11 (TT. S. Bureau
of Markets'! Cattle Receipts
Dry feed beef fteers and
she stock firm, spots
butcher
strong; other grades and classes
Top beef steers.
fairly steady.
bulk Ijeef steers, $9.O0ifJ
$10.40;
10.00; bulk cows and heifers, $5.35
0)7.65: canners and cutters largely
$2.90(ff 3.85;
bologna bulls mostly
$5.00 IS? 5.25; bulk veal calves, $9.00
CT9.25 early; outsiders paid up to
$10.00 for choice
handy weight
calves.
Active
30,000.
ITogs Receipts
on better grades, mostly 10c to 15c
higher. Bulk good butchers, $10.50
Ufl0.95; mixed and packing grades
slow, few sales strong to 10c higher, top $11.00; pigs strong to 25c
higher, mostly $9.50 H 10.25; heavy
medium,
wiMsht,
$10.40W10.75:
$10.6511.00; liirht, $1 0.90 1 1.00;
light lights $10,251?? 11. 90; packing
sows, smooth, $8.75(8)9.40: packing
killing
sows, rough, $8.00 0 8.75;

12,-00- 0.

pips. $9.50 til 10.35.

Iron Steady, prices unchanged.
WELL CONTRACTOR
Steady. Spot. $5.75.
driven aVd repaired!
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot VTIuTltii.'Liib,towers.
J. F. Wolking,
pumps, tanks,
and nearby delivery, $5.60 05.55.
453 W est Marble, phone 14B2-Antimony Spot, $5.0005.25.
FOR RENT Office Rooms
Foreign bar silver, 70 o.
Mexican dollars, 54c.
full KKNT Two office rooms over
$30
per month; light,
Now York Cotton.
heat and 'ater.
New Tork, July 11. Cotton futures closed steady. July, $21.89;
Oct., $21.94;
Dec, $21.81; Jan.,
$21.60; March, $21.38.
Liead

YOUNGEST GIKIi I,AWVEU,
Savannah, Ga., July 11. Savannah lays claim to the country's
youngest feminine lawyer. Thclma
Lenore Harrlll, who has Just celebrated her seventeenth
birthday
recently passed the state bar examination and yesterday was admit
ted to practice. She Is a brunette,
a good speaker, and has a way.

Journal Want Ads brine result

CCOUNTING
AUDITING,

INCOME-TA-

X

FINANCIAL

ELSrATEMENTy
CHARLES ZANC

A

SUCCESSOR

TO

WILLIAMS &ZANC
PUBLIC

accountant;
6

PHONC
701 -- w

MCLINI BIO&
ALBUQUERQUE

Sheep Receipts 15,000. Sheep
steady. Native lambs steady, 25c
lower; westerns mostly 25c lower.
best Idahos,
Top native, $13.25;
$13.50; feeder lambs held higher,
bid steady at $12.75: Idaho yearling breeding ewos, $10.75; 'native
breeding ewes mostly $7.00 8.60.

Kansas City.
Kansas City, July 11 (TT. S. Buof
reau
Markets). Cattle ReBeef stears, yearceipts 10,000.
lings and she stock steady to 15c
higher. Top heavy steers. $10.10:
several loads, $10.00; wintered
Kansas grassers. $8. 4509. 25; other
inferior to medium Kansas and
Texas grassers, $5,70 57.80; best
$9.85010.00;
native
yearlings,
straight yearling heifers, $9.85
9.50; better grades cows, $6.25(8
bulk others, $4,500)6.00;
6.50;
bulls 25c to 50c higher, bolognas
advancing most, bulk $4.50(35.50;
better grades vealers, $8.00(3)9.00.
Market
8.000.
Hops Receipts
slow, around steady to packers and
Bales,
of
bulk
shippers. Top, $10.65;
$10.00 010.60; shippers took about
1,700; good and choice 240 to
packer
$10.25010.45;
top, $10. TO; throwout sows 16c to
25c lower, bulk $8.25 0 8.60; stock
pigs steady to 10c lower, desirable
natives, $10.40010.60.
Lambs
5,000.
Receipts
SnRep
steady.
steady to 25c lower, mostly
Top natives. $13.00; most sorted
culls, $6,600
lots, $12.75013.00;
7.00; sheep steady; fat ewes to killers generally $6.00 0 6.60.

RiflPfarp

Denver.
Denver,' Julv 11. Cattle Resteady. Beef
ceipts 1,090. Market
steers, $7.25 0 9.65; cows and heifers, $4.7508.50: calves. $7,000
10.00; bulls, $2.5004.50; stockers
and feeders, $5.2506.00.
Market
4,167.
Hogs Receipts
25c lower. Top, $10.55; bulk, $10.00
010.40.
Sheep Receipts 4,537. Market
Ewes strong: ewes,
unchanged.
$5.7506.35; spring lambs, $12,750

Goradofprinsoflpr
you

St. Joseph.

July

11

San

iJt

babel' National Foretf

(U- - S. Bu-

reau of Markets). Hogs Receipts
6,000. Market very slow, shippers
buying few light butchers; steady
with yesterday's shipping markets;
$10.05 paid for one fancy load;
packers doing nothing; packing
sows about steady;
average cost
yesterday, $9.99, weight 235.
Beef
2,500.
Cattle Receipts
steers, yearlings and she stock
strong to shade higher, others fully
calves KOo higher. Top
steady;
939
average
$10.10,
yearlings,
d
steers. $9.40;
pounds;
best not sold early; bulk desirable
veal calves
cows, $5.6006.25;
mostly $8.00.
'All
1.000.
Receipts
Sheep
Steady.. .. raj ambn
Sl5SS8
1,800-poun-

ihe Pike? Peak Region

ftl&blo invites you to the

13.26.

St. Joseph,

much lower

frtfatewa y

to-Roc-

ky

Mountainifational Park
Wilt

he glad to send you our

Sep oofclpf y Colorado Summer
25

Phone 204.

dnd

OfF

Ihe Beaten Patk':

R. W. HOYT, Agent,
.
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KINGSBURTS

c:

frame
Brand new
and stucco house with oak
floors throughout, large basement, full sized lot and garage,
Price Is
In South Highlands.
$3,600. This Is one that will
bear the closest inspection.
five-roo-

Copyright.

w

if?

1921 by the International Xews Service.
Regmterefl U. &, Patent Office).

A

WOOUD YOU

LITTLE

ATTENTION- -

Mind

J

v

By George McManur
VOl

WANT

m

LOTS
Good residence lots are being
picked up fast and prices are
continually advancing, if you
are planning on building, It
would be advisable to GET
BUSY AT ONCE and pick your
location. We still have a few
good ones In tho Fourth ward.
Also some good buys In University Heights.

7

I

n

M

NX

ARE CETTINC VERT
UVTTUE FROM ME
i I M TOO (JOY

tzri
4ET

'

( lsN'T 1L
he cute n

wj

$20,000

7CACrCH J

of Albuquerque, and only
of the orchard
bearing
year. This orchard is on

r

"bench"
land, and the
water Is furnished by pump.
We have a hundred acre
tract of the same kind of land
that can bo housrht for $3,500;
$1,000 cash. Have also smaller
tracts of tho same kind.
THIRD WARD.
brick stucco In
easy walking distance of business section.
floors
Maple
throughout. Nice lawn, youijg
shade trees, vines, etc. Owner
is very anxious to sell.
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
$10.00 down and $10.00 per'
month will buy a
lot
in University Heights. This Is
the fastest growing addition of
the city. Select your lot today;
we are genera! auonts.
I'Olt HE XT
New seven room
on
brick
North Maple street. This house
Is furnished exceptionally well
and has all nioiern conveniences. Will rent by the month
or on lease.

'

Sl

Five-roo-

REMEMBER

us. We would be glad to assist
you with your plans, financing,
etc. Let us hear from you.

D,
Real

J,

KINGSBURY
Realtor.

Estate,

Loans

fend

Insurance.

210

W. Gold.

Phono

7--2

MUST

SELL

2 porches
Well
redecorated,
arranged,
both exterior and Interior. Walks,
vines, full size lots. Priced to
sell.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Five-roo-

house, bath,

Realtors.

120 S.

907--

Fourth

Phone 414.

FOK SALE
whit stucco bungr.-lomodern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, owner lot fine
location: Fourth ward.
13,750 Eight-roopebble
dashed dwelling, bath, etc.: alao two-rooadobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third
ward, close In.
Some good buys In Central avenue business property.
14.500
white stucco frame
bungalow, modern, oak tloora, built-i- n
features, garage and other outbuild-lngFourth ward.
$0,000

IF!? BuS
WE HAVE
MANY
GOOD
buys in choice homes right
now. Delays will be, costly
from now on.
WE HAVE SOME EXCEL-len- t
business and apartment
sites on Copper avenue.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE
close-i- n
choicest
business
corners on W. Central.
WE HAVE SOME CHOICE
income and vacant corners
on W. Gold avenue.
WE
HAVE
MANY
GOOD
buys in Income and vacant
property on S. Second street.
WE HAVE MANY SPLENDID
apartment and home sites
on the west side Including
Fourth ward.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
list of homes in
the city. Let us show you.
No trouble for us to explain. At your service.
ROBERTS-TURNE-

218

W.

CO. I

R

Gold,

rhone

407.

Just Listed a Bargain

house on South Walter, is In first class shape;
lawn, shade, walks, garage and
other out buildings. A bargain
for some one at 13.750, with
good terms.
Jas, M, Jonnson,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
Phono 240.
Six-roo- m

Five-roo-

A.

LEAVING. TOWN
Will sell my home at a

stuoco
and sleeping porch.
In Fourth ward. Will
on first pavment.
REALTY SALES
Four-roo-

m

insurance;
We

feel that

a share

on.
we are

entitled to

of your business and
assure you that any amount
will be appreciated and taken
csre of.
"Our
attention to
personal
every little detail "
Phono 657.
FRANKLIN
& COMPANY,
Realtors.
Insurances Loans, Investments.

Apartments

two very desirable east
front lots In University Heights
terms if. wanted.
On

Owner will sacrifice
brick home, close ir. and on
splendid corner. Easy terms.

.. ..

porches,

Fourth

two
brick,
large
bath.
Lot
75x142.
ward.
Phone 1852--

m

Lumlbeir

J.

take car
CO.

FOR

SALE

Several new, strictly modern
brick houses on South Maple.
See Us Before You Buy.

Jones

dence in Highlands, five rooms,
modern, only four blocks from
Central, large glassed rear nnrrdi
and fine large front porch, facing
ease, jnis is a dandy little home
and I am pricing
it to sell on a
sman cash payment and give
terms like rent on balance.
Phone 909, for Appointment.

&,

Turnbull,

General Contractors.
1206 East Gold.

WANTED

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better

Grade

$15.00.

J.

ITK.MTCKIi,

Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

for a well located four
room modern home in High
lands. Terms.
house In
$4.ii00 for a double
Third ward. Bath, basement,
close in, $2,000 will handle.
$1,000 will buy a new four-roohome on North Third street;
$300 down. $25 a month.
$3,800 new, four rooms, basement,
oak
floors.
bath,
fireplace,
throiiRhout. Splendid location In
Fourth ward. Terms.
$5,500 for
brick, east
front, shade, lawn, basement,
furnace, large lot, close in,
First ward. Terms.
MrMIMJON & WOOD, Konltors.
2011
V. Gold. Insurance, Loans.

&

FOR RENT

HICNT
Furnished ro.im. 323 South
pfventn, pnone 7:o-FOit rent Light housekeeping rooms.

PLUMBER,

216 North Third,

AUTOMOBILES.
roll

Room.

run

New Mexico,

conn

run hl.n

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

"

2.

K"

t.t

K.

Ii.

tiAI.K-E.- 40

WHY-YES--

I

four-roo-

ETC.

n

McSPADDEN

1111.

.,.

m

WHY

Help tho landlord, get this four
room modern home and be
Independent. Only, $3,150 and
terms.
.1. K. GONCR,
REAT; ESTATE.
110 West Silver.
Phono 477.

Roberts-Turn-

Co,

er

SURE SNAP
For a

$1,600

Rood

four-roo-

home out on the north side,
on full
lot; $300 down
and $30 per month.

TO TRADE
Wo

!iMe a nice little three-roo- m
iioitso In
Heights. We want to trade) this

Rcberts-Turn-

Co,

er

University

for a similar or more valuable
house in th
lowlands. Will
pay difference.
Soo
OFSTRKICH.
Realtor.
21 B
W. Gold.
Phone 01)0.

Kditn.

BUSINESS

r

Three rooms. 1305 Soulli
waller, in rear.
-FOR KENT Several ro.;; is, unfurnished.
J24 South Edith.
MfE, COOL, clean sleeping rooms, close
4"
west Iron.
Kisr It h NT Very pleasant room, close
In.
2un North sixtn.
FUR RENT
Light housekeeping room.
1"09 South Fourth.
FUR RENT
Ona large, airy front room,
furnished. 208 South Arno.
FUR REN'T Furnished room and gar- 818 West llazeldlne.
FOR RENT
Furnished room.:
chil
dren. 110 South Waliiut.
FURNISHED modern roomB; uo sick; no
children. 414 West Silver,
LARUtC. cool room, beautifully furnished,
Prrmte bath 1211 West Roma.
FOR KENT
Furnished room, In private
home.
423 South Third,
phone 2027-FOR
KENT
Pleasant
housekeeping
roorai. near sanatorium. Phone 132S-FOR RENT
Rooms for light housekeep
ValterLPhone 1667-FOR RENT
Nice, cvan sleeping and
nouscaeeping rooms. 121 14 North Third.
FOR RENT
Two
furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 'Vest

$3,800

For ono of the best built modern
homes on the
elevation. Olassed-isleeping
porch, breakfast nook with all
other built-i- n
features. Hardwood floors In all rooms and
porches. Look where you nvy
you can't beat it.

120 W. fiold
BUT SELL OR TRADE

211 W. Gold.

010.

1522--

ONLY

Phone

t.vs

THE

Phono

THE EXCHANGE

Ii. &

Jf18J,h

....

831 East Silver.

a

R0EHL,

A. HAMMOND, Agent.

five-roo-

(Of about 1,000 feet)

Albuquerque.

PAT,

HELP WANTED

As Long As It Lasts

.

People wl;;-- lilent ror moving
pictures. A. W. Rice, direct from
Hollywood, Calif., will be In Albuquerque soon. He has been associated with famous movie productions,
Including the world's
renowned
"The Four Horsemen."
Mr. Rice Is making scenic motion
pictures of his travels, lncidently
on the look out for a hidden future "Movie Star." Address all
to his manager,
correspondence
J. C. Tabler, Alvarado Hotel. All
communications
will treated in
strictest confidence.

H, CHAS
Plionc

now.

J. D, Keleher,
Realtor.
Phono 410,

$50,00

year lease on fine new
(modern apartment in PARK VIEW
COURT, at ?50 per month. In-- J
eluding heat, hot and cold water,
ABk to see them, and reserve one
By taking

DISCOUNT

$3,250

Luna Blvd. Five-roobrick, hot
air, lawn, shade trees,
paved
street.
Can arrange terms.
R. McCLUGHAN. Realtor
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

Cl

wi

SAVE

,

10

Service, Inc.

Intl

by

OPPORTUNITIES

$6,300

FOR SALE

bungalow
Modern.

LEAVING ALBUQUERQUE
Want to sell very desirable resi- -

INSURANCE
We find in checking over our
INSURANCE
account
that
there is an abundance of property that we do not have any

J.

Six-roo-

REAL BARGAIN

.

bar-

gain.
brick. Two
sleeping porches. Located on
North Walter. Call for MR.
BURMEN, Gillette Tailor Shop
116 2 West Ceutrnl.

Accident, Aunm-lill- e
insurance,
Surety Boi la, Loan..
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
.eleirtlone tU.

A

Constructed
press brick,
large rooms, and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, oak floors, built
In features, fire place, hot
water heat, large basement,
laundry room and laundry
equipment and etc., located on
East Silver avenue. For prices
and terms call.
A. Ii. MARTIN & COMPANT,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
223 W. Gold.
Phono 156.

6

of

1922

Seven-roo-

FLEISCD, Renlfor

rie,

"A REAL HOME"

lljll

iuBln Buick. ISO:
11
D.idce.
vu..,
T.:
'EXPKItT RAIIATOR-RRPATmFOR RENT Furnished apartment. SOS
WANTED
Clerk for clothlnr store. Ap- k.KheetJletn 'JVrks, 217 Nnrth Third'
South Third.
r,y i ia west central.
KOlt
SALE-K- -45
jjulck
FOR RENT Furnished
car!
fcAPfcRIBXCK
teachea. Los Angeles
FOR RENT Dwelling
t'cla" co"'iltlon. Bond-Dlllo-touring
n
garage. Phone 1590-Co,
Young Men'a Christian Association
Cl,y
Auto FOR
School ii.ea that method.
SALE
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with FOR KENT Furnished four-rooM)celUneou
houao
32 North Fourth.
co: CRETE form carnpntera in.m.i.F. FClli SA1.K Trailer. 100 North KilltlT
private halt,; very cool, rhone 1737-1310
Ca8h- Bu"
and laborers, aood vmip, rM
ONE SMALL and one large rnrnl,h,1 FOR KENT Three-rooFOR SALE -- lilauk currants.
modern house,
Phone aiun
with hot water. 1215 West
apartment,
110
1S.15-.J
employment
furnished,
Agency,
l'"OH
Phone
179!
J.
11I18
SALE
Horn
Mouth Third.
Frd
.,...(.....
mechanical condition, 1175.
run Kt.Nr tour-rouFOH
unfurnlahed cot. RELIABLE agents
Angora kittens
FOR nii.i i three room nnd aluann
Auto t'o 300 vvent TIJeras. Duke City
wantid for New Mextage. 918 North Second.
ico and Arizona to sell h hoat
porch; private bath. 815 West Granite. run K1.N T Two-rooti..i,h
FOR
8AI.E- - Kissel Kar
TRY
17ll-BODUT'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
furnished house, and Accident Insurance In the world for
phone
speedstor, or
wlll trade
wllh porrh. 1052 South Walter.
I'lmne 241.1-K" money. lloDerts-TurnFor' It EN T- - -- Apartment furnished;
Co., state
..
road
i,Hiniain
SALE Double feel work hurijesschlldren; i o sick; 22.50. 621 South SEVERAL modern houses, furnished or
VLJVMillf!,'l.AJiinuerque. N. M. FOR
FOHIl SPEEDS' EH, robortd block, new
217 North Third.
to jioi). Phone 15S2-J- ,
WANTED (Santa Fa Railway) Mac hilT
High, phone I it ?V ,
"'"""""'i
radiator
rebuilt 80x3
FOR RENT F!ve-roIsls, bollermakers. blacksmiths, sheet
tires; good
fur- HOOKlNo
Kt.M Modern
completely
three and four.
shape,
cheap; terms, Phone 1513-metal workers, electricians, carmen and EXPERT guaranteed work,
"lehed modern house.
Phone 23-phone 1SS4-- J
""'J' apartments, with bath; furnished.
FOR
for
SALE
these
helpera
classes.
in
Two-rooI
perCheap,
FOR SALE
Gas range,
ru1
house and sleep son or by letter to U. E. Apply
r,
Barton, supering porch; fine shade. Phone 2348-"",e! "ine and rub- broiler and oven, nearly new. 700 West b"r In good
"
lit, NT Two light housekeeping
intendent of shops, general office buildcondition.
Phone 103S-.,.,
or
two
lumisnea. superior Hotel,
rurnisnea i.ouse with
J. P. McMurray, master mechanic,
ing
l
SALL
Douce
Brothers
rooms and sleeping porch.
tourlnT
FOR SALE Two litters of pure-bre- d
$22 South 9"8 South Second street. Albuquerque.
- Fora
Hwht truck. Buick
Walter.
Airedale puppies, price J7.60 to $20. iJL'.' 'd..J?.ad"lcrfurnished
.
. V i?
In
f.ir
Come
rooms,
onrf
"."
Fomnle.
i,
PI one 1916-or
Phone 783.
sauna; no sick FOit liii.NT Furniflied four-roohouse
'
with sleeping porch. Inquire 614 South WANTED Counter girl. Brscy's
oecona.
p.um""eeeping;
FOR SALE Good upright piano, cheap '0" SAI.E-MIte- hell
six roadster, five
Edith.
for
cash.
Call
HH
Immediately at
large, cool rooms.
good tires, eonri ninnln
WANTED
West Gold.
FOR RENT Partly furnished five-rooLib
Experienced waitress.
niceiy rurnisned for houi
i West Coal.
erty Cafe, No. 1.
keeping.
house and garage. 1423 West Central,
FOR RENT
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
We'rpp'eV.5- MCln,"h AU' C'"
Two rooms furnished foi
terbull
pit
728-phono
A
WANTED
1
rier
nurse
1727 West
H.
light housekeeping.
Mrs.
G,
maid.
K.
puppies.
urnl"1J apartment for
Blumenshlne, phone bAYh
r"
I'"" CENT on used parts.
2412-R'',; stock
1'utney, 110S West Central.
light housekeeping; also three unfur- - FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house,
etc.; full
for over twenty-fiv- e
...oupq mums,
$50.
FOH
garage.
RENT
ANTED A good dining-rooRooms furnlnhcd for
pis poutn Arno.
Inquire 3:2 South Arno.
Call FOR SALE Thoroughbred English bull different cars. Mcintosh Auto Co., 811
1340-t 120 North Second, between girl.
9 and 12.
terrier puppies, five weeks old. Apply WestCopper.
KtiNT Apartments
keeplnr. sleeping porch. 410
and houses, phone
jk
furnished or not. Phona 1532-R- .
J. FOR RENT One side of double house. CAPABLE stenographer and office clerk.
bALL Auto pans to one hundred Edith.
FO '. RENT
nnnmmnu, pi EJBBt MlVer.
one with Insurance office exnerience FOR SALE Scales, cash register, meat
unfurnished, except range, 208 South
Nice,
different makes and model cars;
clean apartments,
FOR RENT Furnished modern outsid. Broadway,
will be given preference. Apply after
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 i, West
sllcers, grinders, Albuquerque Type- stock of used parts in southwest largest
Auto
2:1 Wesl 0o".
writer Exchange.
-- "
apartment;
bath.
Zlo West San Antonio street
Averlll VOn tlENT Hmall
private
fii'mtaU
toartmenis. zos
North Second.
cottage. Phone 3S1-Two furnished housekeepkevs mt is.il , WANTED
Comnetent hon..t..n.r to TYPEWRITERS, all makes. 115 and up; El aso Texas
mil RENT
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment East Central, from 9 to 12.
$3 per month.
tane charge of household of six men
ing rooms with sleeping porch. 1102
Ibuquerque Typewriter rOHUa FORDS, FORDS 1921 touring',' South
at
Pan Yslrlro: help provided. Call at Exchange, ;?2 South Fourth.
Edith.
inrea rooms . and private bath. 81tV " FOll KENT How,.., nil Kinds; furnished
1917 touring, speedster. Bosch
starter,
it
Unrth G,.w,ji
......
302 North Eighth street.
and unfurnished.
ft.fnn.n a.
FOR SALE Heavy black enamel porch magneto, other extras; 1921 speedster, FOR
e
Hotel.
RENT Nice
owiiu, iuiunufrqiie
sleeping
FOR RENT Three room, unit bath. Realtors. 2nd West Hold.
looms.
Wing; also Singer Newlnip mnehlnA In starter, classy ,Job c basses; trade the
Mule and female.
Albuquerque Hotel,
214
old
car
can
terms
North
be
In;
Second.
furnished.
32.60.
good condition.
609
710 West Lead.
South First FURNISHED house, of three rooms, bath EXCLUSIVE
arranged,
territory given men and FOR SALE
street. Inqulie Savoy Hotel Office.
and sleeping porch, carnire: onnoaltA
"t"'c..St
FOR
RENT
5WeatCopper.
Lifiht
women capable of handling Mexican
housekeeping rooms
Bargain, nine and one-haand sleeping rooms, close In: cool and
feet by fourteen feet, sneplntlv (rented FOR SALE OR T R A b E FoTa g ood
J'OH RENT Two nice, clean rooma and university. 1820 East Central,
trade; quick and big money assured.
roadster or speedster, a flva passenger shady. 421 South Third.
sleeping porch, furnished
for light FOR, RENT Houses and anartments.
Commercial Co., Box 636, Tuscon, tent. Baldrldge Lumber Company.
light six private family touring car; used FUR RENT
housekeeping. 321 South Walter, phone
furnished or not. Phnn lr.99.n
FOH SALE Good second-han- d
t Arizona.
Large furnished bed room,
doors and very little; In excellent
A. Hammond, S21 East Silver.
Windows With full leneth .creeo
in to date; over 20 miles condition and up
adjoining bath, to employed parties;
WANTED Teachers; we have calls for
of
per
710
gal.
gaso
FOR RENT Two rooms, completely tur. FOR RENT July 25. two thre-rareasonable.
South Arno.
018
good
condition.
two commercial teachers and two SpanSouth Walter.
line; can be seen at 801 North Third
nn
ajshed, electrlo lights and water, lift.
ish and Latin teachers; college degree re- FOR 8AI EUsed
cottages, furnished
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms
tractors.
and street. Make me an offer.
16T
East Central. Apply at 410 Nor'h tTnlyerslty Heights. 21. Columbia.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
with gang plows
quired In all cases. Apply to SouthwestHardware S1MONIEE YOUR CAR
and dress
FOR RENT Five-rooyour Theater, 211H West Central.
Department, J. Korber ft Company.
brick house, large ern Education Exchange, 117 West
auto top. Make It look new 'itup smaM
t&R. RENT Three-rooFOR
RENT
FOR
..uooMiem. garaga anil gas.
SALE
OR
Large,
A
TRADE
at
airy front room,
Apply
good upright expense.
l per can. Tor
polish,
701 New York, or phone 1482-apartment with shower bath
northeast exposure; two beds, suitable
Piano, In good condition, for car In dressing, Body
Rent-Roo- m
32.25 a quart for larire car.
also disappearing bed. Apply adjoining;
For
1586-600 East FOR RENT 108
with
Board
same
for
Phone
condition.
Call
gentlemen.
at
1906
South Waller. Price 51.20 for small car. We
South Arno. seven
tjoai.
rooma and bath, two-roohM.m.nt TABLE BOARD, single weals served. FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- these dressings to be the beltguarantee
on the LINCOLN APA'RTMENTSrnewly furnish
JENKINS APARTMENTS, 708 East Ccn Phone 1628-W- ,'
eJ
or P. F. McCanna.
rooms: hot water, cool and oloag In.
812 North Tenth.
will not In1urn the material.
tage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon market
tral. new. comDletelv mortem:
Iota.
For sale at Hauser's Saddlery, 111 Wast 312 South Third, phone 914-Swavne's Dairy, phone 1916-FOR RENT Room with board. 218
hot and cold water furnished; excellent i'OH. RENT Severa 110modern furnished
anA taft nn a
FOR RENT
Two beautifully furnished
cottages: rent s2r.
iOR SALE Pianos and player pianos; Copper, phone nc-South Broad way.
pre-wrooms ,n modern home.
ime. appiy at JZ1S South Ed th
valuea. Phone 106. Geo. P. ALBUQUERQUE AUTO WrtlCCKINO CO.
Apply Mrs.
ROOM AND BOARD, 19 a week.
511
FOB RENT-Thre- a
rooms, glassed in sleep FOR RENT
3S North Second.
Loarnard
Fred
Co.. 214 South Walter.
Piano
Hamm,
New and Used
South Broadway.
Completely furnished, three
ing porcn, neautifully furnished, close
room
FOR
FOR
One
well
RENT
SALE
houseUnlfurnished
near
cottage,
REPLACEMENT
standard
used
make
PARTS
sleeping
porch,
player
in. vacant July 20. Phone 1988-iTtS
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
tor ersny car tine. Phone H78-porch.
In Stock for All Cars:
pianos. In A-- J condition; will sell at
keeping room, close In: reasonable rent;
b' ord. 114 North Ma;i
particulars.
ALT.
no
no
806
on
sick:
children.
West
bargain
Iron.
before
tested
Two-rooeasy
FOR
part
Phone
RENT
payment
shop.
plan.
leaving
furnished house. ROOM with
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished anart
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies, E'.CIN HOTELSieepm- - rooms and
sleeping porch and board;
sleeping porches; modern; 130
Hunt; hot and cold water, lights and perwitn
gentlemen only. Phone 1678-lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc.
FOH
n
SALE One
month, rail at 70s East Santa Fe.
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
stroke
421 M
phona paid; rent reasonable.
22
Parts
Carried for
makes ,,f ear. Kmw week or :nonth.
602 4 West Central,
"Wayne gas pump, at a
sleeping porch, with board'.
also
wnmn croaqway.
LIST your vacant houses witn the City CANVAS
110 per week
one chain hoist, ona and bargain;
1207 East Central.
one-haton. axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears FOR RENT
Furnlthrd rooms with eleep-In- g
Realty Co.. for Dromnt and efficient
FOB RENT Three-roofor
carried
In
all cars. Keep us
"02 South Second.
mind.
ROOM
AND
BOARD
with
for
67.
iu7
west
nhone
service.
sleepglassed
light housekeeping; water
ni l.
trot
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING and porch
and cold
apartment; modern;
EVERYTHING IN PLUMBING
ing porch: no sick. 1027 Forrester.
lights furr.lshed. 710 West Lead.
FIXTwater, en south Arno. Inquire IK run hunt Modern brick seven-rooHOt'SB.
URES,
and
BOARD
61J-51well
material. Pumps and
FUR RENT Front room, well furnished,
uood home cooking, ratea by
west silver, phone 678.
house, furnished suitable for bosrders
West Central.
Phone 434.
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, oor- - points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
FOR RENT One larga and on small or home. 118 North Maple, phone 2272-1111 North Fourth.
WHEN IN NF.rcn nr
ner Broadway and Oold
one or two gentlemen. 70S West Silver.
lve
four-rooFOR
apartment, furnished
for
completely
newly too"OM, BOARD
TIRES,
rims,
carburetors,
mag
springs,
MANZANO
GINGER
RENT
FOR
ALE
One
room furnished for
i rano
decorated comDletelv furnished mod
and'VleepIng pnrchT"for
211
netos
irouseaeeping
Apartments,
wheels, gears, axles,
your noma products and say It Is a hearings generators,accessories
two, In private home, highlands. Pbon
ern bungalow, highlands:
worth Seven! h, phaaEi 814.
no children.
light housekeeping, on ground floor, for
horns,
1422-little
1420
17J0-.In,
better
than
Mr,
a
East
any shipped
Silver.
adults only. 401 South
month;
COME TO PART8 HEADQUARTERS.
LINCOLN
APARTMENTS. newlv fur. Phone
Ten
cents a bottle,
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE Seventh.
nlstred, two and three-rooapartments. FOR RENT Modern brick house, nicely FOR RENT Have lovely vacanoy for two F"1 SALE Black everywhere.
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
FOR RENT
currents for making
convalescents. Mrs. w. II. Reed, phona
not ana com water; cool and close In.
Furnished three-roofurnished, six rooms, front and back 1226-.apart.
406
Buick C24, C25, D4S, D66: Cadillac.
Bent
818 touth Third, phone 914-and
preserves
lams.
ment. good location, ground floor, close
South
jenies, pies,
Walter.
screened porches; highlands; close In.
n Ranch, phona 2417-Rfrom 6 to I ".naimera, (.handler, Chevrolet 490, FB, In: reasonable rent; no sick. 806 West
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
FOR RENT Three large, cool rooma and Phone 1(147-1 and
t,
to
Bahy Grand;
nights.
Dodge. Dnrt, Iron.
with board, suitable for one or two. morning, 13 to
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining, FOR RENT Furnished two and three- Ford, Hup 10 H. K. N. : Maxwell. Mitch- - FOR RENT Two
CEDRO CANYON Firewood Co.. firewood
518 West Fruit.
Phona I472-room houses. East Pacific: three-roonicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
newly furnished light
ell
Olda
I.
Overland,
direct
from Cedro canvon to user:
every model; Saxon
and clean; dealrabla summer location. modern furnished house East Santa Fe. FOR KENT Large front room and
housekeeping rooms, modern, ground
4 and 6; Willys'
o;
1
ntuaenaicer
sawed
In
and
nj
stove
or
no
West, Coal.
spilt
613
close
floor,
fireplace
East Pacific.
in;
alck; r.o children. 806
Apply
sleeping porch with board. Everything
Knight, avery model
2400-JFOR RENT Fu nm,ed apartments, con- - FOR RENT Two five-rooCtii 110 North Maple. logins; prompt delivery. Phone
If you don't see your ear la the above West Iron.
furnished new and modens.
.
SOFT
SPOTS Heel and arch cushions ,isi. rememner.
FOt RENT Exclusive, well furnished
bungalows. 214 and 218 Nueh Maola: or pnona i4ta-wprevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot WE- ARE SALVAGING LATH) MODEL
glassed-i- n
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
deeping vorchei, gas: in East will rent until September
at 135 per SPECIAL summer rates. Ill per month
troubles. II. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
r lis. Call 1321 East Central, month. Pleas
Central
11
water heat and bath; centrally located.
-- AKS
724 East Central.
EVERT
at
DAY.
room
excellent
with
board,
private
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
or see MeMIIIInn A Wood, shone XI.
1744-In
131 West Coal.
Phone
addition
to
the largest stock of used
St.
FOR RENT Two-roohouse and glass sleeping porch ana tray service. s91.
WASHINGTON
parta In tha elate, wa carry a COMCHICKENS. CAR, FURNITURE
1002
APARTMENTS
ed-i- n
sleeping porch, nicely furnished. John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone
TWENTY good chickens, Grant car. 1918, PLETE line of NEW gears, drive snafu, FOR RENT Very desirable, cool bed
West Central; location ona of the
room, with lavatory and hot and cold
except bath: fine neighborhood;
aeven tires, new battery, some furniture, axla shafts and general accessories, for
"beauty apota" of Albuquerque; avery modern,
WANTED Position
shower baths. In well furnished private
anults only.
Call 715 East Silver, or
lease or sell place. 1224 Nnrth Second.
.car.
apartment has private bath, electrlo range phona 1901-rj
no sick taken.
home:
Phone 1102-J- , or
WANTiSD
Housework by the day. Phona
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
and all modern conveniences. Phona II.
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
call 611 West Coal.
VIADUCT GARAGE,
J. D. EAKIN. proprietor.
FOR RENT New three-roolOD for all kinds of roofa, II per galhouse, bith.
f
800 SOUTH 6ECOND.
glassed-i- n
lon.
Bleeping
The Mansano Co., 110 South
porch, screened EXPERIENCED stenographer wants poCARPENTERING
Largeat parte house Id tha state.
sition. Phone Ml7-porches, electrlo lights, ass and Areola
Walnut, phona 1834-- J.
Try a built up
heat.
Methodist Sanatorium. WANTED Work by the hour. Pbons rooi; win last aa long as the building.
Opposite
PETTIFORD THE ODD
JOB MAN.
FOR
fi)rnMtur1?paTr1n8
Phona 2400-RSALE
All kinds nf work.
Livestock
1343-Phone 167S-after 6:30 p. m.
or S03G-Phone 618-Ervln
Ing.
SLAB
I
WOOD
Limited supply of green FOR SALE Good milk cow. Phone
WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of
FOR RKNT Choice corner house, un- - PRACTICAL NURSE solicits patronage.
Bedding Company.
2I04-Jalab wood 33 full truck load delivered.
furnlshed. close In. good nelahborhood:
Mrs. F. Welch.
Phone 1244-your work; I make a specialty of lathFOR SAiLE Free sewing machine, fiber flva
Phono 1603-and shingling. W. M. Conver, phone
rooms, bath; will lease; yard, lawn, HOUSE
ing
FOR
SALE
floor
lawn
saddle
waxing,
Cheap,
cleaning,
galted
baby carriage, refrigerator .cook stoves, trees: no sick, or children; 148. Phone
ho,-- and saddle. 400 North Twelfth. 2416-Jwork. Call J. W. Lowe, phone 1480-R- .
newti Simmons beds. Giant auto tires, 1103-7 to 8:30! evenings.
FlVfl
full
of
mornings,
FLOOR
SANDING
We can resurface
gets
Instruments,
telegraph
825
FOR
stock
used
furniture.
South
MIDDLE-AGESALE Young pony mure, 112.50;
of
large
WIDOW wlehea position
'
to .
sounder, wire, resonator
your old floors and make them like
First.
young fresh Jersev row. ir.a riq vn-t- h
aa housekeeper ror widower or bache andincludes key two
new
assemaets
new floors perfect.
and
make
batteries;
already
Third.
your
3010-lor. Phone
410 North Second.
DinFOR SALE
Used
furniture;
bled on good table and ready for two
FOR RENT Storeroom
Phone 3070-ing table, 111.75: chairs, 11.75; bed,
EXPERIENCED
and all- - persons to learn on; will sacrifice. Call FOR SALE Young pony mare, 12,r,0; LET me
bookkeeper
figure your new house or
19.00; single bed, aprlng mattress, t'8 76; FOR RENT
round office man, would like to con 411 East Silver, after 5 p m.
Building at 412 West C"P-pe- rt
..J,0""' fresh Jersey cow, 150. 611 North
reasonable prices; work guaranchiffonier, 116.00; Ivory dressing table.
suitable for aaraaa. Inoulre H. E. nect with reliable firms. Al C Smith,
USE
E
teed; estimates free. Call 1766-EFFECTO AUTO TCP and seat FOR SALE
tlS.KO; mahogany rocker, I6.&0; wicker Sherman, at First Savings Bank and phone 469-Fresh Holsleln cow. cheap, B. Johnson, 616 Johtr
dressing. Effectu Auto Enamel. Vals-pa- r.
chair, 114.00; wicker rucxr, 15.75; leath- Trust Company, phona .
If taken at oneo: also small
nurse
com
WANTED
aa
Position
and
turkeys.
er rocker. 17.60, Call at American Fur- FOR RENT Store room
Valapar Enamel on automobiles.
WE) fib ODD
1013 carpentering
and
and cellar. 25
panion: willing to go anywhere: best of Plymouth Cottage Print.
Homestead Applyi3UNortli Fifth.
niture Cnmpiint, 228 PloiiTh flecond.
house
reasonable:; Investigate
by 50 feet, the rear at 109 South First.
references. Mist Baker, phone 11 30-Floor Paint Root Paint and Cement. Sat- - FjLR
Flemish Oiants. Rufus Reds. our low building,
IE
free.
Phone
estimates
FOR SALE New dresser. $22.50, cost accessible by alley from Second street. city
prices;
eoo North Second.
Black.
isractlon assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leatb- does and 3.196-Belgians,
bucks,
J. F. Kluken. 313 Talc.
45; Edison
phonograph and twenty Gold and Central avenuea. Fred Luthy. WANTED Position, by American lady, Cn 401 Wee- - Central, ."bone 10J7-- J.
fr. era. 719 West Lead. nhon. 1ti?.w
I WANT you tu Investigate my low jrlces
records, $20; library table, M; 6x1 rug, at rumens National bank.
tn
house
for
state,
FOR
stranger
keeping
SALE
Two
of
FOR SALE (By Chas.
carloads
on any kind nf a building proposition
good young
$1.50; trhrea rockers, $3 each; hall tree, WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100
Mann), show
widower, ur bachelor, on ranch. Address
horses, weighing from 1 5mi to vsno y
eaaea, aoalea, oupylng
$.1; stand table, $2; round extension dinhave in view. A, E. Palmer. Hunga-Inpress, Oliver
root nrlrK bulidlna: rood condition: B. M Poatottlcs box 66, Los Cerrlllos,
typewriter, Dalton adding machine, three pounds. See Paulson, Albuquerque Horse
ing table, $13; chairs, $1.50 each; bed opposite Santa, Fa shops'
Builder, box 41. city. P,.Be 1768-New
reasonable
Mexico.
Market,
first
street
H.
and
road.
P.
Mountain
H.
P.
four
with aprings and mattress $8; oot with terms.
electrlo
motor,
gasoline
See or write L. Hevman. 109
jtinog-aph-eWANTED Spanish-speakin- g
mattress, $4; sewing machine, $5; three-burn- N. rth First. Albuauerque N. M.
engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee run balis Horses and mares; 1 have
FOR SALE Renl Eatate
with several yea-s- '
oil stove with oven, $12; four-hol- e
lust arrived with fifty hesd of good
experience, mill twelve-liggasoline system, two
or
In
bank
desires
law office. box springs and two cows.
cream
fruit
freeier.
lot on
coal stove, $10;
position
young Colorado horses and mares, weight FOH BALE One good fifty-fojars,
Will go out of town. Adireis Strno., cars
East Silver, near Highland park, on
from 1.000 to 1.600 pounds: soma broke
all alsea; lota of other articles, Including
N.
M.
Journal.
611
ThlrcL
terms.
to
easy
J.
$8.
North
A.
134
Albuquerque.
work and some unbroke; I can sell
East
Hammond.
efrlgerator,
WANTED Houses
very aheap: also have mnoA aunniv of silver.
elry work., 115, South Second.
second-han- d
WANTED To rent four or
FOR RENT MiceHaneou WANTED
WANTED Real Estate
FOR SALE OR TRADE For aulo, lot on
and
wagons
government
One or two to go with us to
furnished house or
with harneaa
This stuff will be at Orande
North Seventh: auto must be In good
California In car. Mrs. Brewer. 100 IF 'Vbu have buslnesa property tor aalT glassed-i- n sleeping porch,annrtmenL
Sm" RENT Plaao, excellaut condition.
for tlx months wagon yard. 310 North Broadway, until condition. Phone 371. Address 834 South
North Edith,
Pnona 180 W,
list it with McMUfloa
or longer, Address Sox 3L, soft Journal. old, Sea
.Wood,
Scott Rldenour, jihone 1658-Second.
t

FOR REN1

be harvested from a
orchard within live miles
half
this

Will

IN N DRA.FT

We also BUILD HOMES. If
Interested In building, call of!

1INCOLN ADDITION LOTS
Are the nicest suburban lotR
on the market. Location, soil,
price and everything Is attractive; $20.00 down and $10.00
per month.

WORTH OF

APPLES

sale

l''ui;

CHANCES

s
shoe simp, Ad- care Journal.
FUR
SA LE
Small roomius
IR'lrK
h"use; bargain. 31514 South Second.
FOR SALE Small grocery store; good
terms. Address Box 77, csre Journal.
FOR SALE
orlck building
315 South First; location good tor any
Kim-clan-

ft.

kind of business.
FOR SALECrlspetto
popcorn outfit.
complete; good proposition for live man.

611 North First.
RALE Albuquerque
315
Hotel,
South First, Albuquerque Cafe, pool
room. 319 South First.
SMALL saw mill and umber proposition,
00 rnilroad, for sale, lease, let on shares
01
will consider a partner.
J. F. Bran
son. 1239 No-t- h
Seventh, Albuquerque,
WE HAVE A- -l money-makin- g
business
as merchandise.
opportunities, such
groceries, garages and other high-clas- s
propositions not advertised locally. Rob

Inquire

FOR

Co.. 218

V

FOR SALE
FOR

aAl.K

ern.

Five-roo-

:

Gold.

--

Kouaei

PROFESSIONAL

M. DT
Practice Limited to
GKNITO - ritlNAKY DISEASE?
AND DlSEASl:.",
OF THE SKIN
Wnssermno Lnhnrntory In Connection.
Citizens Bank Ring. I'lioii.- - H88.

F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Dlwasesof the Eye. Glasses Fitted

Office removed to 114 N. Second et. Ground floor. Phona 842.

CHIROPRACTORS

"rTTARNT,wwvv'
Chiropractor.
19

1
03 West Marquette.
four-rooSALE Modern,
stucco
house; good porches, cheap; Owner
leaving city. 1705-R- .
$;oo CASlr, rent for balance, buys four-rooalmost new modern home, in
highlands. Phone 15S2-Full SALE three-roomodern furnished house; garage.
lot. S500
;io per month.
down.
1306 South Arno.
FOR SALE Three fine homes. East CenEast
tral.
Silver and University
Heights. J. A. Hammond, 824 East Sliver.
Fu SALE Four-rooand bath, frame,
close In highlands, $2,500; easy terms.
Room 15. First National Bank building.
FOR SALE By owner, two rooms and
built-i- n
stucco, furnace, fire
place,
nss; lot 60x142; price 11.100. 310 Stan

FOR

ford.
FOR

SALE
By ownei, suburban horns.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post-offic- e
box 213, city.
FOR SLE By owner, new five-roostucco, furnished, fire place, built-i- n
features, close In; 11,500 down, balance
like rent. Phone 239.1-FOR SALE Beautifully furnished modern home,
on car line,
highlands,
tl.fiOOf 12,000 caslr. balance like rent;
from o'ner. Address H. H., care Journal.
FOR SALE Splendid
modern
home, large basement, furnace, built-i- n
features, hard wood floors, garage,
trees, walks, a bargain, front owner.
700 West Roma.
FOR HALE New two-rooadobe house
with sleeping porch, --front porch, plastered white Inside and out; on corner lot;
water; price 11,350, cash. Inqilre
city
1 o24
North Seventh.
FOR SALE New nontea by owner; ooe
824 West Oold: one
four-roo110 North Maple: one
110
r.
North Maple; terms. Call 121 West
phone 1949-M- .
FOR SALE OR RENT By owner, two-roofurnished house, neat and clean;
water and electric lights, chicken house,
and wood shed. 1301 Virginia boulevard.
Call at 102S North Sixth, phone 1560-28 PER CENT INVESTMENT
Two small
houses on corner lot, 60x142; 1250 good
furniture; lights and water; brings In
$35 per month; must be sold at once.
Price 11,600; terms.
Phone owner,

and to ArmU,

FURSALE
FOR

FOR

SALE

by
practical
or best offer, buys
n
sleeping porch.
Electric and city water.
The best in
town for bealthseekera.
Palmer, 1133
South High, phona 1768-glassed-i-

MONEY TO LOAN
SJOMSY

TO

Mll.K FED. crate fat fryers, alive or
dressed; also Rhode Island Red laying hens. J. D. Swift. Boulevard road,
1920-phone

WANTED

On watches,
guns and everything valuable.
Mr. B Marcus, ill South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamond
watches
and good Jewelry: liberal, reliable,
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st
MONEY TO LOAN on close-I- n
city prop
erty, nrst
McMllllon 4t
nortgagea.
Wood. S06 West Gold.
Insurance, real
estate.

FOR RENT

Ranches

320' acres of
good mountain
graslng and agricultural
land; good
grass and winter protection; erond tour-roohouse: 28o an acre per year. Call
at 1207 Virginia' boulevard.

FOR LEASE

Agents

LAI(ij.J blUHT MAN L Al UKLK wauls
Agents to sell complete line of shirts
direct to wearer. Exclusive patterns. Big
values. Free samples.
Madison
Mills,
60.1 Broadway. New York.
LONE STAR ALIO LINK
The orange colored ears. Kugie, Elephant Butta Dam and Hot Springs, N.
M.
Meet all tralna at Enxle. leaving
Hot Springs at 11:80 a. m. and 3:30 p m.
Oldest Dam drivers, beet Dam cars on
the Dam Una. Wa drive our own cars.
Write for reservations at our expeosa.
HEFFERNAN BROS., Props.
Hot Springs. N. M- Albuquerque-Hun,
f
T "OS
DAILY STAtiK
To Taos (Read Down)
Leave

7

:30

a. m.

Arrive
.10:30 a. m.
13:30 u. m.
Leave
. ,.12:30 p. m.
Leave
6 oo p. m.
Arrive
Tn Alliuqnerqne (Read I p
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p. m.
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
Santa Fa
An ive. .. 13:45 p. in.
Arrive. ..11:15 a m.
Espaniila
Taoe

FARE

Leave... 7:30 am.
TO SANTA FR, $4.50
TO TAOS, S11.50.

Albuqueraue Headquarters
Ringllns
Brothers' cigar Store. 310 West Central
.
Phon eoo.
Santa Fe Headquarters
Bank Confectionery. Phone tit.
Avei

m

TIME CARDS

-WESTBOUN.Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
Tha Soout.... 1:30 pm 1:10 pro
I Calif. LIrrilted.li:30 am 11 00 am
T
Fargo Fast..t0:60 am 11:30 am
I The Navajo. .13:36 am 1:41 am

Train.
No,
No.
No.
No.

I

Nc M

LOAN

Poultry-Egg- s

Fifty White Leghorn hens,
cheap. Phone 2153-FOR SALE
Six Plymouth Rock hens
and rooster. Phone 5359-FOR KALE Young White Leghorn and
Ancona laying hens, II each. Phone
240.1-R-

Well-bui- lt

builder. 8575 cash,

tiolMlng.

SALE

1713--

onroom and

I I

W. M. SHERIDAN,

mod-

bungalow,

CARDS

oli.Nr JOHN W. H1I.SON,
Allomef,
Rooms 15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phonj 11 53-PHYSICIANS
AMI HI K(iKO.
IU. 8. I. UIHTON,
diseases of tn Stomach.
Sulle.
Harnett Building
UR. S C. t l.AUKK.
Rye, Kar,
and Throat
Barnett Building.
Phone HC
Office Hours
9 to 13 a. m.. and 3 to 6 p. m.
A

No. 37
No. I
No. 4
No, I
No. to

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paao Exp
El Paso Exp

10:10
11:10

EASTFOUKD.

The Navajo.. 3:10 pm
Calif. Limited. 5.0O pm

r. Eight..

S.

7:36 pm
7:20 am

The Scoot....
F20M SOCTa.
15 pm
From El Paso
No. 30
From El Paso 7:l am
Ma 10 onnecte at Telen

3:40 pm
1.40 pm
1:10 pm

!:60 an

Ho. 18

No. t
foe Cl"vie.
Valte- - Kaaa- - City an4
C
Coast
Nn. S3 connect, at Ttaioti witn Nn II
and acth
from Clovla and points ea

Po

ONE HALF BLOCK FROM ROBINSON PARK
Almost new, five rooms, and sleeping- porch, nice built-i- n features, hardwood floors, pressed brick construction, basement,
hot air heat, lawn, trees, sidewalk, on a paved street.
This home will please you Phone 110 for
appointment.
-

WM, J, LEVERETT,
rhone

110.

pa

aa

Realtor.

Third sod Gold.

r
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We Start Today

si:

rs occupy

the giving away of a large quantity of

IHE

CHAUTAUQUA

Creme Oil Soap

to n p. m, '
TODAY AND TOMORROW
ooifTiNrotJS

Lecture Given in Afternoon;
Mary Lenander, Contralto, Achieves Artistic

EAT RE

heater

Lyri c

ET UESDAY

which everyone knows is a good toilet soap. It
will be given absolutely free with various purchases of grade laundry soaps at special prices.
There is due some time today, California head lettuce, celery, grapefruit, and apricots. If you want
to preserve apricots this year, we say do it now.
WARD'S CASH STORE, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c
508 West Central.

21

c

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.

TODAY,' THURSDAY,

i

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

DOUBLE BILL!

Vaudeville and Pictures!

5

LET'S GO

TODAY'S PROGRAM.

PASHM E TODAY
Lewis

The second day of the Chautauqua season here was occupied
of the
mainly by the programs
Oratorio Artists, Geneve Cadle. sooontrolto;
Lenander,
prano; Mary
Eugene Christy, tenor, and Stanley
Deacon, baritone.
In the, afternoon Miss Cadle and
Mr. Deacon sang several groups of
popular songs, In duet and as solos.
d
audience greeted the
The
Following
singers with applause.
musical
program a lecture
the
was
given by
Spirit"
"Community
Frank Johnson, a newspaper man.
Mr. Johnson spoke forcefully and
clearly, maintaining that "getting
the chief aids
together" is one ofana
to both Irdiviuual
community
some of the
on
success. He spoke
from
arisen
have
problems which
the late war, mentioning in particular the need of treating the dismen properly and
abled
reimgiving them substantial
bursement for their injuries.
Kvenlng Program.
In the evening the Oratorio Artists had the fltago to themselves.
The program was opened with an
ensemble number of religious character. Several other quartet numbers followed, in which the singers,
nil throuch the program, were
accompanied bv Mls3 Alma Menus
at the piano. Groups of songs --were
hu.
given ly Mr. Christy, imib
and Mr. Deacon in t rn. The
nocro
some
spirituals,
quartet sang
ocwhich were converted, for the
vaude-villis- h
casion, into humorous und
Mr. Deacon, as
selections.
an Interlude offererl a recitation
of a poem called "Not Tndorstood."
which he received
The applause
after this eclipsed all his other
plaudits.
MKs Lcnaniler.
The artistic moment of the evening came when Miss Icelander sang
"Ah, Mon Flls," from Meyerbeer's
Happily disre"Le Piophote."
garding the program announcement to the effect that the selections would be suns in English, the
contralto delivered her aria in
niiv pniini'liiled French. Miss
Lenander brought back memories
the
singing
of Schumann-Heinsame thing. The former, nnwevei,
sang it some differently,lesspnrasing
softly.
the opening passages
Miss Lennnder's voice is of true
head
the
both
in
contralto timbre,
and chest tones. Carrying tho aria
through its soaring
beautifully
passages, she brought it to a glorhigh
ious climax upon a fortissimo
note. The end of the sons was of
sung with the grief
Lenander
Miss
"Fides" herself.
sang with exquisite taste and great
musical Intelligence.
The first half of the program was
closed with the quartet from Higo-lettsung in English. After a brief
intermission typical American folksongs of venrs gone by were sung.
Children's Work.
The children, under the direcusual,
tion of Miss Alta Kandels, as In
the
held their morning play time won
children
park. The followingselling:
Clarice
the prizes for ticket
McFadden aged 8, first prize: Henprize:
rietta Mize. aged 8, necond
13, third
F. rimer,
aged
Vivian
sold
$135
prize: Esther Hoi'ton
worth of tickets.

J. Selznick Presents

florma Talmadge
in

From Cynthia Stockley's Famous Novel
Also the Usual Added Attractions
Regular Admission Prices

J'

MRS. MOMEWICZ
LOSES HUSBAND;
FOUND IN JAIL

LOCAL ITEMS

For every
mother's son
every

mother

son's

falr-siiie-

"POPPY"

I

Another
as great
"Tol'able
David."

nt 2:45
nfternoon
This
o'clock Everett Kemp, enterSutainer, mid "Civilization's
premo Test," by 3. A. Cooper.
This evening nt 7:45 o'clock
"Friendly Enemies," .a play,
with New York cast.

Gloria SwanSOn

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Miss Mary Evans of Denver arrived last night to be the guest of
Airs. Kenneth C. Balcomb of East
"I can't find my husband. They
Silver avenue.
arrested
took him away. They
in
No.
Circle
Woodmen
him for using the water. I don't
Oak Grove,
drmof moth.rlM-mnhood- .
Ho
o'clock
8
the
tonight
had
know
at
key, I
meet
will
why.
46,
-.
II
Tin regular session at the Knights wasn't home or they wouldn't have
taken him. I don't know where he
of Pythias hall.
reto
do!"
is. What a way
Miss Lillian Kempenlch has
Coming to the port of missing
turned from a month spent In
in great
sheriff's
her
the
with
office,
men,
on
Pecos
the
Kanta Fe and
Presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
consternation, Mrs. Anthony Monsister, Mrs. Julius Gans.
Chas. H. Duell, President.
Mrs. Florence Poyas Johnston kewicz yesterday, afternoon de-be
manded that a searching party
returned yesterday from a week sent
who
out
her
after
husband,
Fe.
spent at Las Vegas and Santa
The story of a boy who took a dead buddy's place in a
from
Born to Mr. and Mrs. William had been forcibly removed
north of the city.
blind mothers heart and hated to live a lie!
Ha Hey of Dulce, N. M., a son yes- their dairy ranch
She and her son In a small truck
Miss
was
Mrs.
Harlcy
terday.
been scouring the country but
Alma Baldridge, formerly of this had
Added Attraction
had been unable to locate him.
city.
She told the sheriff that herhus-banMr. and Mrs. C. 'ttf. Kiech will
the
had been arrested by
return tonight from a visit with constable
for taking the water
relatives In Arkansas.
whfch she conthe
from
James Wroth will return today sidered heacequia,
had full privilege to do
to New York City after visiting his since the majordomo
A Goldwyn Graphic
had given
parents, Dr." and Mrs. J. H. Wroth, him the Uev to the ditch.
The
Jemez
at
Springs.
of the
sheriff's office Inquired
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Ph. 741. Jailer but no Monkewicz was found
Extra Added Attraction
Mrs. Jessie Wright Whitcomb, on the daily
oi
guesis.
register
It. J. Whitcomb and the Misses
There was a pretty
Maylor went to Jemez Springs yes- The sheriff
began a
obligingly
of
Miss
Ethel
Hlckey
terday with
search for the missing dairymnn.
the Koshare Tours.
sheriffs and Justices
When
In a Vaudeville Act, featuring Comedy, Character,
Mr. and Mrs. Ram Pollock have of the deputy
peace of the precinct were
returned from a honeymoon trip to questioned, however, it was learned
Singing and. Dancing.
with
California. They are at home
that Monkewicz had been taken to
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Tierney at 21 the county Jail after all They had
No Advance in Prices
North Fifth street.
probably confused his name with
Dr. V. H. Spensley will leave to- Montoya on the lists.
W!Vsw
Several other men using water
night to attend the National Denthe
of
tal association convention in Los In the neighborhood north
Angeles.
CITV KI.F.CTRIO 8HOR BII1
city were arrested at the same
Eggs, 45c; for sale nf
Gentry'
SIS Hnutb Hecond.
I'hone 607-Factory wood, full truck load, time on the charge of stealing
lending groceries.
iu
I'rea Cnll anil delivery,
four dollars. Ilahn Coal Company water.
They were Bummonea of
Phone 91.
appear In the court of Jurtlce
Public Stenographer,
lia lnnrtra RfRhnn nf th In the Pence Manuel Apodaca, In Pre- Kooi'il 8, Mcllnl ISldg. Ph. J01-ternal Revenue otfice has returned ci net No. 1 at 5 o'clock yesterday
from her vacation.
afternoon. The disagreement about
8. Mnble SkecK D. O.. CHIens'
O. A. Mutson returned vesterdav thn water contract, on which the
To replace that broken window
mill 2022-.- I
Hank building. SSl-to Santa Fo to attend to matters In arrfaia ua,t u..vn ranita . wnft Rettled
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
case
Obstetrics
mid
the
and
gynecology
out
however,
of
court,
the office of state treasurer. Mrs.
Phono 421. 4'.M North First.
was dismissed.
Matson remained In Santa Fe.
There will be a special commuFUNERALS
nication of Temple lodge No. C, A. DEATHS AND
F. and A. M.. at 7:30 o'clock toIn
the second and
night for work
SANCHEZ The funeral of Mrs.
EXPERT WATCH MAKING
third degrees.
,,
tinnrhpi. who died lust
Experienced
dnlrjiiuln wants
Mrs. Hettie Brummell, formerly
will be held this
.tnim
.lowclry. Repairing
Engraving,
to lease ten or If teen cow
o
of Albuquerque, now of El Paso, lnornlnK at 9 o'clock from the
Postoffice.
Opposite
equipped dairy farm. Address
Bhe Is employed by the First
residence at Atrlsco. Burial118 South I'nurth.
G. A. P., care ot Journal.
National bank, is here visiting her ;,ly
will be at Atrlsco cemetery. Crol- 'ENOUGH,'
SAYS
mother.
Is in charge.
lot
W. B. Walton, former congressFORDNEY AFTER
man, and J. H. Coleman, Jr., cattle
GARCIA The funeral of
12 HOUSE TERMS
inspector, were In the city last
S. Garcia, who died Monday
night on their way from Santa Fe night at his apartments in the
to Silver City. They reported that
Local and Long Distance.
will be held this afterheavy general rains had fallen in highlands,
.
noon at S o'clock from .CrolloU'F
848-the southwestern part of the state funeral chapel. Burial will be at
recently and the ranges are In good Mount Calvary cemetery.
condition.
There will be a regular meeting
The funeral of AnMONTOYA
of G. K. Warren Woman's Relief dres
who died at hia
Montoya,
corps number 1 this afternoon nt home at Sandoval Monday eve2:30 o'clock In T. O. 1. F. hal).
will be held this morning at
There will be Initiations, followed ning,
8 o'clock
from the family resiand Upholstered
Reflnlshed
refreshments.
ly
dence. Burial will be at Sandoval
Staplcton's I'pholstcrlng Shop.
In
be
will
Crollott
cpmetery.
Nu Bone Corsetiere. Mrs. M. P.
Phone 1
Williams, 406 North Third, phone charge.
:089-J- .
LUCERO-l- da
Lucero died
morning at her residence.
SPECIAL TRAIN OF
She in survived by one sister beside her parents. Funeral services
DENTISTS TO VISIT
Will Serve
will be held this afternoon at z
residence.
DUKECITY TODAY o'clock from betheatfamily
2
Gallon, Packed,
Santa Barbara
Burial will
Crollott is in charge.
and delivered, $1.00
A special train of dentists, en cemetery.
SIS
Phone
route to the convention of the NaMares, 47
MARES Ponclano
tional Dental association in Los Andied
old,
morning
yesterday
geles, will be the guests of the city years
at his residence on North Sixteenth
Arfor an hour this afternoon.
illness. He Is
a
short
after
street,
exrangements have been made to
For Dinner This Evening
tend the usual courtesies to the survived by Mrs. Mares and four
was
a member
children. Mr, Mares
visitors.
The train, bearing over 150 per- of the S. N. M. D. P. M. No. 1 of
DYERB AND HATTERS
S;30 to 7 P. M.
The body was
sons, will arrive at 3: la o'clock Old Albuquerque.
RVO vXiEANIKG
and will be met by local dentists tnken to Crollott's funeral parlors,
Pbone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold
rind representatives of the chamber pending funeral arrangements.
of commerce, who, will provide au- -'
RIVERA Miguel Rivera died
toniobile rides about the city. The
t train will depart at 4:35 o'clock.
yesterday afternoon at his resiDr. C. A. Eller, who will repro-- , dence, 1211 South John street. He
wilt tho New Mexico Dental asso-- f is survived by one brother and his
Funeral arelation at the national convention, father and. mother.
will leave for Los Angeles on Satur- - rangements are still pending. Crollott Is In charge.
day.
i
ABEYTA MIbs Rose Abeyta, 19
NEW SANTA FE SHOPS
years old, died yesterday afternoon
iA
her residence, 1234 Barelas
IN
LATE
DESCRIBED
road. She Is survived by one sisENGINEERING RECORD ter beside her parents. The body
was taken to Crollott's funeral parAn extensive article describing lors, pending funeral arrange
ments.
-'
Albuthe new Santa Fe shops at
querque appears in the current
records of the voices
i
W. Fordney.
number of the Engineering News of Phonograph
leading men are being made on Congressman Joseph
Uecord. The article by a staff
to
V.
Fordsaid
last
10,000
discs,
Congressman Joseph
writer praises the building and its copper and
stored In the Prussian ney, Michigan, chairman
of the
which are among the years,
.equipment,
state
library.
house
ways and means committee,,
Fe
on
Santa
the
largest and finest
author of the Fordney tariff bill,
Several photographs of
nystem.
The GlldcrsliTve Electric Co. will retire at the end of his present
!
the shops buildings lllu&trate the 811 East Central. Phone 797-years of
term, after twenty-fou- r
V article.
service. "I am tired; 1
continuous
common chairs, 8 white enameled chairs, t wicker chairs
BUM
ATISM
RH
NEURITIS
am sixty-nin- e
years old; I want to
d
Ice box, 1 Hoover
1 double
bed and mattress, 1
IN MEMOKIAM.
Osteonlhlc-Vlolet-Hay
Treatment rest and be with my family," he
In loving memory of our daughclue enameled range, 1 chins closet, 1
kitchen cabinet,
DU. D. R. MURRAY,
kitchen
New Perfection oil stove with oven.
ter, and sister, Josefita Armijo, 5 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 741 says.
hose.
who passed away July 13, 1921.
table, 1 heater, 2 chiffoniers, 1 dresser, 1 fifty-fomeats
'
from
Order
lally'
your
Gone, but not forgotten.
This Furniture can be seen
MRS. CHRISTINA O. DK VARGAS. MILK THAT WILL KEEP Gipsy Store.
Vivian's Dairy, Phons 2404-J-- 4
LUCY ARMIJO.
MncCRACKEN.
ft.
PRANK
DR.
Saturday, July 15, at 212 Harvard Ave., 9 a. m. to
DR.
DAISY B. Miict RAt KIi.i.
Daily's
654
lrvj Konp Store.
5 p. m. Take University Car
Physicians.
Osteopathic
Daily's Gipsy
W
K. P. Building. Plume Office
654
btf-Residence
Journal Want Ada bring results,
d

Rarffl
WC?

it

Sl k

,.al3

flaming romance as only the author of "Three Weeks" could write; as
only Glorious Gloria, with dashing Rudolph Valentino playing the lover,
could make it live in all its ardent splendor.
The story of a passionate young heart, bound by society's convention, struggling' and risking all for happiness :of gay nights in the Paris world of
fashion of tingling adventure on the snow-cla- d
crags of the Alps of inresorts
of
London
in
the
and
coquetry
high society.
trigue
gilded
A

ADDED ATTRACTION

CURRENT EVENTS
NOTE:

,,,,

fam-wher-

Nar-vtrr- o

I'

Transfer

Furniture

."7

X

Phone

Repaired

XmXls

Thomas' Ice Cream
1--

.

Squab

EMPIRE Cleaners

.

.':

5

5i

ft!
f

v

DANCE

r.IIY'S TRANSFFR
AND STORAGE

I

Tonight

Private Sale of Furniture

Wo iniike
specially
material
limiting nnd building
Now don't forget tho long trips.
S. Second
Photic 371.
1
"--

ot

Kash-Karr-

TAXI LINE
Phone

in buying now.

SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

FOR SALE

4

Rooming house. Fourth and
Central. See Landlady for

2178--

WANTED

Service.

Glvo. Vou

Wednesday, July 12th, at 326 N. Third St.

A. B. BACA.

j

pay good prices for . firearms such as Rifles. Shot
Must be In
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South Ilrst Street
Wa

5

Auction Sale

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
Runs six days a week. Passen
gers taken. One way, $5. Leave
at b:du a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. m.
U. S. mail by stage.
Phone

PHONES
Trucks

Let Our

-l

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. 51.
Five rooms of house furnishings to go to the highest bidder. Note the following articles to be sold.
One 1125.00 phonograph, Davenport, Divan, Dressers, Bed
Springs and Mattress, 8x12 Rugs. Sanitary Cot and Pad. Dining Table and Chairs, Sewing Machine, Laundry Hamper.
Kitchen Cabinet, Kitchen Safe, Kitchen Chairs, one
Oil Stove, some dishes and cooking utensils and many other
articles not mentioned, Now, If you want house furnishings
you cannot afford to miss this sale. These goods are all sanl- -'
tary and in l condition.1 J Come early and bring your
friends.
f Anyone having odd pieces of furniture they wish
to sell in this sale can do so. by calling Gober before 6 o'clock
Wednesday.
A--

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"TfJE LAUNDRY

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

OF QCAIJTY"
Dyeing, HaU
Dry , Cleaning.
Cleaned and Clocked. Rug
process
cleaned
by. latest

Phones 148 and 449.

EL ESPERANZA

VNII ORM SIZE.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
More neat Cnlts per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.

The Most

Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

IIAIIN

COAL CO.

Fuel tor

Phone 91

HOTEL;
Jemez Hot Springs
Regular Auto Trips

Prom City to Springs

Mondays, Thursdays

and Saturdays

sixty-poun-

er

'

Now Is the time to purchase fuel as prices are sure to advance. DAWSON CHESTNt'T Is a superior coal for heating
purposes and stores well without slacking so there Is no risk

COALs

--

1

DAWSON COAL

on Imnbei

n

Tijeras Canyon Pavilion

'

1L

mtmm

Cafeteria

y

of Admission
Night: (6 to 11)
Adults 35c.
Children 15c.

(Tax Included)

Let Us Send a Man

Ecton's

Prices

Matinee :
Adults 25c.
Children 10c.

o,

i

J

WITH RUDOLPH VALENTINO

REEVES & REEVES

WANTED

in aScentAom ih

the Rocks

"Beyond t m Roc i4S

and Whatnots"

FOGG, The Jeweler

Beyond

In Elinor Glyn's

T

T w

k,

'

Rodolph WenttrtO

QRH SWANSON

i..,tf

how-to-d-

and

Paramount Picture

Trips on Application
Fare $7 One Way.
For Farther Information Applj

Special
,

Sturges Hotel.

CHAS.

H. CLAY,

Prop. El Espcranza Hotel.
New Mexico
Jemez Springs

i'.

USE A. D. A. BUTTER
The following Grocers will be glad to Supply Vou
Marl Bros.
Broadway Central
Mori Bros.
Broadway Grocery
Frank Trotter
"University Grocery
Central Market
American Grocery
Matteuccl-Palladin- o
Co.
Albuq. Mercantile
Ward's Store

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO-OPERATI-

Phone

351

331

North Second

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT

ALT

